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Executive Summary
The WEATHER project, funded by the EU 7th framework programme, analyses and
explores the economic costs of extreme weather events on the transport system in
Europe and ways for reducing these costs. The present report provides case studies
which cover local specificities, lessons learned and long-term adaptation strategies. The
case studies provide recommendations of better emergency management, adaptation
measures and policy implementation on a local level. In total six case studies were
selected for reviewing local issues of climate adaptation in Europe.
Case study 1 deals with the „Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany‟. During this event, roads,
railways and bridges in Eastern Germany and the Czech Republic were heavily damaged.
The case study was chosen because floods are one of the most important extreme
weather events for middle/eastern Europe. Furthermore it is an example for cross-border
projects between Germany and the Czech Republic in terms of European emergency
management. The flooding revealed a large potential for improving regional, national and
international communications in order to avoid damages and to save lives during
emergencies of such scale. For instance, these could be supported by European projects
improving cross-border cooperation, such as IDIRA.
Case study 2 covers the „Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe‟. For Greece this was
the hottest summer for more than a century. The country experienced three consecutive
heat waves (46˚C) that along with the strong winds and the low relative humidity (9%)
resulted in the breaking up of forest fires. The combination of two extreme events, heat
and forest fire, were the reason for selecting the summer heat of 2007 in Greece as a
case study. This event led to vast fires especially in Greece, burning down more than 800
houses and 10.196 km² of land, of which 6.633 km² were protected forests and natural
areas. The main challenge in dealing with the event relates to the coordination of
emergency management activities among the involved agencies and public authorities
and the definition of fire prevention programs. The recommended long term adaptation
strategies include fire prevention staff and programs, technological investments in forest
monitoring and mapping; communication, integration, organisation of the agencies
involved, wildfire management as well as recovery plans.
Case study 3 concerns the „Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006‟. As already
stated in the justification of the German case study (flood 2002) floods are important
extreme weather events. In the Austrian case study the specific problems caused by
flooding of a main Austrian and international rail link are analysed. The flooding was
caused by extreme rainfall within the northern part of the Czech Republic and the eastern
part of Germany and affected the railways in Austria and the Czech Republic. The
important railway line from Vienna to the North (main connection to Brno, Prague, Berlin
I
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and Poland) had to be closed. Only after seven months the Austrian railways (ÖBB) could
take up its normal operations in this area. As a long-term adaptation strategy ÖBB
introduced an Emergency Plan which regulates the information exchange if a flooding
threats. It is recommended to implement an ongoing maintenance of protection systems
and in-time information systems on upcoming flood in order to reduce the damage to
people and rolling stock.
Case study 4 treats the violent windstorm „Xynthia‟ which crossed Western Europe
between 27th February and 1st March 2010. Xynthia was selected as a case study
because it is one of the most extreme windstorms that occurred in France in the last
century by the number of casualties it caused. The transit of Xynthia caused the death
of 59 persons in Europe, flooding of houses and heavily damaging the transport
system. France was the country hit the hardest by Xynthia, which raised the issue of
coastal urbanization, maintenance of dikes and obsolete warning systems. As a measure
to prevent damages from storms, particular attention should be devoted to logistics nodes
by developing contingency plans. A further recommendation concerns the improvement of
land use and coastal development policies.
Case study 5 investigates the impacts of „Heavy snow on mountainous roads‟ in Italy in
2004. The case was chosen because it led to many damages and traffic disruption in the
main regional roads and the closure of the Apennines part of A1 highway for many hours.
The study concludes that the situation became critical due to an initial underestimation of
the weather situation. The main long-term adaptation strategy after the heavy snowfall
was the foundation of the National road system coordination centre “Viabilità Italia”, a
technical and administrative body to decide on the operational actions to prevent and
manage the road system emergencies caused by severe meteorological and other events.
Case study 6 discusses the challenges of „Rhine shipping during the 2003 summer heat‟
which occurred in the Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland. This case was chosen for
the following reason: the year 2003 was an extremely dramatic year for the shipping
industry in the recent decade, and it is very likely that the draughts of similar magnitude
may happen more often in the future. In this case study the focus was put on the damage
to the Netherlands. Due to the extreme low water levels (caused by temperature rise in
the region, less precipitation and more evaporation) the transport performance (tonnekilometres) decreased by 9.9%. The low water levels further led to safety issues (ships
running aground). The total welfare costs to Dutch society were estimated to amount to €
393 million in 2003, mainly due to reductions. Long term adaptation strategies include
improved traffic management (e.g. pumps at the locks), intelligent logistics (e.g. Electronic
Chart Display Information System ECDIS), innovative vessel designs in shipbuilding (e.g.
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construction of wider and lighter vessels); improved infrastructure measures (e.g. deeper
and wider navigation channels).
In summary, the case studies highlight that efficient communications structures,
coordination of the involved authorities, strict maintenance of protection systems, in-time
information on upcoming disasters, and the development of contingency plans for people
and logistics nods as well as timely, direct responses are fundamental for a successful
emergency management.
The general recommendations derived from each case study are as follows:
General recommendations “ Flood 2002 in Eastern Germany “:
A main challenge towards successful emergency management in general as well as for all
transport sectors is an efficient communication structure. Therefore, it is of high
importance to protocol information flows and to analyse them afterwards in order to
improve them. There is still a large potential for improving regional, national and
international communications in order to avoid damages and to save lives during
emergencies of such scale. European projects improving cross-border cooperation, such
as IDIRA, are of highest importance.
General recommendations “Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe:
The recommendations for the enhancement of the organizational aspects of EM transport
operations concern three main aspects:
a) The need for the development of a Decision Support System that can capture the
complexity of the dynamic character of such extreme weather events and respond
according to real-time information.
b) The need for the development of an economic assessment tool for evaluating the cost
impacts of weather extreme phenomena.
c) The conduction of Risk analysis at a national level for resource allocation in case of
emergency situations at vulnerable and endangered areas.
General recommendations “Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006 “ :
a) Maintenance of protection systems are highly recommended otherwise protection
cannot be guaranteed although protection system is constructed for high risk event.
b) In time information on upcoming flood can reduce damage to people and rolling stock
but rather not to infrastructure itself.
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c) In time communication to customers and fast reactions regarding rerouting of trains
lead to minimum of modal shift effects. A detailed communication system between all
affected stakeholders and detailed reaction plans are highly recommended.
d) Simple protections measures for high value equipment can reduce future damage and
operation problems.
General recommendations from “Xynthia”:
Xynthia provides a typical example of the issues related to transport during and after a
windstorm. Transport interruptions represented a significant share of the total
disturbances to the economic system. Falling trees, broken networks, and closed
infrastructure nods appear to be the main problem for land transport. Maritime and air
transport were severely affected, with an almost complete interruption during and after the
events. Indeed, windstorms are either extreme large scale events (like Lothar in 1999) or
highly destructive at local scale (with many casualties in the case of Xynthia).
But they do not prove to be a particular challenge to transport in particular that is to say
relatively to the rest of the economy: air transport stops, and as it is unadvised to travel at
all, all transports modes are affected. Windstorms affect transport as much as they stop
the economy as a whole.
Thus, for these two cases, there is no easy adaptation action that can be planned by
individual transport actor to avoid these disturbances, since it is highly dependent on the
location of large scale infrastructure. Improvement in warning system may help diminish
the assets exposure (in maritime case and for automobiles). Storm vulnerability is thus
more a case of collective vulnerability and exposure, than a transport-related issue.
Particular attention can however be devoted to the logistic nods that have the greatest
impact on the functioning of the economy, and businesses can develop contingency plans
in case their supply chain is perturbed.
General recommendations “Heavy snow on Alpine roads”:
A general lesson learnt is that the underestimation of the problems caused by a particular
type of meteorological event (even if correctly forecasted, as the snowfall for the selected
case) and a drop of the attention due by the rarity of this kind of event in a recent past,
may led to very critical situation. So it is important to remember the past even if the more
recent one shows different climatologic features. For example, the heavy snowfalls of 80‟s
should had been taking into account even if 90‟s presented snow scarcity.
Another lesson learnt is that a general coordination plays a crucial role in the
management of a crisis to guarantee homogenous procedures and define the operational
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coordination modes. Hence the setting up of a national road system coordination centre
(“Viabilità Italia”) has been required.
General recommendations “Rhine shipping during the 2003 summer heat”:
The recommendations for waterborne transport include two aspects:
a) Timely direct responses, in accordance to the actual circumstances, especially
adequate navigation and loading restrictions, deployment of reserve fleet to enable any
contractual obligations.
b) Structural adaptation measures, which are aimed at improving the reliability of the
waterborne infrastructure in the long-term (for instance, increasing the pumping capacity
of the locks in a reverse direction, constructing parallel dams, curbing the degradation of
the river bed, etc). In addition accurate and up-to-date information on the depth contours
and actual water levels need to be constantly monitored by the pathway authorities by
using information technology such as ECDIS.
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1 Introduction
1.1 What is WEATHER?
Climate change is beginning to be measurable and, no matter what we do to mitigate it, a
rise of global temperatures by 2°C to 4°C within this century is no longer avoidable. The
consequences will be more extreme events such as hot and dry summers, heavy winter
storms, storm surges, floods and landslides. The need for adaptation is recognised, but
the magnitudes and consequences of these changes in the weather system are not yet
well understood. Therefore, the WEATHER project aims at analysing the economic costs
of climate change on transport systems in Europe and explores ways for reducing them in
the context of sustainable policy design.

1.2 Objectives of WP6 Case Studies
The case studies in WP6 serve the following purpose:


Formulation of local specificities, requirements and experiences for the analytical
analysis



Verification and extension of the insights developed in WP2 and WP5



Recommendation of better emergency management and adaptation measures on
a local level

1.3 Scope of the Case Studies
In total the following six case studies were selected:
Case Study 1 deals with the „Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany‟ during which roads,
railways and bridges in Eastern Germany and the Czech Republic were heavily damaged.
The case study focuses on the information chain from weather forecast till disaster
management and on the differences between abrupt and predictable disaster-causing
incidents.
Case Study 2 covers the „Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe‟, with emphasis on
Greece. The case study analyses the efficiency of crises and emergency management
activities which were performed. It further explores options of how to maintain the
functionality of transport systems for supply and rescue services. The costs and the
effectiveness of measures taken during the wild fires and their likely increase in when
more efficient early warning systems and cooperation networks are installed were
explored. The progression of wild fires and the sequence of crucial infrastructures being

1
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hit were analyzed. The case study further discusses the pros and cons of infrastructure
adaptation measures, will look at the location of the most affected infrastructures in front
of the background of the Greek infrastructure planning procedures. CS will propose
amendments to reflect long term weather effects in transportation planning
Case Study 3 concerns the „Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006‟ which
affected the railways in Austria and the Czech Republic. The case study focuses on the
damage to the railway line, including direct costs to the network operators and the rail
service providers and the indirect impacts to the railways, passengers and shippers due to
the closure of the track.
The case study investigates the reasons for the occurrence of this damage, including
technical and organisational. Conclusions were drawn on the means by which the
damages could have reduced, i.e. possible and necessary adaptation measures. The
case study further explores the connection between accurate information (on weather
situation) and measures in time.
Case Study 4 deals with the violent windstorm „Xynthia‟ which crossed Western Europe
between 27th February and 1st March 2010. Developed in the Atlantic off the Portuguese
island of Madeira, it struck the Atlantic coast of Europe on Saturday 27th February, hitting
the northern provinces of Spain and Portugal with torrential rain driven by winds of up to
140 km/h. The direct costs of the storm event to the transport sector and its indirect
impacts on society and economy were estimated. The lessons learned from Xynthia are
identified; this discussion aims to contribute to the question of vulnerability of the transport
sector and to the identification of suitable adaptation measures.
Case Study 5 investigates the „Heavy snow on mountainous roads‟ in Italy in 2004. The
case study deals with driver‟s behaviour and uncorrected management practices during a
snowfall. Further an analysis of the meteorological condition which is prone to cause such
events, the forecasting and monitoring capabilities which support the management of such
event and how they could change in future will be considered.
Case Study 6 discusses the challenges of „Rhine shipping during the 2003 summer heat‟
which occurred in the Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland. The case study reviews the
impact of the long dry period in the heat summer on inland navigation. It builds on
previous work on the direct impacts on shipping companies and the indirect effects on
other economic sectors through the cost increase or even the interruption in supply
chains. Intermodal effects, such as modal shift from waterway transport to road and rail
are analysed. Possible adaptation strategies are explored given the capacity constraints
of major railway lines and road links.
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1.4 Structure of the Report
The report is structured in the following manner: Chapter 2 provides the methodology
which was applied to the case studies. Section 2.1 outlines the rationale for selecting the
present cases is outlined. In Section 2.2 the structured approach for the case studies is
provided. Section 2.3 puts the WP 6 in context with the other WP of the WEATHER
project. Chapter 3 – Chapter 8 discuss the individual cases, as outlined in Section 1.3.
Chapter 9 draws the main conclusions from the analysis of the case studies and provides
further recommendations for crisis management and adaptation to extreme weather
events. The Annexes provide fact sheets on all case studies and additional material.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Justification of the Selected Cases
This section explains why the individual case studies were chosen.
Justification of Flood 2002 in Eastern Germany
Floods are one of the most important extreme weather events for middle/eastern Europe.
As their consequences may affect large areas, effective regional, national as well as
cross-border information chains are highly important. Case Study 1 will reflect thus the
information chain from weather forecast till disaster management. Furthermore, crossborder projects between Germany and the Czech Republic in terms of emergency
management will be presented to show the on-going process to strengthen European
information flows.
Justification of Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe
Greece‟s summer of 2007 was the hottest summer for more than a century. The country
experienced three consecutive heat waves (46˚C) that along with the strong winds and the
low relative humidity (9%) resulted in the breaking up of forest fires. The region of
Peloponnesus in the southern part of the country was mostly affected, especially between
the 24th and 27th of August. The toll on human losses, natural disasters and infrastructure
damages was heavy during the peak period of the event. As climate change is as
prevalent as ever and similar events are inevitable to be observed, heat waves and
consequent fire breakups are expected to occur with high frequency in the Southern
Europe area.
Justification of Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006
As already stated within the justification for the German case study (flood 2002) floods are
important extreme weather events. In the Austrian case study the specific problems
caused by flooding of a main Austrian and international rail link are analysed. Boarder
crossing effects of the closure of an international rail link (detouring procedures between
different infrastructure operators in different countries - Austria, Czech Republic, and
Slovakia) is one focus of this case study. In addition the development of advanced flood
warning system that needs boarder crossing information transfer (catchments area of
rivers in a different country then the flooding area) is an issue that is analysed in this case
study. Finally the effects for the users and modal effects due to the closure of one part of
the infrastructure are analysed, resulting in economic costs of the analysed closure.
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Justification of Hurricane Xynthia in France SMASH-CIRED
Xynthia is one of the most extreme windstorms that occurred in France in the last century
by the number of casualties it caused. The storm uprooted trees, flooded houses, and
caused havoc in the transport system. Moreover, this was not just a simple windstorm but
rather a combined event, including also storm surge and flooding, generally called „coastal
events‟. In the context of climate change, studying a coastal event is more interesting.
Indeed frequency and intensity of storms are not yet linked with climate change with
certainty, only the change of their trajectories is so far foreseen. However, the occurrence
coastal event, in a context of sea level rise, may be impacted by climate change. Then,
Xynthia is typical of the issues related to transport investigation in a windstorm. Moreover,
Xynthia provides an up to date case study which allows us to rely on primary sources and
not to rely on reports already done to produce this analysis.

Justification of Heavy snow on alpine roads
The snow blizzard occurred on the 29th of January 2004 was selected by ARPA Emilia
Romagna because it caused many damages and traffic disruption in the main regional
roads and the closure of the Apennines part of A1 highway for many hours.
Justification of Rhine shipping during the 2003 summer heat
Climate change is likely to affect the inland navigation sector in North West Europe; in
inland shipping the Rhine basin plays a central role. Various studies and empirical
observations confirm that the Rhine is increasingly becoming a rain-oriented river with
little melt-water contribution and with greater seasonal fluctuation in water discharge. The
quality of the water infrastructure directly depends on the amount of the precipitation and
evaporation regime in the region in question. In view of expected overall temperature rise
in the region, the perspective is less precipitation and more evaporation in summers, what
eventually will lead to long lasting low water levels. Although the year 2003 was an
extremely dramatic year for the shipping industry in the recent decade, it is very likely that
the draughts of similar calibre may happen more often in the decades to come.

2.2 Applied Approach
The case studies were all analysed in the same manner, starting with a case study
description which gives some basic information on the type of extreme weather event, the
location, duration of the event and the recovery, as well as the damage costs. Then the
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specific impacts on the transport sector were identified, including how long it took until
transport operations returned to the normal schedule.

2.3 Relation with other Work packages within WEATHER
The case studies in WP6 are aimed at providing information on emergency strategies and
long-term adaptation measures from concrete examples. This complements the more
general conclusions from Work package 4 (“Adaptation options and strategies”) and
allows to derive concrete recommendations for different European regions and modes of
transport.
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3 Case Study 1: Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany
3.1 Case Study Description
In August 2002 an incident of extreme rainfall within the northern part of the Czech
Republic and the eastern part of Germany due to a so called „Vb‟ weather situation
simultaneously caused two specific types of flood events. First a flash flood came down
from the mountains in Germany, overloaded the brooks and ditches, and gushed into the
river Elbe. That abrupt flash flood took only several hours and was quite stronger than
expected. It caused very heavy damages of roads, railways, bridges, buildings, energy
supply, and communication systems and killed 21 people in Germany and 17 in the Czech
Republic. Second, within a couple of days a second flood disaster has been set in process
by the water, which flew on the Czech side into the river Elbe, so that the river reached an
extreme high water level in Germany. The peak could be recognised until 45km before
Hamburg. In the aftermath the Elbe gauges showed record breaking water levels not
known for centuries. Particularly Saxony, a federal state in the east of Germany, was
struck by the flood waters. Even after the peak of the event between August 15th and
August 20th, the situation remained critical. State of catastrophe along the river Elbe
lasted in some regions until 21st September 2002 [Braubach 2011]. The flood in August
2002 is one of the worst natural disasters in Germany. [Undine 2011] It caused direct
economical losses of over 11 billion Euros (8.6 billion Euros in the Free State of Saxony,
federal state of Germany) for the Elbe and Danube catchment in Germany [UBA2006,
Milbradt 2003]. Figure 1 shows the affected parts of Germany including affected cities (red
dots) and rivers (dark blue).
Case Study 1 will reflect the information chain from weather forecast till disaster
management. Furthermore, cross-border projects between Germany and the Czech
Republic in terms of emergency management will be presented to show the on-going
process to strengthen European information flows.
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Figure 3.1

Affected areas in Germany by long lasting summer rain in August 2002
[NaDiNe 2011]

3.2 Transport Sector Impacts
The transport sector of Saxony was affected by large-scale damages to infrastructure and
vehicles causing disruptions and capacity overloads.

Financial impacts
The flooding of 2002 affected all modes apart from air including roads, rail, foot paths,
bicycle paths and the waterborne sector.
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In Saxony 740 km roads, 466 bridges and 20 % of the railway network were destroyed
(Striefler 2003b), and in whole Germany 400 km railway tracks had to be repaired or
replaced.
Cost estimates can be found in Table 3.1. Early general estimates by Striefler et al. (2003)
and the German Federal Ministry of Interior [BMI 200] have been replaced step by step
with updated information as listed below. In Saxony, the traffic sector encountered
damages of around 2 billion Euros, with road infrastructure (1 billion) and rail infrastructure
(0.8 billion) being the largest parts.
Besides the infrastructure, vehicles have been destroyed: a not reported number of
private cars, four ICE (railway) owned by Deutsche Bahn as well as four tramways and
two ferry boats owned by DVB, Dresden‟s UPT provider, have been destroyed and four
tramways and several ferry boats of DVB had to be repaired [DVB 2010, Hünerkoch
2002]. DVB claimed vehicle repair and replacement costs of about 13.4 million Euro.
Table 3.1

valid for
Saxony
29.01.2003
11.09.2003
thereof
UPT-providers
Dresden, DVB
Chemnitz, CVAG
administrative
districts
Dresden
12.08.2004
Chemnitz
31.12.2007
Leipzig
13.08.2008
Saxony new est.
Dessau
Magdeburg
Germany
06.11.2002
11.09.2003
25.11.2002
Germany new
est.

Summary of cost estimates for flooding in August 2002
damages in Mio €
road
UPT
UPT UPT rail
rail
sum
infrastr. infrastr. veh. sum infrastr. sum

Sources

6200
8600

Striefler et al. 2003
Milbradt 2003

706

69

84.3
0.022

810

13.4

DVB 2010
Tschök2010

911

377

75

RPD 2004

459

331

0.0015

RPC 2007

569.6
8600

?
1027
1
1.25

22

84.3

13.4 97.7

810

9200
11600

11600

9

RPL 2008
Own calculation
Otto 2003
LHMag 2002

850

BMI2002
BMI2002+
Milbradt 2003
1025 Hünerkoch 2002

850

1025
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Operational impacts
Boden and Kühnert (2007) evaluated the operational effects of the two flood waves on the
UPT network of Dresden. Figure 3.2 shows the undamaged tramway network just before
the flooding, whereas Figure 3.3 depicts the situation at the most critical point in time. By
then, the network was split into four parts; only 43 % of the network was served at that
moment [Boden 2007]. However, DVB tried to replace tramway services by bus lines as
much as possible. By that means, it was possible to serve at least 68 % of the station
during all the days of catastrophe [Boden 2007].
Figure 3.2

Tramway network without damages of 11.08.2002 [Boden 2007]
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Figure 3.3

Operable tram network of flooded Dresden, 16.08.2002, 15:49 [Boden
2007]

Recovery
The listing below covers mainly Saxony, as all other affected Länder of Germany had
mostly to cope with dam reconstruction along river beds.
Even though the infrastructure in Saxony was damaged considerably, all modes of
transport got back to business as (almost) usual by September or October 2002:
01.09.2002: rehandling operation started at port of Dresden [Hafen 2002]
02.09.2002: first train from Dresden main station (an IC to Berlin), Altenberg can be
reached by public transport [Marschner et al. 2003]
09.09.2002: UPT Dresden (almost) back to business as usual [Boden 2007]
18.09.2002: first piggyback train from Dresden [Marschner et al. 2003]
20.09.2002: first urban train on the track Dresden - Schöna (track through the Elbe valley)
[Marschner et al. 2003]
17.10.2002: first cross-border ferry between Germany and Czech Republic [Marschner et
al. 2003]
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29.10.2002: track between Dresden and Leipzig can be used again (single direction
temporary bridge) [Marschner et al. 2003]
Until the end of 2002, more than 200 projects had been finished in order to enable
usability of important routes (costs: 21 million Euro) [Striefler 2003].
However, infrastructure recovery took a long time:
 First reconstruction plans aimed at a nearly complete reconstruction in mid 2004
[Striefler 2003].
 The Bicycle path along the river Elbe could be used again completely in 2003, there
were reconstruction projects in 2004 [Hasberg 2003]
 Deutsche Bahn finished reconstruction and modernisation of damaged railway
network parts until 2011 [Hünerkoch 2002, Gens 2011]
 By 03.01.2005 417 reconstruction projects in the city of Dresden had been finished,
91 were in progress and 92 had not been started.
 By 31.12.2006 99.7% of all reconstruction measures (that is 3690 of 3700) had been
completed in the administrative district of Chemnitz [RPC 2006], completion was
reached in spring 2008 [RPC 2007].
By time of finishing this report (August 2011) there were still projects and damaged parts
of infrastructure, two examples:
 The last road and tramway project in Dresden will be finished in November 2011
[Dresden 2011].
 The historical railway line „Weißeritztalbahn‟ will be reconstructed by 2013 [SZ
2011].

3.3 Crisis and Emergency Management
Official press releases and documentations of emergency services name following
numbers of action forces for the whole area of emergency in Germany:



German Federal Agency for Technical Relief (THW): 24000 [THW 2003],
German Red Cross (DRK): 12000 thereof 7690 in Saxony [DRK 2003, DRK
2006],




Johanniter-Unfall-Hilfe e.V.: 1800 [THW 2007],
Malteser Hilfsdienst e.V.: 1000 [Malteser 2003],





Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund Deutschland e.V.: 1500 [ASB 2003],
German Lifeguard Association (DLRG): 4500 [DLRG 2002],
Federal armed forces 46600 soldiers plus civil forces and administrative staff
[BW 2002]
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Additionally, local forces of police (e.g. 1200 in Dresden) and fire departments as well as
walk-in volunteers helped to mitigate the situation. In Saxony, around 120000 people were
honoured with the „Sächsischer Fluthelferorden‟ for their efforts during the flooding
[Sachsen 2011].
THW, DLRG, DRK, and the Federal armed forces documented this emergency situation
as their largest and longest operation in their history, or, in the case of DRK, since the
Second World War [THW2003], [DLRG 2002], [DRK 2006b], [BW 2002].
The following description of measurements concentrates on the situation of Saxony with
emphasis on Dresden, because this region had to face the largest impacts of the flooding
regarding emergency response in the transportation sector. The last sections of this
paragraph give also a short overview about the situation in other parts of Germany and
estimated emergency management costs.
Road
Emergency management measures affecting road transport were road and bridge
closures depending on damage as well as on possible hazards arising from varying water
levels including (if possible) alternative routes [Dresden 2011b].
The website of intermobil [http://www.intermobil.org] with its traffic cameras monitoring
Dresden‟s bridges (later included in the services of VVO, public transport provider for the
region Upper Elbe, see [VVO cameras]) gained increasing number of visitors to the site,
who wanted to know which bridges are cleared at the moment.
The city of Dresden asked the population to avoid unnecessary journeys in order to give
emergency services free access to the disaster area. Above, the police inhibited
catastrophe tourism by all legal means [Dresden 2011b].
Decreased capacity of the road network induced congestions which in turn complicated
recovery measures [Dresden 2002].
On August, 19th, all important junctions, where signalling was damaged by the flood, were
controlled by the police manually [Dresden 2002c].
Rail
Dresden‟s main station was heavily damaged due to the flooding by the river Weißeritz
(flash flood from the Ore Mountains). Above, parts of the railway network was destroyed
or flooded depending on the water level [DB 2002].
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Deutsche Bahn monitored the situation via its traffic control centre in Leipzig and tried to
use all available network parts in a highly flexible way. Furthermore, rail replacement
transport was applied along with detouring routes on a European scale, because a main
cargo route between southern and northern Europe through the Elbe valley between
Prague and Dresden was not usable. This detouring traffic had to be coordinated with
normal traffic on the detouring routes as well as with adherence of safety rules.
In order to support the police to inhibit catastrophe tourism, only passengers living in
Dresden or members of emergency services were transported [Hünerkoch 2002].
Public Transport
Dresden‟s public transport provider tried to make the most out of the situation in order to
enable the population at least a part of normality in the city‟s life [Köpping 2010]. A unique
dispatcher service and a flexible network changing repeatedly a day helped to sustain a
partial public transport network with busses and tramways [Leichsenring 2008]. The
changing network was analysed by Boden and Kühnert in 2007.
List of notable events from press releases [Dresden 2002b-e]





17.08.2002, 11 pm: 150 busses and 50 tramways are operating for DVB
20.08.2002 6 pm: More and more lines will be operating if enough traction
current is available; Dresden main station is partly usable.
21.08.2002 5 pm: Many cities provided busses and personnel in order to
operate a tram replacement transport network
22.08.2002: In the evening of 22nd August 2002, 90% of the DVB-network is
served [Stadtwiki 2011].

River Navigation
According to the archived water levels (can be accessed e.g. via [wetteronline]) and
published highest navigable water levels for the river Elbe [WSA, Pegel], river navigation
was partly or completely impossible on the German part of Elbe between 12.08. and
29.08.2002.
In order to save bridges from damages, several ships had to be blasted on 15th and 16th
August 2002 [Kirchbach 2003, Dresden 2011b]
Dresden‟s port was flooded twice; rehandling operation was discontinued between 13.08.
and 31.08.2002. During that period measures of protection as well as cleanup efforts have
been conducted. On September 1st 2002 rehandling operation could continue. [Hafen
2002]
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The ports of Riesa and Torgau had more time for preparation, which had been used to
secure valuable equipment [Hafen 2002].
Airports
Besides normal operation, Airport Dresden International was a hub for emergency
services [Dresden 2011b]. Additionally, Airport Leipzig/Halle served as a logistics centre
for sand bags [Leipzig 2002].
Airport Dresden had to coordinate 1234 additional flights for rescuing persons from
flooded areas, evacuation (e.g. of hospitals) and transportation of sand bags and relief
goods [RUNDflug 2002] as well as vehicles (e.g. amphibian vehicles of the Russian army
[Kleinert 2002]) and equipment. An emergency hospital and a repository of relief goods
have been set up in the buildings of the airport [Dresden 2011b]. Furthermore, the former
Terminal 2 was used as temporary quarters for the flooded theatre workshop of Dresden‟s
opera „Semperoper‟ and the theatre „Dresdner Schauspielhaus‟ [RUNDflug 2002b].
Evacuations
Large areas in Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Brandenburg had to be evacuated. It is
estimated that around 100000 persons were affected [THW 2003].
Complicated evacuation actions had to be fulfilled while clearing hospitals and nursing
homes. If reasonable, persons were sent home. 400 patients being at that moment in
intensive care were brought by helicopter to the airport and flown by an A310 MEDEVAC
and seven C-160-TRANSALL-aircrafts (one of them with additional MEDEVAC kit) of the
Federal armed forces to hospitals in Berlin, Cologne and Leipzig. 460 persons were given
hotel rooms [Dresden 2011b, BW 2002].
Other German Federal States
All other affected federal states Saxony-Anhalt, Brandenburg and Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania had to deal with supervising and protecting dykes. Where necessary persons
were evacuated, as:
 in parts of Dessau (13.08.-13.09.2002) [AG HW 2003],
 in Mühlberg (17.-21.08.2002) [Koll 2002] and
 in 37 villages and cities of the rural district Prignitz in Brandenburg (21.-25.08.2002)
[Koll 2002].
Furthermore, roads have been shut, which have been cleared depending on damages
with speed limits (if necessary), permits have been handed out and the bus service was
shut down (e.g. in the rural district Prignitz 23.-29.08.2002) [LKPrieg 2002].
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Costs for Emergency Management:
Following costs for emergency management were reported:







Magdeburg spent 2.5 Million Euro on protecting the city [LH Mag 2002].
The Federal Government of Germany reported emergency management costs of
186 Million Euro for assignment of THW (Agency for Technical Relief), German
border police and German armed forces [BMI 2002].
Saxony claimed costs of 136 Million Euro including 27 million Euros for waste
disposal, 11 million Euros for evacuating hospitals and 10 million Euros for local
fire departments. [Striefler 2003]
German Red Cross used 5.9 million Euros from donations (overall 147 million
Euros) for emergency management and 8.6 million Euros for administration of
relief supplies [DRK 2006].

3.4 Adaptation measures
Analysis of the event
In the aftermath of this extreme weather event, several studies on the efficient usage of
flood protection systems, emergency management and information flows have been
executed, amongst others (translated titles of German publications):



[AG HW 2003]: Flood 2002 in Saxon-Anhalt – Final Report of the working group
„Hochwasser‟ (engl. „flood‟)
[DKKV 2003]: Flood prevention in Germany – Learning from the catastrophe 2002



in the Elbe area
[IKSE 2004]: Documentation of the flood of August 2002 in the catchment area of



Elbe
[Kirchbach 2003]: Report of the independent commission of the Saxon
Government – Flood catastrophe 2002
[Koll 2002]: Elbe flood in Summer 2002 – report of Landesumweltamt Brandenburg
in November 2002
[LfUG 2004]: Event analysis flood 2002 in the rivers of eastern Ore Mountains



[LfUG 2009]: Flood 2002 in the Mulde area




They are the basis for several adaptation measures in order to ensure that failures are not
repeated in future events.
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Flood protection
The independent commission of the Saxon Government [Kirchbach 2003] states that all
technical measures concerning the use of barrages have been exploited. The commission
states following problems:



It is suspected that political specifications may have led to insufficient flood
detention spaces – however it is stated that this topic needs a special analysis.
Maintenance and surveillance of dams and barrages are often unsatisfying and
lead to several cases of bursting. Information about the status of dams should be
available to the emergency managers in order to safe dams or ease



consequences of bursting.
It is stated that flood areas should be kept free from buildings – a measure which
has not been enforced yet thoroughly.

The independent commission proposes following measures [Kirchbach 2003]:





Allow larger flood detention spaces in barrages
Analysis of the technical flood prevention system
On-line status information for emergency managers
Concentrate responsibilities for dams and barrages in one general office

After the flood of 2002 Saxon laws concerning flood protections have been revised. [LfUG
2007] explains the new flood protection strategy of Saxony including following measures:






To reduce damage risks by:
o Individual precaution (inform the public on risks, possible flood adapting
construction techniques and area usage) and
o Planning (define flood areas, flood protection concepts, flood protection
action plans)
To reduce flooding by using natural areas
To increase flood protection levels by technical measures, e.g. accumulation lakes,
absorption basins and dykes,
To prevent and fight flooding during flood events

Since 2004 flood protection concepts for all first order water courses and the river Elbe
exist [SMUL 2010] and are implemented at the moment.
Information flows
The independent commission of the Saxon Government reports an inefficient information
system [Kirchbach 2003] due to:
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a small data spectrum which does not exploit all possible options, especially
concerning current data from barrages, current precipitation and data exchange
with Czech Republic
a complex alert service with serious time delays and failures in the information
chain, which led to various cases that information was behind the current
development of the catastrophe (therefore no preventive measures possible)
weak explanatory power of flood reports because of a lack of a holistic view on the
scenery and vague or even contradicting information
trusting on automatisms in information forwarding without drawing any conclusions



at the several stages of the procedure
technical failures because of the flooding at measurement equipment





The independent commission proposes following measures [Kirchbach 2003]:




developing more regional and as regards content more specific weather forecasts
including alternatives to the German Weather Service (DWD)
ensuring flood information services at any time including online measurements
with flood resistant equipment
reorganisation of the alert service with a general office
o avoiding a fragmentation of responsibilities
o combining information at a central stage leading to clear consequences and
recommended procedures
o tightening information chains by being the only source of information

Some measures taken until 2009 as consequences of the events in 2002 were [IKSE
2009]:



Implementation of the European Flood Alert System
Update and improvement of Czech and German flood forecasting models including



snow melting models
Reorganisation of flood



implementation of new siren systems)
New measurement equipment, including an ombrometer network for Saxony (can



lengthen forecasting horizon 2.5 times)
Initiatives to raise public awareness

alert

systems

presentations, websites)
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New technologies and transnational approaches
In [INoVeM 2005], a study of Fraunhofer IVI, it was proposed to create an information and
proposition system in order to gather all available information in cases of emergency, such
as floods. Such system should offer a situation overview, a scenario analysis, planning of
emergency public transport networks and passenger information. Such systems were later
implemented in projects of Fraunhofer IVI:






MobiKat: The MobiKat system, developed by Fraunhofer IVI, is a decision support
system, which enables relief units to efficiently plan and execute protection and
rescue measures [FhG IVI 2009] (see Deliverable D 3, chapter 11), which is at the
moment being enlarged to a Czech – German cooperation now called MobiKatCOSMOD funded by INTERREG IIIA [COSMOD 2009].
Easy.GO: Easy.GO is part of the traffic research project „Mosaique‟, which enables
service staff and public transport users to share multimedia information on
emergency situations via UMTS technology. The information is gathered in order
to provide updated traveller information depending on the current network situation
[Mosaique 2009].
SMART-WAY: The Easy.GO approach has been developed further during the EUproject SMART-WAY, which designs a navigation system for public transport users
taking delays, disruptions and changing connections due to emergency situations
during a trip into account [SMART-WAY 2011].

The International Commission for the Protection of the Elbe River (ICPER), which is a
German-Czech institution formed in 1990 published a joint Czech- German action plan
flood protection Elbe in 2003 with following goals:





Increase water retention capacity
Technical measures for endangered areas
Flood risk maps to reduce damage potentials
Improve flood forecast and flood alert systems



Inform the public and increase flood risk awareness

The fulfilment is documented regularly [IKSE 2006, IKSE 2009], see paragraphs above for
results.
ELLA was an INTERREG III B project from 2003 to 2006 with German, Czech, Austrian,
Polish and Hungarian partners focusing on transnational concepts for land use planning.
Pilot projects were implemented in the Czech Republic and in Germany. ICPER and ELLA
coordinated their goals and actions [ELLA 2006]. This initiative is followed by LABEL, an
Interreg IV B project from 2008 to 2012 [LABEL 2010].
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One focus of the German Red Cross in Saxony is cooperation in emergency situations.
One project finished by the end of 2012 is aiming at creating an education centre as a
basis for a standardised, cross border emergency management of the water rescue
department of the Red Cross to avoid catastrophic incidents [SAB 2011]. It is financed
under the European „Ziel 3 – Cíl 3‟ initiative for Czech-German projects, a successor of
the INTERREG series. Another project, where the German Red Cross is involved,
enabling cooperation between different German institutions in emergency situations is
SPIDER, a Security System for Public Institutions in Disastrous Emergency scenaRios,
[SPIDER 2011].
From a more European perspective, the EU-project STAR-TRANS „will produce tools
analyzing how risk propagates and affects interconnected transportation systems in
Europe‟ [STAR-TRANS 2010]. Such analysis tools can support network planning,
especially with regard to vulnerabilities and needed redundancies.
In order to improve European cooperation in cases of emergency, the Fraunhofer IVI
coordinated EU project IDIRA seeks to „develop a system of technologies and guidelines
which help in optimal resource planning and operations across national and organisational
borders‟ [EU 2011].

3.5 Case specific analysis
Emergency Management - failures and lessons learned of 2002
Amongst others, Kirchbach et al. stated following problems concerning preparedness in
municipalities and governmental headquarters [Kirchbach 2003]


Flood plans did not include flooding of the 2002 dimension, so decisions about the



necessity of evacuations were difficult.
Maps used in situation rooms and by response forces were not congruent and
complicated communication.
Communication depended on public electricity; there were mostly no fallback
solutions.
Many cities and municipalities lacked public information media to inform the



population.
Many municipalities are only prepared to get flood alerts during regular working



hours.
Responsible coordinators were not (enough) trained for leading in emergency




situations
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During the catastrophe, emergency management faced following problems [Kirchbach
2003]:





There were enough forces for response measures, nevertheless the process
lacked in the organisation of those forces. Precious time was lost during the
organisation process. No overview of forces was available at the time of
catastrophe even at lower levels of the hierarchy.
There was no alert system for the public. Media were not informed by one central
source; this was a reason for false information, rumours and panics.
Even if there were uncertainties about evacuations due to the lack of flood plans,
evacuations were executed in a well-regulated way. Nevertheless, evacuation of
nursing homes should be avoided; in unavoidable cases emergency



accommodations should be equipped properly. As evacuated persons also stayed
with relatives or acquaintances it was difficult to monitor the whereabouts of
evacuees including the amount of further needed emergency accommodations.
Emergency management software „DISMA‟ was not used as it was said to be
complicated and time-consuming in data administration.

Success stories of spring flood 2006
In spring 2006, from February to April 2006 melting snow in combination with heavy rain
caused long lasting flooding of a large region in Central Europe by the rivers Elbe and
Danube. This event was a practical test of all administrative reorganisation and flood
protection measures.
Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt proved to be prepared for Elbe floods and reported their
experiences in [LfUG 2006] and [LHWSA 2006].
Experiences of Saxony
One focus of the report of 2006 [LfUG 2006] was the functionality of the renewed alert
service.
A three-shift-operation plan was set up for the flood information centre and an on-call duty
proved to be useful for 24 h service of flood alert and prediction services. However,
duration of the flood made great personal, organisational and technical demands.
In relation to the severity of the event, media and public relation were one important task
of flood information. Daily held press conferences aimed at concentrated information for
the media and to reduce general press requests for the flood information centre.
Additionally, current information was available via internet and telephone as well as via
video text.
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Cooperation between Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, the German Weather Service and the
Czech Republic was reported to be a key element for the quality of the flood information.
Experiences of Saxony-Anhalt
Like in Saxony, there was a strong request for media information regarding current water
levels and forecasts. It is expected that the new information platform will support the
coordinating staff which were hindered from their planned work during the emergency by
too many media requests. Furthermore, it is planned to form a separate information hot
line.
Further lessons learned from flood 2006 in Saxony-Anhalt [LHWSA 2006]:








There should be enough trained personnel to use new technologies such as GIS
mapping.
Expert advisers for dykes supported decisions for and against emergency
measures.
The flood report plan should be adapted with regard to the findings of the flood of
2006.
Flood tourism should be reduced.
A part of the emergency services should be equipped with mobile communication
devices which can send and receive e-mails and fax in order to provide flood
coordinators with current information.
Monitoring of the water body should be improved during flood events with
additional measurement sites and a defined measurement plan which is jointly
prepared by involved institutions.

All in all, it can be stated that the flood event could be managed better than in 2002.
Gained knowledge was used for improvement of the emergency services. Priorities set
when defining the reconstruction plan for dykes proved to be right.

General remarks
The reports of ICPER ([IKSE 2006] and [IKSE 2009]) point out that the international
cooperation in flood forecasting was tested successfully in 2006 and proved that lessons
have been learned. However, [IKSE 2009] states that there was further potential to speed
up the communication in the pre-alert phase. A newly created European online form of the
European Flood
communication.

Alert

System

EFAS

should

help

to

accelerate

international

As stated in part 3.4, one implication was to create a platform which integrates all
available information for emergency services. A project for such a platform, named
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MobiKat, was started in the end of 2005. Only after a quarter of the foreseen time
span, MobiKat proved to be a useful tool to monitor emergency cases like floods of
the river Elbe [DNN 2006].
New challenges ahead: summer flood August 2010
In August 2010 a similar meteorological situation like the one in 2002 caused flooding at
the Polish/German/Czech border with damages in Saxony of 0.8 billion Euros and three
deaths. In September followed another flood of the same meteorological origin, but –
luckily – less damage [Schulz 2010].
A first analysis of the events took place shortly after the event [IKSO 2010]. Socher
concluded from that report that a joint flood risk plan for the border triangle should be set
up. Furthermore he demanded risk maps and an integrated plan for risk management,
forecasting and alert systems [Socher 2011].
In the aftermath, a commission was set up to analyse the alert system. The report
[Jeschke 2010] showed that the system set up after 2002 is feasible to cope with such
situations. However, there are still open points to improve the system fundamentally.
Jeschke et al. propose – amongst others – following measures of improvement [Jeschke
2010]:








River areas which have been defined as alert areas should be scaled down.
An alert for a water body should be preferred over an area alert.
Forecast models for water levels should be improved and extended which also
incorporate current rain falls.
(Current) forecasts should be made available as a website including advance
warnings as flood information.
Flood alerts should be formulated action-oriented.
Urgent notification should only be sent out if alert level 2 is reached and alert level 3 is
forecasted to be reached.
The system of acknowledgement of receipt should be organised practicable.



The group of third party-recipients of urgent flood alerts and flood information (should
be enlarged.



Measurement equipment including flood resistant water level meter, rain radar,
ombrometer and redundant remote transmission should be enlarged.




A cooperation flood alert system should be developed for the border triangle
Municipalities should have access to their gauges without any time lag.




Siren installations should be enlarged.
Training for emergency events should be activated in municipalities.
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After important flood events cooperation between the Saxon flood information centre
and municipalities should be revised.
In cases of emergency, mass media should be informed and used.
A risk awareness programme should be started to inform potentially endangered
population about their individual risks.

The Saxon government acknowledged the proposals and named following planned
measures to be executed [Sachsen 2011b]:









To integrate meteorological measurement networks of the ministry of the environment
in to the ombrometer network of the flood information centre in order to get a holistic
view on all available automatic measurements.
To enlarge the network of gauges
To improve forecast models
To set up a rain radar in Eastern Saxony
To improve cross-border cooperation by joint trainings, language courses, crossborder alert plans and documents for operation.
To improve flood alert service
To raise risk awareness of municipalities, population and enterprises in order to give
them tools of danger avoidance and danger defence.

The events of 2010 showed once more that projects to improve cross-border cooperation
in cases of emergency are of highest importance, such as the already mentioned EUfunded project IDIRA [EU 2010].
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3.6 Summary and Lessons Learned
The European flood in 2002 was a long lasting extreme weather event affecting a large
area of Europe. This case study only reflects damages, measures and lessons learned in
Germany.
There are four main points when responding to such an extreme weather event:


Enough staff and financial resources





Sufficient data availability for an all-embracing situation overview
Good coordination and clear hierarchies
Public risk awareness

The flood in 2002 showed that public authorities as well as the population were rather
unprepared. A main issue was the complicated communication structure which led to
serious delays for emergency services. However, all proved to have lessons learned when
the event reoccurred in 2006: communication structures have been renewed and new
communication media such as the internet are now widely used.
After all, the events of 2010 showed once more that there is still a large potential for
improving regional, national and international communications in order to avoid damages
and to save lives during emergencies of such scale. It cannot be stated often enough that
European projects, such as IDIRA, to improve cross-border cooperation are of highest
importance.
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4 Case Study 2: Summer Heat 2007 in Southern Europe
4.1 Case Study Description
According to the European Space Agency, Greece has experienced more wildfire activity
during the summer of 2007 than other European countries have over the last decade
(ESA, 2007). In total, over 8.933 fires have been recorded in the country following the
third heat wave the country had experienced in that period (EFFIS, 2007). The
mountainous southern peninsula of Peloponnese was the worst affected region. The
strong winds and the lack of precipitation in the area further increased the intensity of the
blazes and supported the propagation of the event.
Peloponnesus is located in southern Greece and is comprised of 7 prefectures. Figure 4
illustrates their location in the national context, highlighted in black. The most populated
prefecture within the Peloponnese region is that of Achaia, accounting 331.316 people,
while the region‟s total is population is close to 1.165.147, within a total area of 21.386
km2.
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Figure 4.1

Location of Peloponnesus in Greece

Table 4.1 summarises the findings of the annual EFFIS report concerning the number of
fires and the affected area in Greece. The European Forest Fire Information System
(EFFIS) reports that 1.477 fires broke out in the Peloponnese region that burnt 10.196 km²
of land, the 6.633 km² of which were protected forests and natural areas (EFFIS, 2007)
and killed thousands of animals (WWF, 2007).
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Table 4.1

Number of fires and total burnt area (km2) during the summer of 2007
(EFIS, 2007)
Total number of fires Total burnt area (km² ) Wooded burnt area (km² )

Region of Peloponnese

1.477

10.196

6.633

Other Regions

7.446

211.860

129.930

Figure 4.2 depicts the percentage of total burnt area per prefecture within the
Peloponnese region. As presented in Figure 4.2, the prefecture of Ileia was affected the
most from the summer of fires of 2007.
Figure 4.2

Percentage of burnt area in the Peloponnese region
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The most severe fires broke out on August 24th and expanded rapidly until they were put
out in early September. During the 2007 summer period 68 people were killed, while
another 2094 people were injured (Statheropoulos, 2008). Table 4.2 provides detailed
information on the number of patients admitted in Peloponnese hospitals and medical
centres and the respective cause of admission.
Table 4.2

Health impacts in the Peloponnese region during the summer of 2007
(Statheropoulos, 2008)
Respiratory

Ocular

Problems

Problems

Cardio-pulmonary

Number of

problems

patients

17/08

20

2

18/08

19

4

3

6

50

0

1

13

45

0

19/08

17

4

2

16

59

2

20/08

26

5

1

19

74

0

21/08

29

3

2

18

70

0

22/08

18

2

3

25

72

0

23/08

28

3

3

15

92

0

24/08

52

9

14

14

115

0

25/08

149

68

28

8

285

45

26/08

79

64

15

14

199

1

27/08

76

21

14

18

159

7

28/08

50

15

8

18

115

0

29/08

21

4

6

18

70

1

30/08

34

4

6

18

81

0

31/08

30

5

5

11

80

1

1/09

17

6

9

14

67

0

2/09

14

4

0

14

38

0

3/09

21

1

4

12

63

0

4/09

18

5

4

11

60

1

5/09

26

2

5

20

72

1

6/09

16

3

1

13

50

0

7/09

10

0

2

13

35

0

8/09

10

1

2

9

38

1

9/09

17

0

1

16

45

1

10/09

18

5

0

14

60

0

Date

Burnings

Deaths

The impacts on residences and other infrastructure were also severe. 847 residences
were burned to the ground in Greece. The vast majority (815 houses) were located in the
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region of Peloponnese. Table 4.3 provides aggregate information regarding different types
of infrastructure that were burned during the summer of 2007 in Greece.
Concerning the economic impacts of the fires, no cost tool was available for its
calculation. The estimation for the cost of the damages for the 500.000 people affected
was close to 3billion Euros according to European sources (Davidson, 2007), while other
moderate estimations have found it to be close to 2.2 billion US Dollars (USAID, 2007).
The overall operational costs were estimated at 600.000 Euros (Michaletos, 2008). Within
the affected Peloponnese region, 20% of the country‟s olive trees are located whereas the
area represents 4,5% of the nation‟s annual GDP (Davidson, 2007). In addition to the
direct costs of the events, the tourism sector was also hit, since the blazes reached the
proximity of the Ancient Olympia and affected a series of accommodation and hospitality
units (Tatoulis, 2011).
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Table 4.3

Burnt infrastructure during the summer of 2007 (Statheropoulos, 2008)
Residences

Region of Peloponnesus

Region

Prefectures

Other

Total Damage Partial Damage Total Damage Partial Damage Total Damage Partial Damage

Arkadia

185

110

6

3

157

171

Korinthos

3

0

1

0

10

5

Ileia

524

238

30

12

498

233

Lakonia

8

33

0

0

90

32

Achaia

193

62

4

0

132

145

Messinia

95

40

4

2

33

8

1008

483

45

17

920

594

Evia

31

245

0

2

29

95

Etoloakarnania

1

2

0

0

0

0

Attica

0

4

0

0

0

0

847

672

41

19

817

544

Total region of Peloponnesus
Other regions

Public Infrastructure

National Total
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4.2 Transport Sector Impacts
The vehicular traffic was most affected during the fire events of summer 2007. While fires
mostly destroyed forests and farmland areas, they significantly influenced traffic
circulation due to various link closures and affected the operability and functionality of the
national and local road network. Between the 24th and 27th of August, the event peaked in
terms of severity and seriously affected the rescue services. Figure 6 depicts the hourly
propagation of the event in terms of closed road network in kilometres.
Figure 4.3

Length of closed road network per hour during the 24th and 27th August

During the 25th of August the fires rendered 1.054 km of road network out of use, with the
events gradually declining afterwards. At an average, 536 kilometres of the road network
were constantly closed during the four days, with the respective value for the whole
monthly period being close to 373 kilometres.
Figures 4.4 - 4.7 visually present the progress of the closed road network in 4-hour
intervals, regarding the period from the 24th to the 27th of August, 2007.
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Figure 4.4

th

Fires propagation during the 24 of August
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Figure 4.5

th

Fires propagation during the 25 of August
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Figure 4.6

th

Fires propagation during the 26 of August
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Figure 4.7

th

Fires propagation during the 27 of August
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The methodology followed for the detailed representation of the fires‟ propagation in
Peloponnesus in terms of link closures is included in ANNEX B.
Figure 4.8 depicts the occurrence rate of each closed link of the road network for the
above mentioned four day interval. Since the satellite earth observations of the events
were hourly recorded and updated, each occurrence value represents the hourly duration
each link was closed for.
Figure 4.8

Hourly link closures for the period between the 24th and 27th of August
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Crisis and emergency management
The actors involved in response to the fires that occurred in the summer of 2007 have
been:
 the Greek State
 the European Joint Civil Protection Mechanism
 the Greek Forest Service
 the Fire Brigade
 the local forest officers
 the General Secretariat of Forests and Natural Environment
 the Hellenic Air force
 the Army
 the volunteers
 the Police
The communication between all respective actors and emergency responders was
conducted through hand-held and on-board vehicle radios, alphanumeric pagers, personal
digital assistants [PDAs] and cell phones.
Ground and aerial means
The prefecture of Ileia was severely affected during the fires that lasted 4 days (August
24th to August 27th). The fires‟ intensity and the need for intervention by the Fire Brigade
did not allow fire crews to keep track of and record the beginning of the majority of the
fires, beyond those that occurred during the first day. As stated in Zirogiannis report, the
Fire Department records of the capital city of Ileia‟s prefecture only reported the 6 initial
blazes of the first day (Zirogiannis, 2009). After those initial fires, the Fire Brigade could
not record the occurrence of the fires that followed. As a result, when the event
propagated in space and time, reaching more habituated locations, fire fighters would
respond based on the level of threat perceived (Zirogiannis, 2009).
According to a field survey conducted by Zirogiannis in 2009, including both interviews of
civilians and authorities, the officers in charge of the fire stations in Ileia‟s prefecture
received hundreds of calls pleading for assistance during the 4-day period. Based on the
capacity of the prefecture‟s fire department in personnel and infrastructure, as well as the
fact that 59% of the villages in Ileia were affected by the fires (130 out of a total of 219
were burned), fire fighting personnel was in scarcity during this period. Approximately 300
fire fighters equipped with 60 vehicles were responsible for handling the majority of the
cases. Moreover, the four aircrafts destined to assist the operations were stationed in the
airport of Andravida (within Ileia‟s prefecture) but had to assist the fire fronts in other
prefectures during the same 4-day period.
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Ileia‟s ground fire fighting forces were reinforced both by other Greek fire fighters and
foreign volunteers. However, this help often proved to be fruitless since fire fighters
originating from other places than the prefecture itself could not significantly contribute to
the suppression efforts. This was the case because those fire fighters were not
acquainted with the local terrain, the landscape and the prevailing conditions in the area
(winds, etc.). For this reason, they were often reluctant to drive fire trucks within the local
forest as they did not know whether this could lead to a dead-end. In addition, their efforts
were hindered by the lack of knowledge concerning the exact location of water refuelling
points. As suggested in the case of fires‟ suppression, the disposal of information on such
factors is a matter of experience (acquired from local fire crews working in the area for
extended time periods) and its importance is decisive in the success of the suppression
efforts. After the incident in Artemida, where 9 people lost their lives due to a road
accident involving a fire truck and evacuation traffic resulting to the road being blocked
and people being trapped, the main concern of the authorities was to protect human lives
and residences. According to Zirogiannis, it was often the case that a fire truck would
arrive at a threatened location with orders to stay in the most central point and operate
only if fires reached the houses of the area. This fact restricted the potential contribution of
a fire crew in the suppression of the fires in the forests and farmland fields (Zirogiannis,
2009).
National and international assistance
The total personnel of the Fire Brigade is about 14.500 from which 9.500 is permanent
personnel, dealing also with the structural fires and 5.500 is the seasonally hired
personnel just for the forest fires (EFFIS, 2007). The Fire Brigade of Greece owns 1.525
fire trucks, which are involved in structural and forest fire suppression efforts. In the
summer of 2007 in Peloponnesus, the suppression efforts were also supported by trucks
and engines owned by the affected municipalities (considerable small number) and
approximately 1.000 soldiers, 200 volunteers of the fire services and hundreds of
volunteers and active citizens, while another 402 specified personnel and 32 engines
contributed as international aid. In addition, 41 state-owned aircrafts and 16 helicopters
were used to assist the operation, while another 19 helicopters and 1 airplane were hired
for that purpose (EFFIS, 2007; Kapakis, 2007). The fire fighting fleet of Greece was
reinforced by a total of 24 airplanes and 16 helicopters that were offered in the form of
assistance by several countries (mainly European). Table 4.4 summarises the
international aid that assisted the Greek efforts concerning the fire fronts in Peloponnesus.
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Table 4.4

International assistance by country (EFFIS, 2007)

Country

Date of Arrival Personnel Fire trucks - Engines Aircrafts Helicopters

Albania

28/8/2007

Austria

27/8/2000

Bulgaria

31/8/2007

Croatia

29/8/2007

Cyprus

26/8/2007

59

6

Cyprus

27/8/2007

72

8

France

26/8/2007

64

France

29/8/2007

8

Germany

28/8/2007

Hungary

27/8/2007

19

Israel

27/8/2007

60

Italy

25/8/2007

Netherlands

27/8/2007

3

Norway

28/8/2007

1

Portugal

28/8/2007

Romania

27/8/2007

Russia

30/8/2007

Serbia

30/8/2007

Slovenia

26/8/2007

Spain

26/8/2007

Sweden

30/8/2007

1

Switzerland

27/8/2007

1

Turkey

27/8/2007

International volunteers

27/8/2007

4

1
3

45

2

5
1

4

1

3

5

1

1
1
1
55

7

7
1
4

1
7
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Protection Measures
As of 2003, the Greek Government has published the „General Plan for Civil Protection‟ in
an effort to form a system that will efficiently deal with extreme natural phenomena and
provide the necessary guidelines for civilians in order to assure their health, safety and
property during the occurrence of such events. In more detail, the civil protection plan
,entitled „Xenokratis‟, clearly identifies all participating parties, bodies, authorities and
actors that are responsible for managing and coordinating response operations at all
levels (national, local). It furthermore grants these entities with crucial data, information
and tools so that they can accurately assess and evaluate the impacts of dangerous
phenomena, identify endangered areas and develop actions plans for dealing with such
events. Finally it provides the directives for the development of mitigation plans and
strategies and the guidelines for the organisation and cooperation of the human forces
(Isokratis, 2011).
Although „Xenokratis‟ clearly assigned the implementation of fire prevention and mitigation
measures and the development of specified evacuation and action plans to the local level,
prefectures and municipalities did not manage to apply the pre-developed plans during the
events of August, 2007. In the cases where the action plans were not used, it was either
attributed to negligence, panic or lack of experience on behalf of the responsible actors.
For this reason, they now face penalty sentences from the Greek Government which
purports that when the General Secretariat for Civil Protection ordered the urgent
activation of the „Xenokratis‟ mechanism (a day before the fires reached Ileia‟s
prefecture), the authorities failed to comply (Nodaros, 2011).
Evacuation Orders
The Greek General Secretariat of Civil Protection suggests that civilians living in forested
areas should not evacuate their residences unless their evacuation route is guaranteed
(General Secretariat of Civil Protection, 2007). However, the fact that the predominant
strategy during the first two days of the wildfires was to order the evacuation of
settlements is indicative of the panic that was prevalent. Among the initial fires that
occurred on the 24th of August, the one started in Artemida village led the locals to
evacuate their houses. During the evacuation, two different routes were followed. The
evacuees that followed the route leading to the village of Zaharo (located at 1km distance
in the proximity of Artemida), were trapped due to a car accident that blocked the road. As
reported by Nodaros, a fire truck coming up the road and heading towards Artemida
crashed against incoming traffic. That accident blocked the road and trapped the people
trying to evacuate. The fire that soon reached the location of the accident burnt 9 people
among of which 4 children (Nodaros, 2007). This incident was of central importance in the
course of the 4-day period, since it formed the way the authorities (the Police and the Fire
Department) would react afterwards. After this incident, whenever a fire was approaching
habituated locations, the authorities would order the evacuation of the area as soon as
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possible under the fear of a higher death toll (Zirogiannis, 2009). However, according to
fire scientists, the authorities should have retained the services of capable villagers that
could provide significant assistance to the efforts of fire suppression (Xanthopoulos,
2007b). Table 4.5 presents the percentage of settlements in Ileia that were ordered to
evacuate. Evacuation orders were given for 89% and 91% of the villages during days 1
and 2 respectively, while that percentage dropped to approximately 50% for the following
days.
Table 4.5

Evacuation orders by day for the villages of Ileia (Zirogiannis, 2009)
Evacuation orders by day
Date No order Evacuation ordered
24/8

11%

89%

25/8

9%

91%

26/8

47%

53%

27/8

50%

50%

Volunteers’ participation
As the event continued, it became evident for the authorities that local residents could
significantly contribute in the fire suppression efforts. Given the equipment they had (small
agricultural trucks that were transformed to water tanks) and their former experience in
dealing with local fires, they proved to be an important fire fighting force. According to
Zirogiannis field survey, Table 4.6 summarises the day the fire reached the villages of
Ileia‟s prefecture, the existence of evacuation orders and the level of participation in fire
suppression by the local residents. Regarding the latter parameter, following factors were
taken into consideration for the classification of the „low‟, „medium‟ and „high‟ categories:
 Number of people assisting in the operations
 Age of people assisting in the operations
 Available equipment (farm tractors, water sprinkler mechanisms, etc.)
 Effectiveness of the effort
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Table 4.6
Villages

Volunteers‟ participation and evacuation order for the Ileia villages (Zirogiannis, 2009)
Volunteers'
participation

Fire
start

Ordered
evacuation

Villages

Volunteers'
participation

date
AgioiApostoloi

medium

25/8

AgiosGeorgios

high

26/8

Ambelonas

medium

25/8

Anilio

low

24/8

Diasella

high

25/8

Eleonas

medium

25/8

Fanari

medium

25/8

Frixa

medium

27/8

Graikas

medium

Irakleia

Fire
start

Ordered
evacuation

date
Miraka

medium

26/8

x

Mouzaki

high

25/8

x

x

Oleni

high

25/8

x

x

Palaiovarvasaina

high

25/8

Parapougi

medium

25/8

Pelopio

high

26/8

Platanos

medium

26/8

x

x

Platiana

medium

25/8

x

25/8

x

Ploutoxori

high

27/8

high

25/8

x

Pournari

low

25/8

Kafkania

medium

26/8

x

Skiloudia

high

26/8

Kalivakia

high

26/8

Smerna

low

24/8

x

Karatoulas

medium

25/8

Sopi

high

25/8

x

x

x

x
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Villages

Volunteers'
participation

Fire
start
date

Ordered
evacuation

Villages

Volunteers'
participation

Fire
start
date

Ordered
evacuation

Kladeos

high

26/8

x

Sxinoi

low

24/8

x

Koliri

medium

26/8

Tripiti

medium

25/8

x

Korifi

high

25/8

Varvasaina

medium

26/8

x

Koskinas

low

26/8

Velanidi

low

25/8

x

Koutsoxera

high

25/8

Vresto

low

24/8

x

Lambeti

high

26/8

Vroxitsa

medium

25/8

x

Lanthoi

high

26/8

x

Xaria

high

26/8

x

Lantzoi

medium

25/8

x

Xeimadio

high

25/8

x

Livadaki

low

24/8

x

Xelidoni

high

25/8

x

Mageiras

high

26/8

x

Xirohori

low

24/8

x

Makistos

low

24/8

x

Zaharo

medium

24/8

x

x
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Closure of unsafe routes
Shortly after the fires broke out, a gradual closure of road segments and parts of the road
network that were characterised as unsafe was observed. A closure of specific parts of
the network occurred either after Police orders, based on information about the proximity
of the fires to habituated villages, or due to the fires themselves that rendered an
important part of the network useless. Traffic management measures were applied in the
open parts of the road network in order for people to be able to evacuate in the most
efficient way, while the authorities ordered the detouring of trips destined to unsafe
locations. The temporal character of all measures applied during the 4-day summer period
depended on the severity of the event in the respective area.

4.3 Adaptation Measures
Fire prevention: staff and programs
Wildfire management consists of three aspects: prevention, suppression and restoration.
Until 1997 the Greek Forest Service has been entirely responsible for wildfire
management. However in 1998, the suppression responsibilities were given to the Fire
Brigade, leaving the Greek Forest Service increasingly understaffed and poorly funded by
the Greek administration. This compromised the ability of the Forest Service to effectively
carry out fire prevention operations (Georgopoulou, 2007). However, as of 2008, the
Greek State extended the contracts of the seasonal fire fighting personnel from 6 to 8
months (April 1st to November 31st), in an effort to increase the stuff dealing with fire
prevention. In addition, utilising the 2007 funding provided by the US Office of Foreign
Disaster Assistance, a series of useful fire prevention training programmes and technical
assistance programmes have been provided to Greece.
After the 2007 experience, the country‟s sensibility on fire issues increased significantly.
As a result, the Greek Government published in July 2011 a revised version of the
„Xenokratis‟ Civil Protection plan that specifically concentrates on the forest fires issue and
among others revisions, it identifies the Public Electricity Company and the Hellenic
Transmission System Operator as responsible actors in wildfire management (General
Secretariat for Civil Protection, 2011). Furthermore, a lot of municipalities throughout the
country offer fire prevention and suppression guidelines in their websites since, while as of
2011 no traffic circulation and camping is allowed in national parks, forests and
endangered areas in the region of Peloponnesus (Ministry of Public Administrative Reform
and e-Government, 2011)
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Forest monitoring and mapping
Forest monitoring and mapping that could prevent and contain wildfires has been at the
crux of the agenda of the Greek State since the 2007 fires. Previously, the Forest
Department was under the Ministry of Rural Development and Food but after its move to
the new Ministry of Environment, Energy, and Climate Change during 2009, the Minister
has dealt with the issue of illegal construction in forests, proposing a bill during 2009 that
would postpone any construction on burnt forestland across Greece until specified
inspectors establish accurate forest maps.
Communication, integration, organisation
Until today, a lack of urgency and senior-level attention still exists and communication
regarding the potential outbreak of large scale wildfires and how to combat those remains
inconsistent. During the fire season of 2007, assistance and funding was provided by
several nations. However, Greece was not sufficiently prepared to facilitate or direct such
foreign assistance efforts. Integration and coordination between relevant actors is still
considered as inadequate.
Wildfire management
Following the 2007 fires, USAID's Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) granted
2.2 million US Dollars to fund a multi-year cooperative effort to exchange information and
technical details in wildfire management (USAID, 2007). The majority of these funds have
been used on for addressing immediate needs after the end of the 2007 fires and on
technical assistance and infrastructure building in the two subsequent years. More recent
efforts have focused on training exercises and included a visit by members of the Greek
Forest Service to the USA in 2009.
Recovery plans
Soon after the fire events in the region of Peloponnesus were over, the Agricultural
University of Athens conducted a detailed rehabilitation and development study for the
agricultural sector, the forests and the environmental protection of the regions that were
affected by the 2007 fires. In their study, they conclude that given all respective actions
that have to be taken in order for the Peloponnese region to fully overcome the damages
and losses of 2007, a total of 597 million Euros is needed. Table 4.7 presents the
proposed budget allocation per prefecture, including rehabilitation and restoration of the
environmental, production, processing and infrastructure sectors (AUA, 2007).
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Table 4.7

Recovery plans‟ budget allocation for the Peloponnese region (AUA, 2007)
Prefectures
Actions

Achaia Korinthia

Ileia

Arkadia Lakonia Messinia

Total

Environment
Erosion Works

12,34

1,95

45,62

23,73

9,50

8,72

101,86

Protection of Water Resources

4,35

2,53

30,06

13,27

6,16

6,04

62,41

Restoration and Protection of Forests

14,7

4,35

23

27

23,2

23

115,25

Production System
Rehabilitation of damages in oil production

6,06

2,64

81,96

8,14

8,61

9,43

116,84

Rehabilitation of damages in wine production

15,5

3,67

28,90

1,81

0,16

1,55

51,59

Rehabilitation of damages in trees' production

0,19

0,01

1,48

1,2

0,05

0,66

3,59

Rehabilitation of damages in bees production

0,27

0,15

1,41

1

0,53

0,45

3,81

Rehabilitation of damages in animals
production

2,33

0,54

60,91

9,2

5,51

7,03

85,52
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Prefectures
Actions

Achaia Korinthia

Ileia

Arkadia Lakonia Messinia

Total

Processing and Services
Rehabilitation of damages in processing

2,9

0,29

Rehabilitation of damages in agrotourism

1,68

0,56

0,51

1,74

0,44

6,38

0,05

1,79

Infrastructure
Restoration of road infrastructure surveillance
systems/management of water related extreme
phenomena due to fires

2,34

1,01

29,93

8,21

1,76

1,99

45,24

Stations for forecasting fire events

0,55

0,36

0,45

0,36

0,34

0,46

2,52

17,5

307,1

94,5

56,3

59,8

596,8

Total
61,6

Horizontal Action 1: Direct operational plan for olive productions

0,3

Horizontal Action 2: Completed programme for development of vineyards and restoration of damaged
vineyards

0,58

Grand Total of Program's Budget

597,68
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4.4 Case Specific Analysis
Figure 4.9 depicts the efficiency of each road network link that closed during 8 and 9 pm
on the 26th of August. This exercise was conducted at the local level of the road network,
in order to determine the impact of the closed links and their effect on the overall traffic
circulation. The higher the efficiency values of the closed link, the more severe the effect it
has on the network.
Figure 4.9

Link efficiency in the local network of Peloponnesus

A similar exercise has been applied to the national road network of southern
Peloponnese, in an effort to identify the importance of each link and to what extent it
would affect the network if it had been closed due to extreme circumstances. The
outcomes are presented in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10

Link efficiency in the national road network of Peloponnesus
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4.5 Summary and Lessons learned
Greece‟s summer of 2007 was the hottest summer for more than a century. The country
experienced three consecutive heat waves (46˚C) that along with the strong winds and the
low relative humidity (9%) resulted in the breaking up of forest fires. The region of
Peloponnesus in the southern part of the country was mostly affected, especially during
the last days of August. The toll on human losses, natural disaster and infrastructure
damage was heavy during the period of the event, with its severity peaking between the
24th and 27th of August.
During that period, specific measures were taken from all respective actors in an effort to
mitigate the impacts of the fires. In general, the authorities were found to be unprepared
for an event of such scale, since lack of coordination and organisation was observed
during the first days. As a result, habituated locations were ordered to evacuate in
contrary to what was eventually proved to be needed. It was often the case that
evacuation orders were given to villages independent of whether the area was in danger
or not. This significantly reduced the potential contribution of local volunteers in the fires‟
suppression efforts. Although both national and local plans were developed beforehand in
case of extreme weather emergencies, they were only partially followed. As a result the
well-being of evacuees was seriously endangered, since the latter would choose routes
that were later proven to be unsafe. Furthermore, people that could have assisted in
facing the increasing fire fronts throughout the event‟s propagation were left unused and
thus deprived the fire fighters of an additional force. This point gains more in importance
and criticality, taking into consideration that the volunteers‟ participation proved to be
decisive in the suppression of the fires.
There seems to be room for potential improvement in all respective aspects of wildfire
management (prevention, suppression, restoration). In regard to the aspect of fire
prevention, a series of measures have already been taken in terms of educational
programmes and technical assistance of the fire fighting crew from international parties. In
addition, the national and local civil protection plans have been revised and updated since
the events, as the severity of the 2007 events motivated both the authorities and the
public. In detail, evacuation and action plans have been developed that explicitly include
the allocation of shelter zones and centres that can accommodate civilians during
emergency situations. Furthermore, they deal with the designation of the safest possible
evacuation routes in order to ensure evacuees‟ secure distribution to the predefined
areas.
However, extreme weather events differ both in severity and characteristics with each
other since they often consist of parameters that can be neither estimated nor forecasted
(wind speed and direction, precipitation rates, etc.). In order to capture the dynamic
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complexity of such parameters, a Decision Support System should be developed that will
incorporate the detailed monitoring of such events and their propagation in an effort to
accurately define evacuation orders (time and routes of evacuation, destination areas).
The development of such a DSS requires the overall communicational and organisational
improvement between the involved actors (state, police and respective suppression
forces). Furthermore, the fire events of summer 2007 in Greece highlighted the lack of a
cost estimation tool in order to assess the impacts of such extreme weather phenomena;
such a tool could identify which adaptation measures are needed for each specific case
and assess their respective cost. Finally, as climate change is as prevalent as ever and
similar events are inevitable to be observed, a risk analysis study at a national level for
vulnerable and sensitive areas is necessary in order to define the measures that have to
be taken prior to the occurrence of adverse events and allocate the respective budget.
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5 Case Study 3: Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in
2006
5.1 Case Study Description
In the last week of March and the first weeks of April 2006 many flood events have been
recognised in Austria and in the Czech Republic due to thaw and deposit (the thaw started
on 23 March 2006 with inflow of warm air until an altitude of 2000m). This thaw was
combined with heavy rain at the end of March and beginning of April in the north and east
of Austria. This combination both of thaw and deposit let to the flood events.
A dam near Jedenspeigen located near the river March burst early in the morning of 3.
April 2006. This was the reason for flooding one third of the whole area of the community
Dürnkrut (up to 3 metres high). On the 4 April 2006 a second dam burst in the area of
Stillfried. Due to the second dam burst 15 square kilometres were flooded with an high of
up to 3 metres.
The important railway line from Vienna to the North (main connection to Brno, Praha,
Berlin and Poland) had to be closed due to enormous damage on the permanent way and
the railway station of Dürnkrut.
For 8 weeks it was not possible to use the railway line between Angern an der March and
Drösing (19 km). Six weeks longer only one of the two tracks could be used with a
maximum train speed of 40 km/h. From August 2008 on it was possible to use this one
track with normal speed. Seven month after the flood, at 13. November 2006, ÖBB started
its normal operation in both directions.
Beside the railway line also the international gas hub in Baumgarten was threatened by
the flood. Only due to specific safety measures in time the damage of an other (for
Europe) important infrastructure was avoided.
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Figure 5.1

Flood-Plan March

Beside the flooded rail infrastructure, lots of homes, agricultural buildings and factories
were damaged, because of the ingress of moisture. It was not „only‟ clear water which was
in the houses and factories; it was cruddy water with sand, oil, garbage etc. in it. People of
around 250 houses were evacuated from their homes. Some of them were brought to an
emergency shelter which was established, others went to friends etc. Furthermore
grassland and farmland were flooded. This caused crop losses for the farmers.

Figure 5.2 shows a part of the flooded area in Dürnkrut. In the middle of the picture the
flooded rail infrastructure (big red line) and the flooded railway station inclusive railway
control centre (green circle) can be seen.
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Figure 5.2

Rail infrastructure and equipment as well as a big part of Dürnkrut was
flooded on 03 April 2006

In Figure 5.3 part of the flooded rail infrastructure in Stillfried is presented.
Figure 5.3

Part of the flooded rail infrastructure in Stillfried

The direct damage costs for reconstruction of the railway line and the affected railway
stations have been about EUR 43 million.
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5.2 Transport Sector Impacts
Transport by rail and road was affected by the flood. Passenger and freight transport by
rail was not possible at this rail link. For a short time (6 days) there was a closure of a part
of the B49 (behind the flooded rail line in Stillfried), which is the main connection from the
affected region to Vienna. Municipal roads in Dürnkrut were also closed until the water
moved back.

5.2.1 Infrastructure Damage
In this chapter the rail infrastructure specific damage (and its costs as far as available) is
described.
In general the following damages occurred on 3 April 2006 at the rail link in Dürnkrut:
 flooding of track 2 on the whole line
 massive damages of track 1 on different sub-ranges
 damages on railway embankment
 substructure improvement because of disturbance of the adequate carrying capacity on
the whole line of track 2 and on different sub-ranges of track 1
 damage of the overhead catenary wire of track 2
 damages between km 40.5 und 53.3
Table 5.1 shows a list of damages which occurred due to flooding in the section between
km 40.5 and 53.3 at the rail link Vienna -Prague
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Table 5.1

List of damages in the section between km 40.5 and 53.3 at the rail link
Vienna -Prague1

area
total area

complex

description of damages

overhead catenary

dilution and partial blow up on around 13

wires and base

km

structures
total area

overhead catenary

partial scouring of mast-basement,

wires

anchor-basement was drawn out,
switching-trestle Dürnkrut and lowvoltage room were flooded

total area

cable equipment

partial unearthing and damage

railway station Dürnkrut

protective devices

flooding and damaging of railway control
centre in Dürnkrut

railway station Dürnkrut

buildings

flooding of all buildings of the railway
station Dürnkrut (e.g.: waiting room,
tunnel etc.)

railway station Dürnkrut

other structural

flooding of the switchgear building

equipment
Sulzbach

bridges

damages at scoured Sulzbachbridge

total area

culverts

flooding and damaging of 14 culverts

About EUR 13 million were needed for the rebuilding of the railway station Dürnkrut which
include costs for base structure, rail system and overhead catenary wires well as costs for
building construction, railway crossings, defence electronics, transmission lines and
lighting.
Rebuilding for the section Angern an der March to Dürnkrut cost about EUR 24 million.
Costs for base structure, rail system, overhead contact line, railway crossings,
transmission lines and lighting are included in the rebuilding costs. Around EUR 1.5
million occurred for the upgrading of the formation.
For construction measures of the section Dürnkrut to Drösing about EUR 2.5 million were
needed. Costs accrued for base structure, rail system, overhead catenary wires, railway
crossings, transmission lines and lighting.

1 see Spirk & Partner (2007): Hochwasser March 2006, ÖBB Infrastruktur Bau, Strecke 114. Wien Nord – Bernhardstal nach Staatsgrenze,
km 40,5 –53,3 Schadens- und Sanierungsbericht, Stand 31.10.2007, S. 5-6
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Rail infrastructure is and was not insured at all. Therefore no cost compensation for
damage was possible.

5.2.2 Base Structures and Rail System2
 section km 41.50 – 41.70:
 slipping of slopes
 scouring near tracks
 scouring and washing away of mast-basements and collector-shafts
 section km 42.7 – 44.8:
 flooding of base structures on both tracks
 section km 44.8 – 48.8:
 flooding of base structures on both tracks
 partial flooding of rail system on both tracks
 section km 48.8 – 52.5:
 flooding of rail system on both tracks until a height of 1,80 metres
 railway station Dürnkrut:
 flooding of the rail system on the whole area until a height of 1,80 metres

5.2.2.1 Overhead catenary wire
Overhead catenary wire damages occurred on 19 sections and at the railway station
Dürnkrut. There were typically damages due to flooding like
 baring of mast-basements
 tilting of mast-basements (losing of stability)
 flooding of electrical machines and devices

5.2.3 Others
Railway station Dürnkurt was flooded until a height of 1,80 metres. Due to the flooding all
electrical machines and devices inclusive the electrical railway control centre were
damaged.
The basic fabric of the railway station was damaged at the waiting area, engineering room
etc.
2 see Spirk & Partner (2007): Hochwasser March 2006, ÖBB Infrastruktur Bau, Strecke 114. Wien Nord – Bernhardstal nach Staatsgrenze,
km 40,5 –53,3 Schadens- und Sanierungsbericht, Stand 31.10.2007, S. 6
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A lot of safety facilities and other electrical machines and devices were damaged or
destroyed.

5.2.4 Recovery of Rail Infrastructure
Between Angern an der March an Dürnkrut both tracks were closed from 03.04.2006 until
24.05.2006. From 25.05.2008 to 10.06.2008 track 1 was opened and track 2 was closed.
Since 10.6.2006 both tracks between Angern an der March and Dürnkrut were opened.
From 03.04.2006 until 24.05.2006 both tracks between Dürnkrut and Drösing were locked.
From 25.05.2006 to 10.06.2006 track 1 was locked further and track 2 was opened for a
maximum speed of 40 km/h. After 10.06.2006 track 1 was locked further and track 2 was
opened.
On 25.05.2006 operation was started on the section Angern an der March to Dürnkrut as
well as Dürnkrut to Drösing. Until 05.06.2006 fewer freight trains than normal and nearly
30% of passenger trains (mainly main line traffic) could operate on these sections.
Between 06.06.2006 and 06.08.2006 a bigger part of freight trains, the complete main line
traffic and 50% of local trains could operate on these sections.
Table 5.2 shows the timetable for the start operation after flooding the rail line Vienna –
Prague.
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Table 5.2

Timetable for the start of operation after flooding of the rail link Vienna –
Prague

Timetable for the start of operation after flooding the rail link Vienna - Prague
lock from
03.04.2006 -

25.5.2006 -

10.6.2006 -

24.05.2006

10.6.2006

4.8.2006

total lock

opening

opening

track 2

total lock

track lock

opening

track 1

total lock

track lock

track lock

track 2

total lock

Angern an der March track 1
- Dürnkrut

Dürnkrut - Drösing

opening
(vmax 40 km/h)

opening

start of operation
03.04.2006 -

31.5.2006 -

6.6.2006 -

30.05.2006

5.6.2006

6.8.2006

fewer freight trains,
total line

nearly 30% of

bigger part freight trains,

passenger trains

all main line traffic

(mainly main line traffic)

50% of local trains

lock

vmax 40km/h
Herry 2011

It was not possible to use the railway line between Angern an der March and Drösing
(Dürnkrut is in the middle of this section of around 20km- see Figure 5.4) for 8 weeks.
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Figure 5.4

Angern an der March – Dürnkrut - Drösing3

For further 6 weeks only one of the two tracks was used. During that time a maximum
train speed of 40 km/h was allowed. From August 2008 on it was possible to use this one
track with normal speed.
On the 13. November 2006, seven month after the flood, ÖBB could start their normal
operation in both directions.
Recovery of roads:
After drain off the water from the road traffic was allowed. Correction of the asphalt was
done on different sites.

5.2.5 Transport Effects
The following tables, table 5.3 and table 5.4, describe impacts of the closure of track to
passenger volume and freight volume due to the flood in 2006. Data are from ÖBB, own
estimations and calculations.

3 Source: http://maps.google.at/maps; 03.08.2011
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Table 5.3

Impacts of the closure of track to passenger volume on the Nordbahn
Impacts of the closure of track to passenger volume on the Nordbahn

days

total lock

operation 1

operation 2

03.04.2006 -

31.5.2008 -

6.6.2008 -

30.05.2006

5.6.2008

6.8.2008

58.0

7.0

sum

61.0

126.0

affected express trains

812.0

98.0

854.0

1,764.0

affected regional trains

2,146.0

259.0

2,257.0

4,662.0

affected passenger in express trains (1.000)

310.7

37.5

326.8

675.0

affected passenger in regional trains (1.000)

781.0

94.3

821.4

1,696.6

distance Angern - Drösing

31.0

31.0

31.0

31.0

affected express train kilometres (1.000)

25.2

3.0

26.5

54.7

affected region train kilometres (1.000)

66.5

8.0

70.0

144.5

affected passenger train kilometres (1.000)

91.7

11.1

96.4

199.2

affected passenger kilometres in express trains (Mio.)

9.6

1.2

10.1

20.9

affected passenger kilometres in passenger trains (Mio.)

24.2

2.9

25.5

52.6

affected passenger kilometres in trains (sum in mio.)

33.8

4.1

35.6

73.5

operated express trains

0.0

42.0

854.0

896.0

operated passenger trains

0.0

0.0

1,159.0

1,159,0

812.0

56.0

0.0

868.0

transported passengers in express trains (1.000)

0.0

16.1

326.8

342.9

transported passengers in regional trains (1.000)

0.0

0.0

632.7

632.7

279.7

20.4

0.0

300.0

31.1

17.1

326.8

375.0

not operated trips in passenger trains (1.000)

117.1

14.1

18.9

150.2

local traffic trips relocated to cars (1.000)

195.2

23.6

18.9

237.7

local traffic trips operated with rail replacement bus (1.000)

468.6

56.6

151.0

676.1

provided express train kilometres (1.000)

0.0

1.3

26.5

27.8

provided regional train kilometres (1.000)

0.0

0.0

35.9

35.9

additionally provided train kilometres in rerouted express trains (1.000)

36.5

2.5

0.0

39.1

provided train kilometres (sum in 1.000)

36.5

3.8

62.4

102.8

-55.2

-7.2

-34.0

-96.4

provided passenger kilometres in express trains (million)

0.0

0.5

10.1

10.6

provided passenger kilometres in passenger trains (million)

0.0

0.0

19.6

19.6

12.6

0.9

0.0

13.5

12.6

1.4

29.7

43.7

-21.3

-2.7

-5.8

-29.8

required bus rides for rail replacement bus service (1.000)

11.7

1.4

3.8

16.9

provided passenger kilometres in rail replacement bus service

11.2

1.4

3.6

16.2

rerouted express trains

transported passengers in rerouted express trains (1.000)
not operated trips in express trains (1.000)

difference of person train kilometres (sum in 1.000)

additionally provided passenger kilometres in rerouted express trains
(Mio.)
provided passenger kilometres in trains (sum in million)
difference of passenger kilometres in trains
(sum in million)
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Impacts of the closure of track to passenger volume on the Nordbahn
total lock

operation 1

operation 2

03.04.2006 -

31.5.2008 -

6.6.2008 -

30.05.2006

5.6.2008

6.8.2008

sum

(mio.)
additionally car-trips (1.000)
additionally passenger kilometres with car (mio.)

130.2

15.7

12.6

158.5

10.3

1.2

1.0

12.6
Herry 2011

Table 5.4 presents impacts of the closure of track to freight volume on the Nordbahn. Data
for this calculation are from ÖBB and own estimations.
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Table 5.4

Impacts of the closure of track to freight volume on the Nordbahn

Impacts of the closure of track to freight volume on the Nordbahn

days

total lock

operation 1

operation 2

03.04.2006 -

31.5.2008 -

6.6.2008 -

30.05.2006

5.6.2008

6.8.2008

sum

58.0

7.0

61.0

126.0

affected freight trains

3,290.1

397.1

3,460.3

7,147.4

affected tonnes (1.000)

1,544.7

186.4

1,624.6

3,355.6

distance Angern - Drösing

31.0

31.0

31.0

31.0

affected tonne-kilometres (mio.)

47.9

5.8

50.4

104.0

operated freight trains

0.0

42.0

3,111.0

3,153.0

operated tonnes (1.000)

0.0

19.7

1,460.6

1,480.3

1,346.6

145.3

143.0

1,634.9

rerouted trains via Bratislava-Gänserndorf
rerouted trains via Franz-Josefs-Bahn

699.3

75.5

74.2

849.0

1,244.2

134.3

132.1

1,510.5

shifted tonnes via Bratislava-Gänserndorf (1.000)

632.2

68.2

67.1

767.6

shifted tonnes via Franz-Josefs-Bahn (1.000)

328.3

35.4

34.9

398.6

rerouted tonnes around Austria (1.000)

584.1

63.0

62.0

709.2

distance via Nordbahn

90.0

90.0

90.0

90.0

distance via Bratislava

135.0

135.0

135.0

135.0

additionally train kilometres due to rerouting (1.000)

60.6

6.5

6.4

73.6

additionally ton kilometres due to rerouting (mio.)

28.4

3.1

3.0

34.5

distance via Nordbahn

415.0

415.0

415.0

415.0

Distance via Franz-Josefs-Bahn

388.0

388.0

388.0

388.0

additionally train kilometres due to rerouting (1.000)

-18.9

-2.0

-2.0

-22.9

-8.9

-1.0

-0.9

-10.8

distance via Nordbahn

1,175.0

1,175.0

1,175.0

1,175.0

distance for rerouting around Austria

1,468.0

1,468.0

1,468.0

1,468.0

additionally train kilometres due to rerouting (1.000)

364.5

39.3

38.7

442.6

additionally ton kilometres due to rerouting (mio.)

171.1

18.5

18.2

207.8

406.3

43.8

43.1

493.2

190.7

20.6

20.2

231.6

rerouted trains around Austria

route example Vienna - Breclav

route example Prague - Vienna

additionally ton kilometres due to rerouting (mio.)
route example Wrozlav - Venice

additionally train kilometres (based on example routes) total
(1.000)
additionally ton kilometres (based on example routes)) total
(mio.)

Herry 2011
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5.2.6 Transport Operation Impacts
A closure of tracks in time resulted zero accidents on the rail track due to the flood. No
rolling material was damaged and no personnel or passengers have been injured.
Trains had to be detoured (long distance passenger transport, freight transport) and a bus
replacement service has been installed. Detailed information on number of trains, persons
and freight affected are listed in chapter 5.2.5.
The cancelling and rerouting of trains during the flood and the recovery phase had an
effect on the infrastructure user charges flow from railway undertakings to infrastructure
manager. In 2006 infrastructure user charge for the use of ÖBB rail infrastructure
depended on the actual performance. Only those network km that have been used in fact
had to be paid. So detouring (also in case of no fault of the customer) led to higher costs
for the customer. On the other hand the cancellation of a train trip did not lead to a
cancellation fee.
This accounting principle caused additional costs for infrastructure users due to de
touring. On the other side the infrastructure manager lost revenues due to the cancellation
of trains. More over the detouring of trains via the Slovakian rail network caused revenue
reductions for the Austrian infrastructure manager but revenue increase for the Slovakian
infrastructure manager.
For the ÖBB infrastructure manager the track closure due to the flood caused EUR
240,000,- lost revenue by passenger trains and EUR 380,000,- by freight trains. Rather no
additional revenues (about EUR 10,000,-) could be gathered by the ÖBB infrastructure
due to detouring because only some freight trains (from and to the Praha Region) have
been detoured via the Austrian Franz-Josef-Bahn which has a longer distance in Austria
then the Nordbahn. All other trains have been detoured via Slovakia. In this case the
distance in Austria is essentially lower.
On the long term no negative effects (especially long term mode changes due to this track
closure of longer period) could be observed. Passenger performance reached the values
before the distance only some weeks after full operation of the recovered tracks. Freight
transport was rather not effected by cancellations due to rather less existing local freight
transport using the rail. All long distance freight was detoured and customers accepted
delays (but only because it was force majeure without fault of the railway system – this is
a result of a survey conducted by Rail Cargo Austria to learn about the reactions of their
customers to such an event).
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5.3 Crisis and Emergency Management
First of all around 200 – 300 people from Dürnkrut were evacuated in the night of 03. April
2006 before their homes were flooded. Evacuated people brought in shelter by fire
brigade. Later some of the were brought to an emergency shelter which was established,
others went to friends etc.4
On 05. April 2006 inhabitants of one part of Stillfried and all inhabitants of Zwerndorf were
evacuated preventive. On 07. April 2006 inhabitants of Zwerndorf could go back in their
homes. Zwerndorf wasn‟t flooding because there was no additional breakage of the flood
protection embankment in this area.5
Coordination of exercises was done by crises management group of the federal state and
in-house by the crises squad from ÖBB. Action were taken by crises management group
of the federal state and adjusted with other crises squads. In case of imminent danger
actions were taken without adjustment with other crises squads. Own ÖBB-measures
were adjusted with authorities and action force if they were necessary. Measures which
didn‟t concern the geographically area e.g. customer information, alternative routes etc.
were not adjusted with third party.
After the flooding of the railtracks a bus replacement service was organised by ÖBB for
their passengers. Bus replacement service was in service until operating of passenger
trains was possible on one track.
Furthermore rerouting of intercity rail traffic was organised by ÖBB. Rerouting was carried
out via Bratislava. This route was 45 km longer than „normal‟ route. Late arrivals of
passenger and freight trains in destination stations were consequences.
The remaining volumes (without begin or end in the effected area) were processed during
the lock by means of large-scale rerouting of trains. Passengers had to accept delays.
There were no cancellation of trains.
The following detour routes were used from railway transport enterprises durin the lock:
 in Austria via Franz-Josefs-Bahn (particularly for transports from the west of Czech
Republik and the South of Germany)
 via Slovakia (Gänserndorf, Marchegg, Bratislava) for relations with beginn or end in
Vienna and South of Austria and transit traffic
 around Austria (Bratislava, Hungary, Slovakia) for transit traffic

4 see Bezirksfeuerwehrkommando Gänserndorf (2006): Einsatzdetailbericht Marchhochwasser 2006, S. 12
5 see Bezirksfeuerwehrkommando Gänserndorf (2006): Einsatzdetailbericht Marchhochwasser 2006, S. 18, S. 22 und S. 27
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The choice of route was taken by the railway company and then coordinated with the
relevant infrastructure manager. Criterias for the choice of route of the railway companies
were the additional distance, the existing routes, the infrastructure charges and especially
the timeliness requirement of customers.
Communication between the following interfaces was necessary during the flood:
 community (local operational control)
 district
 Country (provincial crisis committee)
 emergency services (fire, police, Red Cross, etc.)
 Armed Forces
 Civil organisations and helpers
 lawyers
 insurance companies
 Meteorological and Geodynamic services
 energy provides
 subcontractor for replacement services
 Internal interfaces for resource allocation
 contacts to foreign networks
 Media & PR (radio and television)
 Stakeholder (Owners, customers, employees, boards of directors, policy)
Emergency measures at the railway station Dürnkrut cost EUR 200,000. Around EUR 2
million were needed for emergency measures at the section Angern an der March to
Dürnkrut.
Emergency measures between Dürnkrut and Drösing cost about EUR 52,000. In this
amount costs for base structure, rail system, overhead contact line, railway crossings and
bridge construction are included.

5.4 Adaptation Measures
It was known that there is a risk from flooding (floods of 1994 and 2002 show that).
Nevertheless no preventive-measures were taken previously to avoid flooding. In addition,
there was no cause to assess risk before, so no defined emergency plans exists for the
affected area later. In terms of danger prevention they trusted to Via Donau, federal state
and municipality.
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In recent years, numerous incident with damaging of infrastructure have raised awareness
to take measures. There was a company-internal formation of the Department of Natural
Hazard Management at ÖBB Infrastruktur Betrieb AG, which should bear the rising
number of incidents bill.
The department for nature disaster management was mainly involved in the development
of the adaptation measures implemented by the ÖBB due to the 2006 flooding.

5.4.1 Railway Control Centre
The only permanent measure which was taken regards the new railway control centre.
The new building was put on pillars. So the new railway control centre is now flood –
proof.
Figure 5.5

Railway control centre on pillars in Dürnkrut

The additional costs due to the pile construction for the railway control centre in Dürnkrut
amount to around EUR 30.000€.

5.4.2 Construction of a Counterfort
A temporary measure (still in use) is the construction of a counterfort at rail tracks near
Stillfried. This measure was ordered by public authority against the intentions of ÖBB. It is
a measure to avoid flooding for the time in which the new planned flood protection
embankment is not yet ready. It should protect Stillfried against flooding during that time.
One part of the counterfort is an installation directly on tracks which doesn‟t influence train
operation. In case of emergency further parts of the counterfort which are stored in a
container near the tracks, will be installed on the track installation. After this further
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installation, train operating isn‟t possible on this rail section. Consequently operating on
the main connection between Vienna and Prague would be interrupted in this case. This
and the fact that the ÖBB has to bear the costs for this measure (although beneficiary is
the town Stillfried and not the ÖBB) is the reason why ÖBB is not happy with this
temporary measure.
Local action force (not the ÖBB) train the installation of counterfort several times per year.

5.4.3 Flood Protection Embankment6
Reconstruction of flood protection embankments was and is an important measure to
avoid flooding of rail tracks and rail equipment as well as settlement areas etc. in the area
which was flooded in 2006 in Lower Austria. Reconstruction of flood protection
embankment took place in 3-steps. Responsible for this reconstruction is the Austrian
federal Country of Lower Austria.
First step
After ending disaster operation, breakages of embankments were closed immediately.
Closure of breakages of flood protection embankments cost EUR 3.56 Mio. (excl. tax).
Second step
In October 2006 construction works began at sections „Angern-Mannersdorf-Stillfried‟ and
„Jedenspeigen-Waidendorf-Dürnkrut‟ and ended in June 2008. Section „AngernMannersdorf-Stillfried‟ is 6.150 km long (embankment km 20.200 – 26.350) and section
„Jedenspeigen-Waidendorf-Dürnkrut‟ has a length of 4.589 km (embankment km 31.708 –
36.297). Today construction works on these two sections are completely finished. Flood
protection embankment reconstruction of both sections with a total length of 10.7 km cost
around EUR 14 Mio. (excl. tax).
Third step
Experts coordinated and supervised the reconstruction of flood protection embankments
from during the whole process from planning to realisation. Experts had to assign priorities
of embankments which hat to be reconstructed firstly.
Assessment criteria for prioritising of sections were...
 concernment of settlement area
 concernment of ÖBB-infrastructure
 concernment of other infrastructure, e.g. roads
6 Source www.hochwasserschutz-march.at; 16.08.2011
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 extent of flood protection embankment damages
 missing height to a flood with probability of occurrence of 100 years + 70 cm

In the following sections reconstruction details are listed after their prioritisation:
 Marchegg Bahnhof – Zwerndorf: Reconstruction of this 17.612 km long section cost
around EUR 29.6 Mio. (incl. tax). Reconstruction works took place between October
2008 and December 2010.
 Weidenbach: Around EUR 5.8 Mio. (incl. tax) were needed for reconstruction works on
a length of 4.2 km which were realised between December 2008 and August 2010.
 Zwerndorf – Angern: Reconstruction of this 1.3 km long section cost EUR 2.3 Mio. (incl.
tax) and lasted from November 2010 to June 2011.
 Stillfried – Grub – Waidendorf: Around EUR 10.9 mio. (incl. tax) cost the reconstruction
of the 5.358 km long flood protection embankment which took place from May 2008 to
June 2009.
 Sierndorf – Drösing: Around EUR 17.3 mio. (incl. tax) will be needed for reconstruction
works for this 11.5 km long section which take place since October 2010. Works should
be finished until December 2012.
 Ringelsdorf – Rabensburg: Reconstruction of this 8.7 km section will cost around EUR
22 mio. (incl. tax). There is no time table available for this section.
 Hohenau: For the reconstruction of this 4.65 km long section EUR 7.4 mio. will be
needed. There is also no time table available for reconstruction works on this section.
All reconstruction works of step 3 will cost approximately EUR 82 mio.

5.4.4 ÖBB-Emergency Plan
An ÖBB-emergency plan was established after the flooding. This document regulates the
information chain if a flooding threats. It is valid for the endangered section of track at the
„Nordbahn‟ between Angern an der March and Hohenau an der March, concretely for the
section of km 39.5 to 68.30.
This flood emergency plan should help all authorities, emergency response organisations
etc. before and during flooding
 to inform people about the flood at the right time,
 to arrange all necessary control measures and safeguards,
 to fight against the flood as effective as possible with advised deployment of staff and
material.
To guarantee an efficient cooperation in personal, logistical an technical aspect, the
emergency plan from ÖBB ties in with the alarm plan of the public authorities. This
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combination is the background for a standardised strategy to fight against flooding
between track km 39.5 and 68.30 at the „Nordbahn‟. Due to this paper an effective
exchange of information between authorities, ÖBB and emergency response
organisations is aided.7

5.4.4.1 Phases and Levels of ÖBB-Alarm Plan
ÖBB-alarm plan is classified in 4 phases and levels. The following figure shows this
classification.
Figure 5.6
level
phase

Classification of the ÖBB-alarm plan8

flood - warning
begin of

flood - alarm
monitoring phase

emergency
danger and accident

communication

all-clear
reworking

avoidance

The following described steps are part of the several phases9:
Begin of communication
 flood warning: After reaching a defined peak, flood warning will be arranged by
„Landeswarnzentrale Lower Austria‟. ÖBB will be automatically informed via e-mail.
 weather advance warning: Weather data will be send to ÖBB from an external
company.
 communication of flood forecasting from Slovakian authorities to Austrian authorities
(warning centre): 24-hours-data about flood level in Slovakia (Moravsky Sväty Jan) will
be send to ÖBB.
 analysis of inbound data: One department from ÖBB will check all incoming data and
will inform other departments about circumstances and estimated changes.

7 see Riocom (2008): Hochwasser-Alarmplan March für die ÖBB-Nordbahnstrecke Angern bis Hohenau, S.3 und S.11
8 see Riocom (2008): Hochwasser-Alarmplan March für die ÖBB-Nordbahnstrecke Angern bis Hohenau, S.19
9 see Riocom (2008): Hochwasser-Alarmplan March für die ÖBB-Nordbahnstrecke Angern bis Hohenau, S.21 - 29
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Monitoring phase
 flood alarm: After reaching a defined peak flood alarm will be triggered by the
„Landeswarnzentrale Lower Austria‟. ÖBB will be automatically informed via e-mail.
 regional evaluation of the situation: After an assessment of the situation at the rail
infrastructure, (water level, forecasting, etc.) a decision will be made about further
approach.
 planning of personal resources (in cause of flooding): Planning of personal resources
and their availability in case of emergency are main part of the monitoring phase of the
ÖBB.
 planning of rerouting of trains and/or rail replacement bus service: A further important
part of the monitoring phase is the planning of rail replacement bus service which can
operate directly in case of emergency.
 first contacting of the (region) executive staff and safe-guarding of communication
 analysis of the status report from the executive staff and identification of the level of
escalation10: Analysis of the status report serve to know the own ÖBB-status and help
to estimate further development. Identification of the level of escalation is part of the
analysis and very important for further steps. It depends on the level of escalation,
which measures will be taken.
 delegation of an ÖBB-agent to the executive staff: Delegation of a ÖBB-agent is
necessary at escalation level 2.

Danger and accident avoidance
 order to implement actions needed pursuant to escalation-plan
 deployment of a director of operations: The director is responsible for on-site-operation
and the link to other action forces.
 implementation of actions: Implementation of actions should be done by ÖBBemployees and – if necessary – with other action forces.
Emergency
 requiring of aid organisations and supportive deployment of the Federal Armed Forces
after agreement with executive staff, who is responsible for coordination of the whole
action force.

10 for further information please switch to chapter 5.4.2.2 level of escalation
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Reworking
 downgrading the level of escalation in case of defusing of the flood-situation and after
self-evaluation of the situation
 information about downgrading the level of escalation7: All action forces have to be
informed about downgrading the level of escalation.
 inspection of railway line
 deduction from ÖBB-agent of the executive staff (from level of escalation 1)
 repair tasks have to be done to guarantee a safe operation after re-start of operation
 reopening of operation after finishing of repair tasks
 preparation of a final report to collect all information and contexts concerning the flood
and all involved measures to learn from such an event.

5.4.5 Levels of Escalation
Level 1 – ‘problematical’
No danger exists for the railroad-bed or other equipment. No disturbance of rail traffic.
Further measures are not necessary. If water level increases further and embankments
are endangered escalation level 2

Level 2 – ‘very problematical’
No directly danger exists for rail traffic. Operation with low-speed is necessary. Passenger
trains are not allowed to operate if embankments are instable.

Level 3 – ‘dangerous’
It‟s necessary to arrange a total-closure of rail link and take preventive measures to avoid
danger on rail equipment.

Level 4 – ‘very dangerous’
Total-closure of the rail link is necessary. (exclusion movement for action force).
Furthermore protection of railway station and other operation buildings is essential.
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5.4.6 International Gas Hub Baumgarten
The international gas hub in Baumgarten was also threatened by the flood. On 5. April
2006 a breakage of a damn near Zwerndorf seemed possible. So it was necessary to
protect the international gas hub in Baumgarten against flooding. Only due to specific
safety measures in time the damage of an other, for Europe, important infrastructure was
avoided.
Factory premises consists of 3.000m2 and 12 factories. Driftwood prevention was to be
installed over a length of 500 metres. Firstly, an embankment made out of concrete walls
should be installed. Due to logistic and time causes this wasn‟t possible. So improvisation
was required. Log jam prevention was built with two lines of „potato crates‟. These are
rectangular boxes made out of wood, in which gravels were filled in.11
Figure 5.7

Potato crates as log jam prevention and mobile embankment12

For the further protection of buildings, to avoid infiltration of water, a mobile embankment
which could be filled with water was build up around all buildings. Accesses and shafts
were protected additionally with sandbags. Double floors and cellars were fitted with
immersion pumps.13

5.5 Case Specific Analysis
In addition to the standard information reported for all case studies for this case study
„Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006‟ additional calculations concerning
impacts for the transport users and the external effects on the national economic (accident
11 see Bezirksfeuerwehrkommando Gänserndorf (2006): Einsatzdetailbericht Marchhochwasser 2006, S. 42 -43
12 see Bezirksfeuerwehrkommando Gänserndorf (2006): Einsatzdetailbericht Marchhochwasser 2006, S. 43
13 see Bezirksfeuerwehrkommando Gänserndorf (2006): Einsatzdetailbericht Marchhochwasser 2006, S. 42 -43
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costs, air pollution, climate change and effects on the tax income of the Austrian state)
have been calculated.

5.5.1 Transport User Impacts
For analysing the user impacts the users have to be divided into 3 different groups with
different impacts:
 short
 long
 freight
On the basis of information from ÖBB about the length of the locked section, concerned
trains, costs etc. and own estimations it was possible to calculate the changes of transport
costs per passenger and freight.
Table 5.5 shows that an average trip via rail from Dürnkrut to Vienna (station Praterstern)
costs EUR 11 with a monthly ticket. Total costs for (same) trip with a passenger car costs
EUR 26, this is a difference of EUR 15 to the monthly ticket. The (same) trip with rail
replacement transport (for a part of the trip) costs with a monthly ticket EUR 16.2. In this
price is the connecting time and value of time included – so a trip with rail replacement
transport costs EUR 5 more than a normal trip via rail.
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Table 5.5

Changes of transport costs per commuter using the example of Dürnkrut
to Wien Praterstern

changes of transport costs per commuter (example Dürnkrut - Wien Praterstern)
rail via „Nordbahn‟
km

51

minutes

49

looking for a parking slot

0

ticket

11.3

monthly ticket per trip

2.9

trips per month

35

monthly ticket

102

costs per hour (commuter)

10.0

VOT (value of time) – commuter per trip

8.2

total costs per trip with monthly ticket

11.1
passenger car

km

50.5

minutes (incl. looking for a parking slot)

63.0

looking for parking slot

4.0

cost of operation per km

0.1

cost of operation per hour

5.5

fuel per km

0.1

costs per trip

15.8

costs per hour (commuter)

10.0

VOT (value of time) – commuter per trip

10.5

total costs per trip

26.3
rail replacement transport

km

53

minutes (incl. connecting time)

80

connecting time

5

ticket

11.3

monthly ticket per trip

2.9

trips per month

35

monthly ticket

102

costs per hour (commuter)

10

VOT (value of time) – commuter per trip

13.3

total costs per trip with monthly ticket

16.2
Herry 2011

Table 5.6 shows the time costs for long-distance passenger transport per person during
lock of Nordbahn in 2006. It‟s obvious that rerouting via Bratislava was 45km longer and
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lasted about 33 minutes more than the regular trip via Nordbahn. Based on hourly value of
time rates (source: FSV: Richtlinien und Vorschriften für das Straßenwesen - RVS
02.01.22 Entscheidungshilfen - Nutzen-Kosten-Untersuchungen im Verkehrswesen, Wien
2010, own adaptations for 2006) detouring costs per trip have been calculated.
Table 5.6

Long-distance passenger transport (time costs) per person

lock of Nordbahn
long-distance passenger transport (time costs)
per person
km

minutes

Nordbahn
rerouting via Bratislava

90

65

135

98

45

33

difference
hourly rate
business connections
others

detour costs

28.0

15

7.5

4
Herry 2011

The following table 5.7 presents the additional transport user costs due to flood event and
closure of track in 2006. The results are based on the information above and the change
of transport performance. For short distance train user the additional user costs were EUR
7.1 mio. Additional costs of long distance passengers were EUR 1.9 Mio. and for freight
transport EUR 9.4 mio. All in all EUR 18.4 mio. of additional user costs incured due to the
flood event.
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Table 5.7

Additional transport user costs due to flood event (and closure of track)
2006

Additional transport user costs due to flood event (and closure of track) 2006
Short distance passenger transport (mainly commuters)
Additional transport costs per person using car

15.2 EUR per trip

Car trips

0.2 Mio. trips

Additional costs of car users (total)

3.6 Mio. EUR

Additional costs per bus replacement service user

5.2 EUR per trip

Trips with bus replacement service

0.7 Mio. trips

Additional costs of bus replacement service users (total)

3.5 Mio. EUR

Additional user costs of short distance train users

7.1 Mio. EUR

Long distance passenger transport
Additional costs per trip - business

15 EUR/trip

Additional costs per trip - others

4 EUR/trip

rerouted passenger trips (total)

0.3 Mio. trips

rerouted business passenger trips

0.1 Mio. trips

rerouted other passenger trips

0.2 Mio. trips

Additional costs of long distance business passengers (total)

1.5 Mio. EUR

Additional costs of long distance non-business passengers (total)

0.4 Mio. EUR

Additional costs of long distance passengers (total)

1.9 Mio. EUR

Freight Transport
Additional costs per freight ton-hour

1.22 EUR/ton, hour

Additional tkm due to rerouting

232 Mio. tkm

Additional t-hours due to rerouting

7.7 Mio t-hours

Additional costs of freight transport

9.4 Mio. EUR

Additional user costs (total)

18.4 Mio. EUR
Herry 2011

5.5.2 Economic Impacts
On the basis of emission factors and the cost rates per ton of emission as well as the
calculated accident rate on secondary road network in Austria, the accident rate on rail in
Austria and cost rates for killed, badly injured and slightly injured people on road and rail
in Austria it was possible to calculate the changing of accident costs and external
greenhouse gas- and air pollutant costs in Mio. EUR.
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Table 5.8 shows the average air pollutant- and greenhouse gas emission factors per
passenger-km or ton-km in Austrian in 2006. Data are from Environment Agency Austria
(Umweltbundesamt Österreich).
Emission factors14

Table 5.8

Average air pollutant- and greenhouse gas emission factors per passenger-km
or ton-km in Austria 2006
direct nitrogen

direct CO2-

-oxid-

emissions

direct particlelemissons

emissions

road car

g/Pkm

123

0.3703

0.0164

bus

g/Pkm

35

0.3892

0.0135

truck

g/tkm

11,572

127.1955

2.7730

passenger traffic

g/Pkm

0.7112

0.0013

0.0002

freight traffic

g/tkm

0.2870

0.0005

rail

0.0005
Herry 2011

Table 5.9 shows the value for the external costs of climate change (EUR/tonCO2) and air
pollution (EUR/ton of pollutant).
Table 5.9

Cost rate per ton of CO2 and pollutant15
CO2
cost rate per ton

tax
25

PM 10

10,664

85,315
Herry 2011

Table 5.10 shows the accident rate on secondary road network in Austria in 2006. In
2006, 0.014 people were killed, 0.252 people were badly injured and 0.847 people were
slightly injured per 1 mio. vehicle-km on secondary road network.
Table 5.10

Accident rate on secondary road network in Austria16
accident rate on secondary road network in Austria 2006
(casualty per mio. vehicle-km)
killed

0.014

badly injured

0.252

slightly injured

0.847
Herry 2011

14 Source: UBA (Austria) 2006
15 Source: Infras; ISI, CE Delft, Uni Gdansk: handbook on estimation of external cost in the transport sector; Delft 2007; own adaptations to
2006
16 Source: BMVIT, KfV, own calculations
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Table 5.11 presents the accident rate on rail in Austria in 2003.
Table 5.11

Accident rate on rail in Austria17
accident rate on rail in Austria 2003
(casualty per mio. train-km)
passenger traffic

freight traffic

killed

0.421

0.324

badly injured

0.847

0.256

slightly injured

2.787

0.844
Herry 2011

Table 5.12 describes the cost rates for killed, badly injured and slightly injured people on
road and rail in Austria.
Table 5.12

Cost rates for killed, badly injured and slightly injured people on road and
rail in Austria18
Cost rates for killed, badly injured and slightly injured people on
road and rail in Austria
cost rate

total costs per casualty

killed

2,676,374

badly injured

316,722

slightly injured

22,722
Herry 2011

Table 5.13 presents the additional accident costs on the road caused by mode change
due to closure of track.
Table 5.13

Additional accident costs on the road caused by mode change due to
closure of track
additional accident costs on the road caused by mode change
due to closure of track (Mio. EUR)
total costs
killed

0.319

badly injured

0.014

slightly injured

0.003

sum

0.337

Table 5.14 shows the changing of accident costs and external greenhouse gas- and air
pollutant costs caused by mode change due to closure of track.
17 Source: BMVIT(2003): Eisenbahnstatistik 2003, own calculations
18 Source: Herry Consult GmbH, Zentrum Transportwirtschaft und Logistik (ZTL), Kuratorium für Verkehrssicherheit (KfV):
Unfallkostenrechnung Straße 2007, Wien 2008
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Table 5.14

Changing of accident costs and external greenhouse gas- and air
pollutant costs in mio. EUR

lock of rail link „Vienna –Prague‟
changing of accident costs and external greenhouse gas- and
air pollutant costs in
in mio. EUR
total accident costs

0.34

external climate costs

0.05

external air pollutant costs

0.16
Herry 2011

For calculating the additional tax revenue for Austria due to flooding of the rail link ViennaPrague data about the length of the road section were needed. Moreover data about tax
rates from 2006 were used. With this data it was possible to make further calculations.
In 2006 the general government had all in all around EUR 423,000 additional receipts
from value added tax and fuel tax which was used during the flooding and during repair
work. Around EUR 372,000 were earned from car drivers and EUR 50,759 were earned
from bus companies. A specified list of additional tax revenue of the general government
can be found in table 5.15.
Table 5.15

Additional tax revenue (value added tax and petroleum tax) for Austria
due to flooding of the rail link Vienna - Prague19
additional tax revenue for Austria due to flooding of the rail link Vienna - Prague
km

car

l/km

8,398,125

bus

405,666

sum

8,803,791

-

l

0.080

671,850

0.250

101,416
773,266

VAT/l

fuel tax/l

0.183

0.371

0.176
-

0.325
-

VAT
122,893

fuel tax
249,256

sum
372,149

17,799

32,960

50,759

140,691

282,217

422,908
Herry 2011

5.6 Summary and Lessons Learned


What were particular challenges in this case study. This refers to a) the extreme
event, e.g. accumulation of various weather elements, or difficult access to the site
due to geographic reasons and b) human failure, e.g. unclear definition of
responsibilities of public authorities, missing communication structures?

19 Source for fuel prices (24.4.2006): BMWA, Benzinpreismonitor; ÖAMTC
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Many flood events have been recognised in Austria and in the Czech Republic due to
thaw and deposit in the last week of March an the first weeks of April 2006. The thaw
started on 23 March 2006 with inflow of warm air until an altitude of 2000m). This thaw
was combined with heavy rain at the end of March and beginning of April in the north and
east of Austria. This combination both of thaw and deposit let to the flood events.


Positive matters: what went well in the emergency response? Which measures
proved to be useful? What was learned from previous experiences (in the case of
recurring events)?

Communication between authorities, local authorities (e.g. mayor), ÖBB, Red Cross,
Federal Armed Forces and voluntary fire brigade went well. Evacuation of people in all
areas went also well.


General recommendations: for disasters of the same kind, for emergency
response and adaptation in general?

Maintenance of protections systems is highly recommended otherwise protection cannot
be guaranteed although protection system is constructed for high risk events (dam that
broke was constructed for a 100 year event, flood was a 100 year event, due to non
optimal maintenance dam has broken, new dam is again for 100 year event).
In time information on upcoming flood can reduce damage to people and rolling stock but
rather not to infrastructure itself.
In time communication to customers and fast reactions regarding rerouting of trains lead
to minimum of modal shift effects (in the short and the long run). A detailed
communication system between all affected stakeholders and detailed reaction plans are
highly recommended.
Simple protections measures (regarding flood) for high value equipment can reduce future
damage and operation problems.
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6 Case Study 4: Hurricanes Xynthia 2010 in France
6.1 Case Study Description
Xynthia is a violent windstorm which crossed Western Europe between 27th February and
1st March 2010. Developed in the Atlantic off the Portuguese island of Madeira, it struck
the Atlantic coast of Europe on Saturday 27th February, hitting the northern provinces of
Spain and Portugal with torrential rain driven by winds of up to 140 km/h20. Then the
storm moved northeast and crossed France's western coast, before losing intensity on its
path through Belgium and Germany and eventually dissipating over the Baltic Sea (Figure
1).
The transit of Xynthia caused the death of 59 people in Europe. Most victims died from
drowning or from falling trees and buildings. In France, Xynthia was the deadliest event
since the storms Lothar and Martin of December 199921: 47 people were killed, 41 of
which from drowning. A further six people were killed in Germany, three in Spain, one in
Portugal, one in Belgium and another one in England22.
France was the country hit the hardest by Xynthia, with the storm uprooting trees, flooding
houses, and wreaking havoc in the transport system. One million households lost electric
power at the height of the storm in western France. In the Hautes-Pyrénées (South-West
of France), falling trees damaged vehicles, the roofs of houses and barns were blown
away, and rocks were falling onto the road. In the Vendée department (West of France,
North of City of La Rochelle), towns like La Faute-sur-Mer, L'Aiguillon-sur-Mer or La
Tranche-sur-Mer were flooded with water levels reaching up to 1.5 metres23. Flooding
affected also part of the Charente-Maritime department (city of La Rochelle, as well as Ré
and Oléron Islands where high speed wind were registered (160 km/h)24). Storm property
damage was estimated by insurers to 157.7 million Euros (Mercier and Acerra, 2011).

20 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8544002.stm
21 http://france.meteofrance.com/france/actu/actu?portlet_id=50150&document_id=22089
22 http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/world/2010-03/03/c_13194575.htm
23http://www.lemonde.fr/planete/article/2010/02/26/violente-tempete-attendue-ce-week-end-sur-lafrance_1311983_3244.html#ens_id=1311986
24 http://france.meteofrance.com/france/actu/actu?portlet_id=50150&document_id=22089
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Figure 6.1

Xynthia storm trajectory on France

Meteorological context
To better understand the consequences of the event and a so heavy human toll, it is first
necessary to analyze the phenomenon from a meteorological point of view. The wind
speeds of Xynthia were generally not as intense as other storms, notably Lothar and
Martin in December 1999 and Klaus, which struck southern France in January 200925.
Actually Xynthia‟s wind speeds were closer to those of Herta, which was one of a
devastating series of storms that affected Europe over a five-week period in the winter of
1990, although Herta tracked over a region with a higher density of properties. The
maximum speeds recorded in plain, 160 km/h on the coastline and 120 km/h to 130 km/h
further inside the territory (Figure 6.2) can be described as moderate. Indeed, they are
lower than those reported during previous storms, such as Lothar, Martin and Klaus,
where recorded gusts were near to 200 km/h on the coast and 150 to 160 km/h on the
territory. Xynthia tracked along a strong southerly jet stream across a region north of the
Canary Islands. Meteorological conditions were favourable for Xynthia‟s development
because the storm formed south and therefore was able to tap into an unusually warm
and moist air mass. Enhancing the amount of available humidity for Xynthia was the
presence of unseasonably warm sea surface temperatures of 14 degrees Celsius26. Even
25 Direction Départementales des Territoires et de la Mer de la Charente-Maritime, Élaboration d`un Document «Éléments de Mémoire et
Retour d`Expérience» de l‟Evénement Xynthia. Chapitre 2: Analyse du Phénomène «Hydrométéorologique». At: http://www.charentemaritime.equipement.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/4-Chap2_Meteo_v03-11-ok.pdf
26 http://www.air-worldwide.com/NewsAndEventsItem.aspx?id=19015
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if Xynthia was initially defined as "explosive storm", actually it had the characteristics of a
classic winter depression (a decrease of 20 hPa in more than 24 hours, when the storms
of December 1999, the pressure had dropped of 32 millibars in the same lapse of time)27.
Considering these parameters, the storm cannot be considered of exceptional violence,
as indicated in the report of the French Senate of June 201028.
If the storm was trivial in meteorological terms, the area of generation in the open Atlantic
and the trajectory of Xynthia are atypical. Atlantic depressions rarely develop themselves
at low latitudes and evolve to storms while going up to Western Europe. Moreover,
Xynthia arrived on the French coast with simultaneously a high tide coefficient (coefficient
of 102 against 77 of Martin storm in 199929) and a very low pressure30. The rare
combination of these aggravated parameters generated a storm surge and severe marine
flooding to French coastal areas (Mercier and Acerra, 2011).

27 http://france.meteofrance.com/france/actu/actu?portlet_id=50150&document_id=22089
28 http://www.senat.fr/rap/r09-647-1/r09-647-12.html
29 http://actualite.lachainemeteo.com/actualite-meteo/2010-02-27/inondations-littorales---le-danger...-5685.php?
30 Xynthia : zones d`ombre sur les zones noires. Etudes foncieres n. 145, mai-juin 2010.
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Figure 6.2

Wind gusts registered from Saturday 27th and Sunday 28th February (Méteo
France)

Chronology of the events
On the evening of 23rd February, Meteo France identified a depression, located in the
heart of the Atlantic close to the Tropic of Cancer, clearly likely to develop into a
hurricane31. On 25th February, the images sent by the Eumetsat satellite showed the rapid
widening of the depression off the Portuguese archipelago of Madeira in the Atlantic
subtropical. Following the intensification of the deepening of the depression, the Spanish,
Portuguese and French meteorological services started a warning for the areas
threatened by the approach of this phenomenon32.

31 http://www.infoclimat.fr/chroniques/bqs.php?d=2010-02-28
32 http://fr.euronews.net/2010/02/27/alerte-a-la-tempete-en-espagne-portugal-et-france/
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On February 26th, the depression, named "Xynthia" by German meteorologists33,
approached the Canary Islands, where it causes severe damage. The cyclogenesis
continued to increase while rising along the coast of Portugal, continuing to the
Cantabrian Sea and the Bay of Biscay, and causing the deaths of three people in Spain.
Firstly the low pressure center touched the Bay of Gascogne on the evening of February
27th, and later entered the inland the night of February 28th. Strong gusts and waves of
several meters of height, associated to high coefficient tides caused a phenomenon of
storm surge34 in many parts of the French coastal area (particularly in Vendée and
Charente-Maritime departments). Dams breaking led to severe flooding in several
municipalities, especially in L'Aiguillon-sur-Mer and La Faute-sur-Mer35. The strongest
wind gusts hit a broad part of territory, oriented along an axis south-west/north-east from
the Charente-Maritime to the Ardennes. During the edge of the depression, high winds
were also observed in the Pyrenees mountain area and the Rhone Valley. Xynthia
reached the Paris region on the morning of 28th. Then the winds shift from the Central
regions to Normandy and Nord-Pas-de-Calais, arriving to the United Kingdom. During the
afternoon, the storm reached Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Germany and
Scandinavia. It lost its energy on March 1st, reaching the southern Baltic Sea (Figure 6.3).

33 http://www.20minutes.fr/article/387866/Monde-Pourquoi-cette-tempete-s-appelle-t-elle-Xynthia.php
34 http://www.paralia.fr/jngcgc/11_73_pineau.pdf
35

http://www.lefigaro.fr/actualite-france/2010/03/01/01016-20100301ARTFIG00009-quinze-vendeens-sont-morts-noyes-dans-leur-maison.php
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Figure 6.3

Impacted areas in Europe

Portugal
The National Meteorological Institute issued a code red warning for ten districts in the
north of the country. Civil Defence awarded residents of central and coastal regions to
limit their travel due to wind gusts, estimated at over 160 km/h, and persistent rainfall.
Portugal was also hit by powerful winds and heavy rain. A falling tree killed a person in
Paredes and the northern cities of Porto and Vile Nova de Gaia issued river flood
warnings. Portugal‟s fire service responded to around 4,000 storm-related incidents. The
National Republican Guard reported the closure of several highways (A14, A16 and A2 in
particular) due to falling trees and electric poles36. Traffic on the 25 April and Vasco da
Gama bridges was suspended for part of the day. Rail traffic was also disrupted in many
zones of the country, especially at the level of Alverca, and of Alhandra de Peso da
Régua37, and several power outages were reported throughout the country. During the

36 http://www.elpais.com/articulo/espana/temporal/viento/huracanado/deja/muertos/Peninsula/elpepuesp/20100227elpepunac_1/Tes
37

http://www.cmjornal.xl.pt/noticia.aspx?contentid=6E8214DB-7167-4EA5-8C26-AC21E1A8F436&channelid=00000010-0000-0000-0000000000000010
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storm, nearly 1 million houses remained without electric power, before the situation
returned progressively to normal38. The steady rain that accompanied the passage of the
storm caused the surge of several rivers in the north, raising fears of flooding. In the
region of Santarém, the flood of the Tagus cuts the lines of communication and isolates
many areas39.
Spain
The warning was issued for the Canary Islands starting from the midnight of February 27th,
when the first wind gusts quickly reach the islands of Tenerife and La Palma. Several
roads were closed to traffic pre-emptively and several flights to or from the Canary Islands
were delayed. The alert was cleared on February 27th, while violent winds started to affect
continental Portugal and Spain. The first gusts arrived in Galicia in the late afternoon,
locally reaching the 196 km/h in some exposed areas of the provinces of Ourense and
Pontevedra, 147 km/h in Vigo and 145 km/h in Vimianzo40. Several main roads were
blocked and 27,000 homes were without electric power in the community of Galicia41.
The storm reached the north of Castile and Leon and of Asturias in the late afternoon. In
Arlanzón, trees falling on the road caused a traffic accident, fatal to two people. Three
people died in separate incidents in Burgos and Galicia. Wind gusts of up to 160 kmph
swept through north-western Spain on 27th February, closing rail services and causing
widespread disruption. Although major property damage was reported to be limited in
Spain, more than 150,000 homes lost electricity power. Depression reaches the
Cantabrian coast in the early evening. Security measures were taken by the Basque
Autonomous Government, where the regional meteorological services (Euskalmet)
reported winds near 150 km/h in the sensible areas42. In San Sebastian and VitoriaGasteiz, urban transports were interrupted and several shopping centers closed preemptively. RENFE (the Spanish rail company) delayed several different train departures
and arrivals. In Bilbao, the ships were communicated to remain in deep sea, far from the
area affected by the storm43.

38http://noticias.portugalmail.pt/artigo/electricidade-resTableecida-em-todo-o-pais-apos-mau-tempo_239927
39 http://www.lefigaro.fr/flash-actu/2010/02/28/01011-20100228FILWWW00114-portugal-alerte-aux-inondations.php
40

http://www.lavanguardia.com/ciudadanos/noticias/20100228/53895372008/el-temporal-de-viento-deja-al-menos-tres-muertos-en-lapeninsula.html

41 http://www.farodevigo.es/galicia/2010/02/27/xynthia-cobra-primera-victima-mortal-ourense/415713.html
42 http://www.euskalmet.euskadi.net/s07-5853x/es/meteorologia/oharra.apl?e=5&o=3
43 http://www.cadenaser.com/espana/articulo/temporal-golpea-norte-vientos-228-km-h/csrcsrpor/20100227csrcsrnac_4/Tes
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Switzerland
Winds reached up locally 150 km/h across the country on the morning of February 28th.
Falling trees were reported in La Tour-de-Peilz and Clarens, where they caused an
interruption of railways traffic. Similar issues were raised on several secondary routes.
The cantonal insurance company recorded nearly 260 claims for property damage (mainly
falling tree on buildings and roofs damage)44.
Belgium and Luxembourg
The storm reached Belgium in the morning of February 28th. Gusts sometimes exceeded
100 km/h, mainly in the southern and eastern parts of the country. In Belgium, meanwhile,
a man was killed by flying debris and the capital of Brussels was littered with fallen signs
and trees. Reports suggested that the worst of the damage in Belgium occurred in
southern regions. In Liege, the structure of a tower collapsed, causing the closure of part
of the Droixhe district. Some electricity cuts and falling trees are reported in several parts
of the country, notably in Liege, Verviers, Herstal and Brussels, where traffic on the ring
road (Ring) was momentarily interrupted45. Some property damage was also reported in
Luxembourg.
Germany
In Germany, severe winds uprooted trees and tore off roof tiles, and fallen tree limbs and
signage caused building damage in Heidelberg, Rheinland-Pfalz, Düsseldorf, Cologne,
and Baden-Württemberg46. The bad weather arrived on Germany later in the afternoon of
February 28th. Gusts up locally 110-180 km/h47 swept the country from west to east. In
Germany, six people were killed by falling trees and there were reports of some property
damage across the country, including roof damage. AIR Worldwide said that building
damage was reported in Rheinland-Pfalz and Baden-Wurttemberg, in particular in the
cities of Dusseldorf, Cologne and Heidelberg. Air and rail transport were badly disrupted.
In Frankfurt Airport, at least 200 flights have been cancelled due to high winds and the
central train station was also closed after wind gusts reached around 130 kmph.
Elsewhere, fallen trees closed many stretches of train routes in the states of RhinelandPalatinate, Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia and Saarland48.

44 http://www.romandie.com/infos/ats/display2.asp?page=20100228220624550172019048000_brf052.xml
45 http://www.lalibre.be/actu/belgique/article/565809/la-tempete-xynthia-seme-la-mort-en-belgique-et-en-europe.html
46 http://www.air-worldwide.com/NewsAndEventsItem.aspx?id=19015
47 http://www.goslarsche.de/Home/harz/region-harz_arid,114130.html
48 http://www.guycarp.com/portalapp/publicsite/catdocument.pdf?instratreportid=1921
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Denmark and Sweden
In Denmark and Sweden, the depression resulted in a snow storm due to the low
temperatures. The Swedish weather service placed parts of the country on alert in
anticipation of heavy snow combined with strong winds. Railway traffic was disrupted on
several lines, including lines Stockholm-Malmö and Stockholm-Gothenburg49.
If these events can be qualified as extreme in several European countries, in particular for
transport system, they never were as dramatic as they have been in France. High number
of casualties highlights the strength of the impact on French coastline, but also particular
vulnerability aspects.
The events in France
On February 27th, facing the approach of a potentially devastating storm, Meteo France
issued red warnings (the highest warning level) for four departments: Charente-Maritime,
Vendée, Deux Sèvres and Vienne; 69 departments were placed in orange warning. The
storm hit France the night of February 27th, and part of the day 28th50.
Around 500,000 people were affected by Xynthia in France as the storm uprooted trees,
flooded homes and disrupted transportation. The worst of the damage was caused by
coastal storm surges: around 10,000 people were forced to evacuate their homes on the
Atlantic coast after storm surge flooding inundated their properties. Powerful winds
caused isolated roof damage across parts of France. The strong winds also downed
power lines and trees. Rivers overtopped their banks in Brittany, while high tides and
important waves swamped other coastal communities. Reports estimated that more than
a million French homes were without power during the storm, from the Brittany peninsula
to the Massif Central. However, officials said power was restored to all but 4,000 homes
within 92 hours.
Several sea walls, including those around the Ré Island, were damaged or washed away.
The storm surge generated 8 meters waves on Vendee and Charente-Maritime coasts,
destroying sea walls and flooding coastal towns51. Reports estimate at more than 9,000
French firefighters and emergency workers backed by helicopters, the deployment on 1st
March to reach residents stranded on rooftops, mostly in Vendee and Charente-Maritime.

49 http://www.thelocal.se/25266/20100301/
50 http://france.meteofrance.com/france/actu/actu?portlet_id=50150&document_id=22089
51

http://www.lefigaro.fr/actualite-france/2010/03/01/01016-20100301ARTFIG00009-quinze-vendeens-sont-morts-noyes-dans-leur-maison.php
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Hundreds of families in coastal regions were forced to seek refuge in shelters that were
set up in schools and public buildings52.

52 http://www.guycarp.com/portalapp/publicsite/catdocument.pdf?instratreportid=1921
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Figure 6.4

Localisation of the most affected regions in France

Material balance in France
France suffered of a massive power outage. More than a million households had
electricity cut from the Brittany peninsula, in the west part of the country, to the highlands
of the Massif Central.
53

According to French national power distribution company ERDF , half a million customers
were still without power at nightfall on Sunday, among which 320,000 households were
53 National power company Electricity of France: http://www.erdfdistribution.fr
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located in the regions of Poitou-Charentes and Pays de la Loire and 375,000 in the
regions of Auvergne, Centre and Limousin54.
In Charente-Maritime, oyster farming is the sector that has more suffered the combination
of winds and tides (Acerra and Mercier, 2011). On the island of Oleron, oyster boats were
swept away by rising waters55. On the island of Ré, the levees got broken in several
points, and the villages of the north coast hiving ports suffered the intrusion of the sea,
mainly in La Rochelle. Oyster farms were severely damaged. Along about four kilometers,
the coast is devastated and the entire coastal path to be rebuilt. The docks of the port got
broken.
The tourism sector has been hardly hit in the Charente-Maritime and the Vendee where
campsites, hotels and many restaurants have been severely damaged56. Also tourism in
the Hautes-Pyrenees prefecture was involved and several sky station equipments were
destroyed by winds of 200 km/h57.
Damage to agriculture was severe. In Charente-Maritime, 45,000 hectares of agricultural
lands were flooded by seawater, which amounts to 10% of the overall surface area of
agricultural lands in this department. These agricultural lands, burned by the salt, are
condemned to be infertile for several years58. In Vendée, about 4,500 hectares of
agricultural lands in the Marais Poitevin, Aiguillon region, and 2,000 hectares in the Breton
marshes were affected by the salt seawater59. In the Ré Island, 150 hectares of potatoes
as well as 600 hectares of vineyard suffered heavy damage60. In Charente-Maritime, the
most affected region, the total damage estimated by the farming community is close to 50
million Euros (Figure 6.5).

54 http://actualite.lefigaro.fr/electricite-foyers-passage-tempete-france-xynthia-erdf.html
55

http://www.lefigaro.fr/actualite-france/2010/03/01/01016-20100301ARTFIG00009-quinze-vendeens-sont-morts-noyes-dans-leur-maison.php

56http://www.latribune.fr/depeches/associated-press/xynthia-la-charente-maritime-tente-de-panser-ses-plaies.html
57 http://lci.tf1.fr/france/faits-divers/2010-02/800-000-foyers-prives-d-electricite-un-mort-5712928.html
58http://www.ffsa.fr/sites/jcms/p1_395633/catastrophes-naturelles-prevention-et-assurance-l-analyse-des-assureurs-de-la-ffsa
59 http://www.lefigaro.fr/flash-actu/2010/03/02/01011-20100302FILWWW00556-tempete-45000-ha-de-terres-inondees.php
60http://www.charente-maritime.chambagri.fr/fileadmin/publication/CA17/Xynthia/Flashs/Xynthia_bilan_1_an.pdf
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Figure 6.5

Harvest and income losses in the Charente-Maritime (Note of the
Chamber of Agriculture)

A total of 500,000 French people suffered material damages due to the storm. In June
2010, the Senate evaluated the total amount of damage directly caused by Xynthia to
more than 2.5 billion Euros. According to the final study of the FFSA (French Federation
of Insurance Companies)61, based on data collected on 31 December 2010, the expense
for the insurers has been estimated to around 1.5 billion for a total of about 470,000
claims, more than 500 farms representing 52,000 acres flooded and nearly 200 km of
levees to be rebuilt. More than half of the total benefits paid focuses on two departments:
Charente-Maritime, which accounts for 37.6% (or € 555 million) and the Vendee to 16.4%
(or €245 million). Each of the other departments accounts less than 5% of compensation
(Figure 6.6).

61 http://www.ffsa.fr/sites/upload/docs/application/pdf/2011-06/bilanxynthia28022011.pdf
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Figure 6.6

Distribution of the compensation received by each department (source:
FFSA)

According to reports, Xynthia has not been as severe as windstorms Lothar and Martin of
1999. Lothar battered Paris with winds of 180 kmph, compared with 108 kmph for Xynthia,
RMS said. Moreover, around 2 million households lost power after Lothar hit France, while
half that amount suffered outages during Xynthia.

6.2 Transport sector impacts
Roads, ports, and railways were destroyed or heavily damaged.
The most severe impact resulted on the partial destruction of the railway that runs along
the Atlantic coast between La Rochelle and Rochefort. It suffered major damage forcing to
the complete closure of rail traffic for about three months, from February 28th to April 23th
2010. SNCF and Réseau Ferré de France (France Railways) announced that the rails
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damage was very severe in several locations. Nearly 3 kilometres of lines were rebuilt, in
particular in the municipalities of Yves and Aytré. The work took seven weeks and
resulted in the establishment of a replacement service of buses between the stations of La
Rochelle and Rochefort throughout this period. Rail traffic has gradually resumed since
April 23th, 201062.
During the storm, flooded railway tracks led to railway delays in France and also the rail
services in Northern Spain were severely affected. As well, TGV train service was in
general severely delayed due to branches and other debris obstructing the rail network63.
Falling trees on rails (and roads) also closed many connections; trains in western France
were subject to hours of delays. More particularly, traffic to Bordeaux, La Rochelle,
Limoges or Nantes was disrupted64.
Road traffic was severely affected in the flooded areas and secondary roads on the
coastline. During the event and just after the affected area was a closed zone. Traffic was
also disrupted on several more important road axes, due in particular to falling trees. The
Franco-Spanish border was temporarily closed, forcing more than 1,200 travellers to
spend the night on motorway service areas in the Atlantic Pyrenees and Landes. The
bridges connecting the islands of Ré and Oléron, but also the Pont of Aquitaine in
Bordeaux were temporarily closed to all traffic at the peak of the storm.
In Paris, wind gusts of 175 kmph were recorded at the top of the Eiffel Tower. Therefore
there were significant transport delays on air transport on Sunday 28th February, with Air
France cancelling more than 100 flights and more than half of those departing from Paris
suffering major delays, according to Aeroports de Paris65. Flight schedules began to
return to normal at Paris Charles de Gaulle airport on Sunday evening.
In Sables d'Olonne (Vendée), the embankment that was under construction at the time of
the storm suffered considerable damage. Several landslides were recorded and the
sidewalk destroyed over a substantial length. During the high tide on 28th February (4:00
am), 30-40 cm of water covered the road.
In La Rochelle, a major touristic seaside town, the area around the old harbour
encountered serious problems due to the flood. Many other harbours were also flooded,
which destroyed boats, pontoons and landings. Particularly in the port of Minimes in La
Rochelle, the sea inundated the levees: all businesses located in the industrial area were

62 http://www.webtrains.net/actualites.php?article=1000002788
63 http://www.guycarp.com/portalapp/publicsite/catdocument.pdf?instratreportid=1921
64 http://actualite.lefigaro.fr/ouest-france-vents-violents.html
65 http://www.aeroportsdeparis.fr/ADP/fr-fr/Passagers/accueil/
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drowned and twenty companies in the sector of shipbuilding were severely damaged66.
Houses surrounding the harbours were also flooded. The tracks near the coast got
undercut by the flood water and became unstable (Kolen B. et al., 2010).

6.3 Crisis and emergency management
Warning for storm Xynthia
On 27th February 2010 the warning bulletins of the national meteorological institute
(Météo-France) announced storm Xynthia, with wind gusts up to 150 kilometres an hour.
In the afternoon a red code (the highest possible alarm code) became effective for various
departments, i.e. Charente-Maritime, Vendée, Deux Sèvres and Vienne. Orange code
was effective in 69 regions (Figure 6.7). It was the second time since the introduction of
this warning system in 2001 that a red code was issued for strong winds.
Figure 6.7

Carte de vigilance météorologique le samedi 27 février à 16h

Evacuation before the flood
Due to the strong wind and probably also due to the possible flooding, various camping
sites in the Charente Maritime were evacuated. Météo France also predicted high waves
66 http://www.allboatsavenue.com/tempete-xynthia-bilan-et-consternation-dans-la-zone-artisanale-du-port-des-minimes-a-la-rochelle
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in the coastal area. The combination of different factors (depression, strong winds, and
high tide) was expected to lead to a "temporary sea level rise, causing coastal floods".
Météo-France forecasted the possibility of rising water levels, but could not determine
exactly the height of the water. The responsibility to calculate local water levels is a duty
for prefectures and local authorities. They claimed that they were not focused on the rising
water levels and the need to warn for flood risks, because this information was confused
among the usual hazard warning and consequent storm recommendations. Therefore no
large scale evacuation was carried out since this procedure is complex and evacuations
are not carried out in case of storms. In fact, in case of heavy storms people are usually
advised to stay home67 since wind gusts, flying debris and falling trees can cause danger
and traffic-obstructing situations. In this particular event, an evacuation of a few thousand
people in the area of about 300 to 500 meters from the sea would have saved most of the
lost lives. The lack of knowledge about flood scenarios had a negative effect on the
warning activities (Kolen et al., 2010).
On 28th February, when the first seawall failed around midnight, people had to be rapidly
rescued before the next tide. The rescue services acted immediately after the disaster. In
particular, the Gironde area, which was already hit in 1999 by the two strong windstorms
Lothar and Martin, was well informed and prepared for the possibilities of a storm surge.
At 6.00 a.m. also some units of additional rescue workers, such as divers and pump
teams, were on their way to the flooded areas. Special rescue services were sent from
Gironde to Île d'Oléron. They stayed there for five days. In La Faute-sur-Mer, divers
continued their researches in the sixty houses where water depths reached more than 2.5
metres, until 4th March. In Charente-Maritime and Vendée around 3000 emergency
workers were deployed68 and 12,500 interventions took place. This can be estimated as
one third of the usual annual number of emergency interventions. Small boats were used
to look for people, especially in the houses where the roller shutters were closed. More
than 500 survivors were taken to different centres in the night from Sunday to Monday
(Kolen et al., 2010).
Emergency crisis bottleneck
Information bottleneck
The two parliamentary reports on Xynthia conducted several hearings of the main actors
involved in the emergency process, in the forecasting and diffusion of information as well
as rescue services.
67 http://www.lexpress.fr/actualite/societe/tempete-fallait-il-evacuer_852381.html
68 http://www.paperblog.fr/2888119/solidarite-tempete-charente-maritime-vendee/
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Météo France classification of the storm has been contested by local residents and some
media reports, with some people, relying on expertise, claiming the classification should
have been of an explosive storm, leading to higher precautions. However, the
classification of the windstorm has since then been confirmed, and proven accurate with
regard to standard knowledge and warning system. Nevertheless, recognition has been
made of a lack of information given about combine extreme weather events, usually called
„coastal events‟. Xynthia has been recognised as one of the very first coastal event in
France, event with which meteorological and hydrological offices were not familiar with, at
least to such extent. It shows the bottleneck of prediction and warning system, when it is
beyond the boundary of the “known” events. No classification for coastal event was
prepared.
In Xynthia, what has been lacking is not so much information about the windstorm and of
coastal surge from high tide, but rather information about the flooding and the combination
of factor, what is usually described as „coastal event‟. Indeed, most of the casualties did
not occur in houses facing the ocean but facing the estuary in the inland direction.
Combine pressure of water on both sides of the land resulted in protection system failure.
This information could have been provided only by a better understanding and awareness
about coastal hazards (and not by a better understanding of the windstorm). Indeed, local
knowledge about vulnerability and state of protection system would have been necessary
to issue a correct overall information statement to the population. In any case, weather
forecasts reports would have been enough if this was not a coastal event, characterised
by a combination of strong wind, storm surge (high tide), but also local condition (flooding
by estuary possible). In this case, recommendation of staying at home is not the best
option (but still is for a normal windstorm).
General emergency crisis management
In general, the emergency management related to material goods has been good. The
evacuation has proven more difficult in the areas the most hit. Particular geographical
aspects have also played: difficulties to intervene on islands and parts of the coastline
becoming island isolated from the main territory. It is not a surprise that towns in this
situation concentrate the higher number of casualties. Also, it may be that one department
services (Gironde) were more prepared to this type of events than the other, in particular
due to the precedent of Martin in 1999, which hit the area creating an important (in
material impacts) storm surge. Thus, precedent seems to matter.
Local emergency system and difficulties in early stages of intervention
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The local emergency system was the first put on the frontline. Local emergency system is
involving benevolent firemen (with adequate formation). The regional emergency system
was on alert due to severe weather and provided an efficient support as soon as they
could reach the area. Thus, meanwhile, local emergency system faced several main
difficulties, especially at the early stages of the intervention.
Due to non consideration of combine storm and floods events, the risk map of the area
followed for construction was not accurate. Thus, the firemen station for the towns of La
Faute sur Mer and L‟Aiguillon-sur-Mer was among the first building flooded. This resulted
in a loss of immediate operational capacity, even though as local station this was not too
important (a local station is not meant to be able to face alone events of this scale, and
does not have capacity (human and capital) for doing so; it was at least a regional if not a
national type of event). Local emergency service involved people who were under
pressure of their own family‟s exposure, as they live in the local area. Thus, to secure
rescue, in a really early stage mobilisation of rescue has taken into consideration the
exposure of owns family before involving the rescuers (people who had own family
involved were discharged of early intervention to secure their own family and replaced
with rescuers no exposed to such circumstances). Then, as seaside towns during winter,
the intervention was slowed down by the absence of knowledge of people in the area at
the time of the event. Indeed, the most affected neighbourhoods involved mainly
secondary houses with episodic presence of the residents. Rescue services had to visit
fully each house before they could find out whether people were involved or not. A visual
checking system with paints was put in place to systematically keep record of visited
houses. Finally, power shut and network cut in the whole area did not allow for any use of
the usual services. An important aspect of this crisis management is that the crucial
stages took place in the middle of the night. What seems to be a secondary factor comes
at start in victims or rescue services about the events. The absence of electricity and
phone networks made the rescue operation quite blind until rescue information system
was put in place.
Early stages of intervention are particularly important during storm surges and coastal
events (especially at night in winter waters), and they are crucial for the final number of
casualties.
Emergency services over the duration of the events
The early stages were by no doubts the most difficult and system failures could be
discussed. However, the emergency services after these early stages have proven to be
adequate in timing, scale and capacity of the intervention. General procedures have been
followed and crisis management has not been found in various types of reports, media,
parliamentary, and independent authorities, to be a weak link in this event.
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Two particular aspects can though still be highlighted as particular features of this event
emergency crisis.
First, the water could not retreat naturally of the flooding areas, due in particular to
topographical situation but also to technical choices and unpreparedness for such an
eventuality. Pumps of sufficient scale were not directly available. As well, the estuary
barrier which controls stream may have been an obstacle in the early retreat of water,
unexpectedly blocking the stream of water to go upward in the river. Not prepared for this
event, the gate could not be operated in a timely manner for various reasons of lack of
operating knowledge and governance mismanagement. This has not been a key factor in
the event, but it conveys the idea that in such an event there is no plan, and unexpected
needs may occur, such as needing to use a river gate for the opposite reason it has been
built for.
Second, Xynthia is an important case of relocation both to permanently and temporarily
(concerning around 10 000 people at peak of emergency). What more victims did not
know at the time of the emergency was that some temporary relocation would have
become permanent. Some of them were rescued from a flood, and found out later they
had lost entirely their property. Relying first on emergency installation, this relocation has
shifted from immediate crisis management to medium term management which has not
been the easiest. Indeed, once the immediate event is away, the crisis management is
done, and the media attention away, rescue services support is gradually withdrawn.
However, people remain without houses. Reliance on local community, insurances
procedures or local authorities‟ direct help has tried to ease the situation. Non
Governmental Organisation such as red-cross also took share in this process, soon
supported with non crisis NGO, targeting at food supply for instance. In this case,
transition from emergency management to “reconstruction” aspects is difficult and
highlights a sometimes non proper terminology of emergency, which is mainly crisis
management, removed as soon as stabilisation is achieved. In this later stage,
management of accumulated waste of various kind, search for personal belongings, and
extreme event tourism have been other problematic aspects.

6.4 Adaptation measures
Identified bottlenecks and announced policies
During the storm, flood defences (sea walls, dunes and structures) failed at numerous
points over more than 300 kilometres along the coastline between Bordeaux and the Loire
Estuary. 120 km of dikes in the Charente Maritime department (sub-regional level) and 75
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km in Vendee needed to be rebuilt69. At each site there were also numerous breaches in
the flood defences. Most flood defences were from the 18th and 19th century. Very few of
them are national protection, there are mainly classified as „local”. Thus, in the 20th
century maintenance was carried out when damages occurred due to storms or high tide
events. It is therefore impossible to say in which state of maintenance the flood defences
were prior to the storm. Some protections were repaired after the 1940 and 1999 storms,
but the repairs for the latter were not finished. Historically, the purpose of sea walls was
the protection of agricultural land and not of urban areas. The breaking of dikes
associated with the flooding was thus exacerbated by the poor state of maintenance. In
some areas flood defences had been partly removed in harbour areas, to allow modern
maritime transport (boats departure to the sea).
Finally, the dikes may even have been one of the mortality factors instead of being an
efficient prevention tools. The 41 fatalities caused by drowning were killed in areas
classified as "protected" by seawalls, most of them living within 400 meters from them,
except in the village of Charron (Mercier and Acerra, 2011). Wave overtopping was an
important factor in several locations. All structures, where wave overtopped or toe erosion
occurred, showed serious structural damage. The dikes along the Lay, river of which
estuary on the side of La Faute-sur-Mer (the other side being the Atlantic Ocean), were
overflowed but did not fail. The largest amount of water entered the village from behind
the flood defences, in a zone which was considered as protected. At the same time the
water started to flow over the dikes in L‟Aiguillon-sur-Mer. Large volumes of water flowed
over the dikes, and the flood defence basically acted as a long, large spillway. Water
flowing over the dikes caused regressive erosion at inner toe of the flood defence. This
made the dike failure in two places, with approximately 10 to 15 metres wide breaches
(Kolen B. et al., 2010).
Despite legislation, many houses were built in flood prone areas. Depending on the
concerned neighbourhood, approximately one tenth to half of all houses is permanently
occupied, mainly by pensioners. The rest of the buildings include mainly secondary
houses. Fortunately, occurring in winter, the event has not caused the maximum level of
casualties it could have had.
The structures of the building have had an important role in the vulnerability. In the fifties,
most houses had only one floor at the ground level. In the sixties and seventies it was
usual to build the living area of houses on the first floor, approximately two metres above
ground level. This made people less vulnerable to the consequences of a flood. Despite
that, most modern houses have again been built at floor level. There is a very clear link

69 http://www.ffsa.fr/sites/upload/docs/application/pdf/2011-06/bilanxynthia28022011.pdf
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between the type of building and mortality due to marine submersion: three-quarters of the
victims died in homes without a second floor, where the water reached heights over the
ceiling elevation. These houses frequently do not have an exit on the roof and moreover
they are often equipped with electric roller shutters. The installation of shutters is
encouraged by insurance companies that offer discounts if shutters are present. When
their use is impossible because of a power failure, the house becomes traps. In La Fautesur-Mer, most victims were caught by surprise in their sleep and could not escape their
houses (Mercier and Acerra, 2011).
Moreover, the casualties of Xynthia belonged to a vulnerable group. Among the 29 victims
in La Faute-sur-Mer seventeen were more than 70 years old, five were between 60-69
years old and three were between 50-59 years old. Younger victims included a baby (2
years) and two children from the same family on holiday in La Faute-sur-Mer. It is
common knowledge that mostly elderly people and children are more vulnerable. The
limited self sufficiency of people is exacerbated by the bad communications about the
threat of the storm, the failed flood warnings, and a lack of risk awareness from the
occupants.
Essentially, a restrictive construction policy is supposed to be applied to these areas. In
actual practice, mayors are sometimes not able to resist the pressure of property
developers and, since 1999, about 100,000 houses have been built in flood prone areas
all over France. During Xynthia storm, uncontrolled urbanization was involved in the
increase of stakes, as demonstrated by the fact that all the 29 victims in the city of la
Faute-sur-Mer were living in houses built after 1980.
In order to avoid future similar tragedies, different types of adaptation strategies have
been followed: direct measures, institutional measures, information and crisis
management measures.
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 Direct measures
Immediately after the event a “defensive” plan was put in place to secure the seawalls that
were affected by the storms partially and entirely. In particular, this was done to prepare
high tide season occurring the following years.
A plan of protection has been decided constituting on the one side in data collection, on
the other side on taking action to reinforce number of dikes on the French coastline. Data
collection implied knowing the state of protection along the coastline, the level of
maintenance, and current landlords and operators. It is expected that beside national level
sea defence, one third of the numerous protection on the coastline have no known
landlords with therefore only important operations being carried out by local authorities
when extremely necessary.
It has also been decided that people affected and living in certain areas would be
compensated to relocate. What was thought as a financial help turned out to be really
controversial in what became outspoken as a forced relocation plan.
In April 2010 the government decided to destroy 1510 houses in the affected areas: 915 in
the Vendée and 595 in Charente-Maritime. A full compensation was promised to homeowners, based on the real estate value of the properties before the storm. The
government first declared these areas to be "black zones". In addition to the black zones
the government announced yellow zones, where houses can be built but are subject to
appropriate protection (both warnings and evacuation systems or physical protections).
The vulnerability of some areas, called orange zones, had to be better investigated. All
orange zones were later on converted into black zones.
Occupants did not agree with these decisions. They feel excluded from the decisionmaking process and decided not to leave their houses70. The mayor of Charron also
refuses to cooperate for the same reason71. The council of Charente-Maritime
unanimously signed a motion requiring further investigation to determine the possibility
and costs to protect flood prone areas, before declaring them as unfit for living72. At the
beginning, the government confirm its decision and was unwilling to re-examine the
allocation of the black zones. Later, it started to gradually revoking the black zones policy.

70 http://www.lejdd.fr/Societe/Actualite/Xynthia-L-Etat-face-a-la-colere-184963/
71 LEMONDE.FR avec Reuters, 09-04-10: un maire conteste la liste des destructions.
72 http://www.charente-maritime.pref.gouv.fr/actualite/f_xynthia.htm
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Since May 2010, these areas are called solidarity zones and since June 3rd 2010 people
are no longer compulsorily expropriated (Kolen et al., 2010).
 Indirect measures
Houses in certain areas on coastline have to respect certain adaptation measures, which
are in particular, the construction of a higher level in the houses.
 Institutional measures
A risk map and legal classification (submersion risk urban plan) thereafter has been
enforced for coastal events. This should imply not only change in housing permits but also
infrastructure location, which concerns the transport system.
In the same year, the French Adaptation Plan put first stone in consideration of climate
change in local authorities and business operations, in particular considering location or
relocation of long living infrastructure. The coastline is particularly concerns with
consideration of extreme events in combination with gradual sea level rise. Adaptation of
transport networks and potential relocation may be envisaged in this framework. However,
the legally binding aspect of such framework is unclear for private agents, and is an
obligation „to consider‟ for public agents.
 Information and crisis management
A new classification in the meteorological warning system issued to the public has been
created. Now the usual code (green-yellow-orange-red), implying recommendations for
particular behaviours, also concerns “coastal events”. This means an important work
towards jointly considering weather event and hydrological factor in defining the event.
Windstorm classification was already in place.
Coastline towns also have to work evacuation and crisis management to such an event. A
change in perspective is thus issued between windstorms and coastal events. Indeed,
during windstorms using transport and changing location is strongly unadvised. However,
during coastal events, evacuation is now enforced. This is a direct follow up of Xynthia,
during which houses became trap more than provided safety.
This is unclear what it implies for transport infrastructure operations dealing with public or
employees. This may change as well governance in practice, the intervention of State
authority locally (Préfet) with easier use of ORSEC plan for this type of events (due to
experience, and new recommendations). This may imply closure of some transport
operations (air, rail, and motorway) during this type of events (already the case for
maritime transport). This may also imply special recommendations being issued for use of
infrastructure (road).
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6.5 Case specific analysis
Genovese and Przyluski (2012) and Przyluski and Hallegatte (2012) discuss in depth this
event from the particular aspect of the incorporation of risk in economic policies and from
the aspect of attempting adaptation of vulnerable systems. This deals with underpinning
indirect aspects of both vulnerability and adaptation measures. Following is their
conclusion in relation to transport aspects, as for the directly impacted area.
Economic incentives to plan and operate are stronger than incentives to consider risks
properly. Even though costly in the long term, in the short term extreme weather events
enter the costs categories and not the benefits ones. Moreover, as a collective issue, this
may well be over the capacity of private agents to consider it. Especially, beyond a certain
threshold, this falls in the natural disaster category and not in the extreme weather events,
which assume that each actor‟s own contingency plan is not useful but feeds in a general
contingency plan.
Therefore, there could be events that are of transport sector interests to consider, and
other which are well beyond their planning capacity (and perceived interests). Combine
events fall without doubt in the latter category.
In this case, transport system becomes part of an overall equation of crisis management,
insurance and reconstruction. The importance of transport system is crucial in crisis
management, but its bottleneck for the economy is similar to every network and probably
after securing important supply (food, water): electricity, communication and transport.
Thus adaptation measures for transport beyond the crisis threshold should focus on their
importance in crisis management. Finding out the costs specifically related to transport in
a local case of extreme events appears difficult, especially when damages and casualties
are high in the direct areas. For long term planning, and in particular in perspective of
climate change, adaptating transport infrastructure by retrofit, relocation of infrastructure
(or of newly built ones compared to initial plans), and running services during disturbances
(with discrepancies) are potential adaptation strategies.
However, despite transport impact being out of consideration in the directly impacted
areas, it is an important aspect of disturbances being passed through the system. Falling
trees, broken networks, and infrastructure nods impossible to operate appear to be the
main problem for land transport. Maritime and air transport are actually affected by the
type of event (coastal events, and windstorms) which stop operations during the time of
the events. In the case of Xynthia, disturbances to operations and infrastructures have not
been out of range of what can be expected. Improvement in warning system may help
diminish the assets exposure (in maritime case mainly). However, it is unclear if
something more can be done for operational disturbance out of the areas. For operations,
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redundancies of networks are a good thing, but cost efficiency on a long run appears
debatable in this particular case.

6.6 Summary and lessons learned
Xynthia has been one of the deadliest natural events ever occurred in the France history.
It has been a storm showing quite trivial characteristics, meteorologically speaking, and
has become an absolutely rare event due to a remarkable combination of factors. The
numerous fatalities and the damage to houses, transports, agriculture, oyster aquaculture,
and tourism had several reasons. In the most affected departments (Vendee and
Charente-Maritime), the population increased by more than 30% in the last years. The
storm had effects in population movements, since some damaged areas became nonbuildable as part of the plan to prevent flooding. The need of a better dikes maintenance
became clear (implementation of the dams plan). Urbanization in risk areas was involved
in the increase of stakes, as demonstrated by the fact that all the victims in the la Fautesur-Mer lived in houses built after 1980. Dikes, originally built to protect agricultural land,
have shown not to be adapted to protect homes and their failure was augmented by the
state of the maintenance (Acerra and Mercier, 2011). The large number of fatalities in
France raised the issue of coastal urbanization, maintenance of dikes and obsolete
warning systems. The improvement of land use and coastal development policies is
therefore necessary to reduce hazards in these areas.
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7 Case Study 5: Heavy Snow on Alpine Roads
7.1 Case Study Description
A snow blizzard that involved the Apennines roads, causing many troubles and damages,
especially in the area between Florence and Bologna, has been selected to study the
effect of such meteorological event on traffic disruption.
Figure 7.1

Pictures of the snowfall of 29-01-2004

At the beginning of the period, a zonal flux streams at Mediterranean latitudes, pushing
frontal impulses towards North Italy. On 28th of January 2004 the reinforcement of a
temporary anticyclonic block close to Greenland causes an intense jet stream moving
towards the west part of the Mediterranean sea, with a trough moving inside. In the
evening the synoptic configuration shows a trough centred over the North Sea with the
main axis extending to the Great Britain in direction N-E/S-W and with a secondary axis
reaching the Gulf of Genoa.
On the 29 th the trough cyclonically rotates and it deepens toward the south reaching, with
its most active component, the Mediterranean sea. The intense vorticity and temperature
advection added to the flux interaction with the alpine barrier create a low pressure over
Genoa.
The maps below show the ECMWF analysis geopotential height and temperature at
500hPa of 28-01-2004 at 18 UTC (left) and 29-01-2004 at 12 UTC (right).
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Figure 7.2

ECWF analysis geopotential height and temperature at 500hPa of 2801-2004 at 18 UTC (left) and 29-01-2004 at 12 UTC (right)

At lower level, 850 hPa, the map of 29-01-2004 at 12:00 UTC of Fig.3 (left) shows a cold
pool North-west of the Alps. The very cold flux coming from France associated to a local
minimum involving the North-Centre Italy, carry to conditions strongly favourable to the
heavy snowfall. The severe condition are also pointed out by the presence of a close
minimum near to the surface over the Gulf of Genoa as highlighted in the MSLP map of
the same time (right).
Figure 7.3

ECWF analysis geopotential height and temperature at 850hPa (left)
and MSLP (right) of 29-01-2004 at 12 UTC

The deep convection generated on the sea between Liguria and Tuscany coasts involves
the whole Tuscany region and the Apennines area with heavy snow precipitation. The
convective nature of the system is highlighted by the satellite HRV image collected at 12
UTC (Fig.7.4), it is possible to resemble in the picture the typical convective circular shape
in the cloud top over Tuscany.
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Figure 7.4

HRV channel satellite image of 29-01-2004 at 12:00 UTC

On the Italian territory, the snowfall started on the 29th morning (around 10 UTC) and it
lasted the whole day, till the evening. The snowfall stopped at about 20 UTC. The most
severe part of the event occurred from 11 UTC to 16 UTC, when the event appeared also
of convective type and locally assumed the characteristic of a snow blizzard.
The evolution of the heavy snowfalls in the Apennines areas between Tuscany and
Emilia-Romagna regions are shown in the radar maps of Fig.7.4.
Figure 7.5

Hourly radar reflectivity maps of 29-01-2004 from 11 to 16 UTC

The snow depth amount measured by automatic ground stations located in the Apennines
area is shown in Fig. 7.6, 7.7, while Fig. 7.8 shows a satellite visible image recorded the
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day after the snowfall (30/01/2004). It is a very clear sky day and from this image it is
possible to appreciate the area covered by the snow. Looking station data a first
consideration could be done, even the presence of a convective character the snowfall
was not so severe in terms of snowfall accumulation.
Figure 7.6

Snow depth amount (in cm) measured in station located in the
Snow
Apennines area from
28 todepth
30 January 2004
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Figure 7.7

Location of the automatic snow ground stations
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Figure 7.8

Visible channel satellite image of 30-01-2004

In Italy snow is a meteorological event that frequently occurs during winter season,
especially over the Apennines and Alps areas. The snow permanence and depth are
favourable by low temperature, winter precipitation amount and altitude. Other key factors
are continental climate and the exposure of the area respect of the sun. The region object
of this investigation is highlighted by the red circle (fig 7.9) and maps below show that is
usually involved by the snow during winter season.
Figure 7.9

Averaged snow precipitation and permanence of snow coverage in the
period 1921-1960

The follow tables (Tab 7.1 and Tab 7.2) indicate the averaged number of snow coverage
presence and snow depth from December to March, for the period 1961-1990, in the area
involved by the snowfall described in this case study. The location of the considered
ground stations is also shown in Fig.7.10.
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Figure 7.10

Table 7.1

Location of the ground station considered in Tab.1 and Tab.2

Averaged number of day with snow coverage from December to March
for the period 1961-1990, the last column report the value for the whole
period

Station

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Dec-Mar

Brasimone (846m)

10.9

13.3

13.4

8.2

46.2

Lizzano (640m)

7.6

11.6

10.4

6.1

36.0

Monteacuto V. (660m)

6.4

9.4

7.2

4.0

27.3

R. di Vergato (256m)

3.5

6.1

3.0

0.8

13.6

Sasso Marconi (105m)

4.0

6.9

2.9

0.9

14.9

Suviana (500m)

6.0

9.7

8.9

4.8

29.6
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Table 7.2

Averaged snow depth (in cm) from December to March for the period
1961-1990, the last column report the value for the whole period

Station

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Dec-Mar

Brasimone (846m)

6.8

11.1

9.4

5.9

7.3

Lizzano (640m)

4.9

9.9

8.3

4.4

6.9

Monteacuto V. (660m)

4.1

6.9

4.7

1.9

4.4

R. di Vergato (256m)

1.8

3.6

1.8

0.3

1.9

Sasso Marconi (105m)

1.4

3.2

1.2

0.3

1.5

Suviana (500m)

4.4

6.4

5.8

2.2

4.7

Tab 7.1 and Tab 7.2 highlight that, analyzing the averaged 1961-1990, the investigated
area is involved by snowfall during the winter and that, as expected, the snow coverage
permanence and depth are both larger for station located to higher altitude.
To investigate the frequency of occurrence of snowfalls in Emilia Romagna Region
(partially involved by the selected snowfall) the following stations have been considered:
Fontanaluccia, Lago Paduli, Piandelagotti, Lago Brasimone, Monteacuto Vallese, Lizzano
in Belvedere e Riola (Emilia area), Premilcuore, Campigna, Verghereto e Santa Sofia
(Romagna area).
Figure 7.11

Anomaly of averaged temporal normalised series of 11 stations of
snow days number from December to March in the period 1950-2000.
In blue the seasonal value and in red the floating average with a 5 year
period are shown.

Emilia-Romagna Region
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Figure 7.12

Anomaly of averaged temporal normalised series of 11 stations of the
snow depth from December to March in the period 1950-2000. In blue
the seasonal value and in red the floating average with a 5 year period
are shown.

The data in picture 7.11 and 7.12 are to be considered taking into account the averaged
value for the period as indicated in tab 7.1 and tab 7.2.
These pictures highlight that in this region:


Snow has large variability depending on the season considered and it also
presents variation over a larger period, so that it is possible to identify 5 year
period characterised by more or less snow amount.



In the 80‟s the Emilia-Romagna region has been involved by heavy snowfalls,
whereas after the season 1987-88 and during the 90‟s the snow strongly
decreased.

Moreover, Fig 7.13 and Fig 7.14 show that after a period characterised by weak and
isolated snowfalls (90‟s), from 2000 the snow shows again a remarkable increase (close
to 80‟s values) and particularly snowy was the 2004-2005 winter.
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Figure 7.13

Anomaly of averaged number of days with snow coverage of 8 stations
from December to March in the period 1950-2005. In blue the seasonal
value and in red the series of the 5 year averaged are shown.

Figure 7.14

Anomaly of averaged snow depth of 8 stations from December to
March in the period 1950-2005. In blue the seasonal value and in red
the series of the 5 year averaged are shown.

The source of this regional climatological information is the ARPA-SIMC technical report
n°19/2010 „Climatologia e variabilità interannuale della neve sull‟Appennino EmilianoRomagnolo‟ A. De Bellis, V. Pavan, V. Levizzani.
Investigating the maxima snow depth measured during the winter 2004 of Tab 7.3, it is
possible to note that in the selected case study (29 January 2004) the registered value
was not an exceptional amount and it was lower then measured values in February or
March 2004.
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Table 7.3

Maxima snow depth amount (> 20cm) registered in the 2004 winter in the
Apennines area involved by the 29-01-2004 snowfall. (The location of the
ground station is shown in Fig. 7.10). Data are collected every day at 9:00
UTC

As stated before the selected case was not the most important snowfall for this winter
season, but it was the first. Thus, a key role of the 29-01-2004 critical situation maybe has
to be attributed to the poor capability to properly manage this type of emergency, after the
snow scarcity occurred in 90‟s that caused a smaller attention about snow events.

7.2 Transport sector impacts
The main damages caused by the event were related to traffic disruption in the main
regional roads (especially in Tuscany) and A1 highway. This highway connects Bologna to
Florence and it plays a key role since it represents the main connection between the North
and the Centre-South Italy. The average traffic on this road in this time of year is around
40 k vehicle/day and it is usually a very busy road with traffic congestion due to its shape
(narrow and with many bends and tunnel) and altitude (It crosses the Apennines). Further
about 30-35% of the vehicles are trucks.
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The situation becomes critical even if the snowfall was correctly forecasted in the morning
by the meteorological service, the use of highways (or in general to travel) was thus not
recommended to people and salt was spread from the night before.
The snowfall started at around 10 UTC, when vehicles incoming in the highways were
lightly less than the normal amount (around 30-35k/day) and 259 salt spreader and snow
ploughs were already activated. At about 11 UTC the snowfall increased and some check
points to decrease the incoming traffic and check the chains onboard have been
organised.
The main problem was due to the presence of some trucks that, not properly equipped
with chains and eluding checking points at the entrances of the highway, came into driving
fast and then slipped on the snow surface getting across the roadways and causing the
traffic interruption. Further many small crashes have occurred and the closure of this
stretch of highway has been decided (for about 6-8 hours depending of the road stretch).
None has been injured, but damages to the property of ANAS have been registered.
All these reasons caused a 16-17 km queue; stopped vehicles have been removed only in
the late evening (around 22:30), when circulation slowly restarted. But before then,
thousand people remained trapped for many hours in the A1 highway between Bologna
and Florence. Fig.7.15 shows the stretch between Bologna and Florence of A1 highway.
The emergency lasted about of 6-8 hours, but only in late evening of 29th the transport
operations returned to the normal schedule.
The main regional roads in the hills close to Florence were also hit by the snowfall and
many cars and trucks necessitated of mechanical assistance and a school bus remained
blocked by the snow. The E45 near Arezzo was closed toward the North direction and
also Prato, Siena and Pistoia were involved by the snow.
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Figure 7.15

The A1 highway between Bologna and Florence (in red)

The total event costs are not easily evaluable. From one hand the damages are not
available and from the other the management costs are embedded in a lump contract
(Million of Euros) signed by the company that controls the A1 highway (in the stretch of
Highways between Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany region) to manage snow emergencies.
Thus the cost does not depend on the number of snowy days occurred in a year. A single
snowfall does not imply a direct cost, but only some indirect costs (i.e. road toll missing),
but hardly quantifiable.
This contract provides the assistance to the users, snow ploughs service and salt
spreading (on average from 15 to 30 interventions per year are registered). Recently
ANAS made more investments for an improvement of the technical equipment and for an
increment of the assistance and support crew for the users.
Source of this information is an interview of a technical expert of the Italian highways in
the Apennines areas between Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany regions. (ANAS, Autostrade
per l'Italia SPA, direzione IV tronco- Firenze, shown in map below).
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Figure 7.16

The DT4-Firenze highway

Further information comes from a press review of national and regional newspapers.

7.3 Crisis and Emergency Management
The measures that have been undertaken during this event were:


The A1 highway closure between Sasso Marconi (Bologna) and North Florence toll
gate for 7 hours. The short term effect was the reduction of involved vehicles in the
traffic disruption, but the implementation costs are not available.



The closure of the upstream toll gates respect of the involved areas for 6-8 hours
(depending of the toll gates). The short term effect was the reduction of vehicles
queued upstream the traffic disruption, but the implementation costs are not available.



Civil protection measures to support people trapped for hours in the highways
(blankets and warm drinks distribution), but the implementation costs are not available.
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7.4 Adaptation Measures
Future adaptation strategies for these type of events concern the improvement of the
highways snow plans, with some measures that have to be permanently apply. The
expected long-term effect is mainly the reduction of roads disruption.
After the traffic disruptions and damages caused by the snowfalls occurred during the
winter of 2004 and the following controversies concerning the capability to manage this
type of emergency, in 2005 the National road system coordination centre „Viabilità Italia‟
(Comitato Nazionale Coordinamento della Viabilità) defined by a decree law of the
Ministry of the Interior of 27-01-2005 (GU n. 26 del 2-2-2005) has been founded.
Link:
http://www1.interno.it/mininterno/export/sites/default/it/sezioni/servizi/legislazione/codice_
strada/legislazione_621.html , in italian
„Viabilità Italia‟ is a technical and administration coordination commitment that decides
the operational actions to prevent and manage the road system emergencies caused by
severe meteorological events or other events (also connected to human activity). This
national centre is presided by the director of Italian National Traffic Police and the other
members are a delegate for each of the following categories: Public security department,
Fire department, Public Rescue Service, Civil Defence, Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of
infrastructures and transports, National Civil Protection Department , Arma dei carabinieri
(Italian military corps with civil police duties), Ferrovie dello Stato S.p.A . (the national
railways service), ANAS s.p.a. (society managing the national roads and highways
system) and A.I.S.C.A.T. (Associazione italiana società concessionarie autostrade e
trafori, that is charged with collecting, comparing and presenting at a common table for
exchange the experiences and needs of Italy's toll motorway and tunnel concessionaires).
„Viabilità Italia‟ activities are :


To manage rescue and assistance procedures in road system emergencies.



To follow the event evolution with analysis and investigations.



To acquire by means of the Road System Operational Commitments (C.O.V.,
Comitati Operativi per la Viabilità) useful elements to evaluate the presence of
actual or potential risks .



To operate with the road security information coordination centre C.C.I.S.S.
(Centro Coordinamento per l'Informazione sulla Sicurezza Stradale) to assure the
information flux.
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To define the operational coordination modes, indicating how to collect and
communicate data and information about risk scenarios, available resources and
monitoring, to guarantee homogenous procedures.



To examine plans for risk preventions.
In particular a yearly operational plan for the winter season („Snow plan‟) to
prevent highways and roads traffic disruption due to snow events is elaborated.
The aims of this plan are:


Efficiency in the activation of operational procedures



Definition of areas for trucks control, where is also possible to assure
assistance in case of extending stop.



Improvement of the coordination between C.O.V. and „Viabilità Italia‟ and with
local authorities and police.



Improvement of
concessionaires.



The actions of each members of „Viabilità italia‟



Definition of the „operational protocol to regulate the trucks circulation in
presence of snow‟ (in attachment) that deals with the detection of areas more
exposed to snow problems and the temporary stops of trucks (> 7,5 t) to
prevent traffic disruption due to vehicles without chains or winter tyres in those
critical areas. Examples of filtering and traffic control protocols are shown in
Fig. 7.17.

the

information
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Figure 7.17

Examples of filtering and traffic control protocol for truck circulation in
presence of snow

In the „snow plan‟, a code has been adopted to identify each step of the snow emergency:
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White code: Forecast snow
When a snow warning is issued by the National Civil Protection meteorological service or
by other commissioned national or local meteorological service.
Actions:


Check of the available resources (people, means, material etc.) involved in the
snow emergency activities and their activation. Obligation of chains on board or
snow tires.



Realisation of the communication between concessionaires and Institutions.



Activation of information for the users by means of radio, local TV etc.

Green code: imminent snow precipitation
Actions:


Check of the realisation of the actions to be adopted (road salt, location of snow
ploughs etc.). Obligation of chains on board or snow tires.



Preparation of road signs and vehicles in defined areas for traffic control and
vehicles deviation.



Actuation of the communication model, as stated above.



Updating and/or reinforcement of information for the users



Check of the neighbour highway stretches and alternative roads conditions.

Yellow code: snow precipitation
Moderate snowfall without critical situation. The action of snow ploughs and the available
equipment can easily manage the road conditions. Traffic streams without problems.
Actions:


Check if the actions defined by technical procedures have been performed (road
salt, location of snow ploughs etc.)



Activation of the traffic filter and control procedures in defined areas.
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Realisation of the communication model, as stated above.



Updating and/or reinforcement of information for the users



Check of the neighbour highway stretches and alternative roads conditions.

Red code: heavy snow precipitation
The traffic slowly streams in the critical road stretches, but snow plugs still guarantee the
vehicle circulation (even with some delays).
Actions:


Check if the actions defined by technical procedures have been performed (snow
coverage clearance with the full employment of means and available technologies,
mechanical assistance vehicles etc.). Probability of traffic block or transit not
recommended.



Procedures of traffic filter and control in previously activated areas.



Realisation of the communication model, as stated above.



Updating and/or reinforcement of information for the users, with communication of
alternative practicable routes.

Black code: heavy snow precipitation with traffic disruption.
Traffic disruption for one or more vehicles stopped across the road for the snow presence.
Critical status.
Actions:


Check if the actions defined by technical procedures have been performed
(assistance vehicle action to remove the traffic blocks, for the salt treatment of the
stretch of road following the blocked one, to point the involved vehicles towards
the by-pass or the exits etc.). Highways closure.



Traffic stop in the filter and control points previously activated and to guide vehicle
towards available alternative routes.



Realisation of the communication model, as stated above.



Updating and/or reinforcement of information for users
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Activation of the assistance measures to support people trapped in Highways

7.5 Summary and Lessons Learned
This episode caused many controversies leading also to points of order at the National
Parliament (Legislature 14°, n.531 of 05/02/2004, in attachment). The main point
discussed was the incapability of ANAS s.p.a. to efficiently manage this snow emergency.
In particular the late measures taken during the snowfall, the deficiency of investments for
road maintenance and upgrades and the reduction of the personnel have been object of
investigation.
A lesson learnt after the snowfalls occurred in 2004 is that the underestimation of this type
of event and a drop of the attention span caused by the scarcity of snow of the recent past
led to this critical situation. So it is important to remember the past (i.e. the heavy
snowfalls of 80‟s) and not only the more recent one. Another lesson learnt is that roads
have to be treated with salt or liquid salt solution before snow begins to fall, to block the
adherence on the road surface. Further to better check the highways stretches, they are
subdivided to better control the traffic, with one or more snow plough for each section, to
guarantee the circulation even in case of snow. The closure of the highways is performed
only if vehicles slip and get across the road direction blocking the traffic. Another
important lesson learned is the intensification of controls to allow the road circulation only
to vehicles with snow chains or winter tires.
Sources of this information are:
o

Civil Protection Department Office IV - Emergency Management  Mobility and
essential services. The Service defines the operating procedures to improve the
exchange of information between the parties the infrastructure of national mobility
and the activation of the same procedures in emergency situations of national
character. It also defines the operating procedures to improve the exchange of
information between managers of essential services in the national interest,
including operators of fixed and mobile telephony, and the activation of the same
procedures in emergency situations at national level. In the case of a national
emergency, the service coordinates the activities of national mobility infrastructure
and essential services administrators, including fixed and mobile telephony
operators in relation to the continuity and restoration of their services. Finally, it
guarantees the Department participation and action in the National road system
coordination centre, set up under the Ministry of the Interior.
Link:http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/jcms/en/serv_mobil_serv_essenz.wp
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o

Italian national Police website:
http://poliziadistato.it/articolo/50Le_informazioni_di_Viabilita_Italia/
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8 Case Study 6: Rhine Shipping during 2003 Summer Heat
8.1 Case Study Description
A series of heat waves throughout Europe in the summer of 2003 73 with nearly no
precipitation in the following months had huge repercussions on the shipping industry. In
this case study, we describe the implications of this extreme weather for the Rhine
shipping community, including the efforts to cope with this force major situation.
High temperatures and scarce precipitation in the region throughout a longer period led to
record low water levels in the river Rhine and the tributaries in several countries. It looked
like the Rhine was simply drying up. In some sections of the middle part of the river, the
water dropped under the 0.5 m level making the passage of ships almost impossible
without running aground. Even when freighters could navigate the Rhine, most could only
load up to 30% of their normal capacity. The companies were forced to send out three or
four ships for a normal one-ship load. At times the ordinarily mighty river now could only
offer a small stream tempting the children and adults, overheated in a hot summer day, to
wade across (see Figure 8.1)
Figure 8.1

Snapshot of the river Rhine on 28-08-2003

These extreme conditions continued for more than 10 weeks from August through
October. The accidents with ships running aground on shallow parts of the Rhine became
a serious problem. In September, a tanker carrying 400 tons of diesel fuel ran aground.
73

The heat waves in summer 2003, which has been the most warm summer in Europe since 1540, caused the death of almost 40
thousand Europeans (majority of them in France).
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Thankfully, no one was injured and no fuel leaked into the river. Another less fortunate
incident with a German cruise ship, that ran aground as well, left 41 people injured, three
of them seriously.
The decreasing water levels caused physical problems for ship operators who were not
able to get to some port docks. As a result, some car ferries were forced to stop service
because they could not get to customers on the enlarged river banks.
It was clear that the shippers and the cruise industry in the area went through hard times.
For them this was another harsh test which happened in a relatively short time after
having just recovered from the consequences of the flooding of the river Rhine in summer
and winter 2002. The industry had to face a major dilemma of finding the way to survive
this extreme period with as little as possible losses of revenues and other more long-term
negative repercussions the drought of 2003 could have, e.g. the reputation of the Rhine
route, as a reliable transport option, was threatened.
Below a few general facts about the river Rhine and the associated shipping industry are
presented in brief. This will help to get a better idea of the type of impacts and
stakeholders, which would be affected directly and indirectly, when an extreme situation
occurs on the Rhine.

General facts about the Rhine river:
Geography. Sourcing in Graubünden at 1602 m height in the eastern Swiss Alps and
streaming down through Germany towards the North Sea coast in the Netherlands, the
Rhine is one of the longest and most important rivers in Europe (see Figure 8.2). Routing
a 1,233 km distance with an average discharge of more than 2,000 m3/s the Rhine used to
be a „snow and rain‟ river for ages. Nowadays, various studies on climate change confirm
that the Rhine is increasingly becoming a „rain oriented river‟ and experiencing greater
fluctuations of water level during a year cycle. Namely, higher risks of heavily flooding in
winters and long lasting droughts in precipitation-scarce summers.
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Figure 8.2

The Rhine river and its sections (Lower Rhine, Middle Rhine, Upper
Rhine, High Rhine)

Source: Wikipedia

Shipping. Being Europe‟s most commercially active river, the Rhine is also the most
trafficked inland waterway in Europe. The tourism industry continually runs numerous
cruises on the river, known for its scenic landscapes and historic castle views. The
shippers of freight use Rhine for transportation of large amounts of bulk products and
containers. The river connects Europe‟s biggest port Rotterdam with various ports further
in the hinterland in the Netherlands and Germany reaching up the port of Basel in
Switzerland. About 883 km of the 1233 km is accessible for regular inland waterway
freight transport vessels, The Rhine route represents about two-thirds of all transport by
inland waterway in western Europe (source: CCNR).,..
Locks. In order to be able to reach Basel in the Upper Rhine, ships have to pass 10 locks
during a 170 km trajectory. On the section from Iffezheim (km 334) down to Rotterdam
(km 1000) the navigation is completely lock free.
Rhine Fleet. According to CEMT classification of the navigable waterways, the Rhine
stretch from Rotterdam up to Basel belongs to Class VI category. This category allows
navigation of inland waterway vessels from 3.200 tons up to 18.000 tons gross weight.
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The Rhine river fleet consists of large part of the Dutch, German, Swiss and French fleets.
In 2003, the entire West-European cargo fleet totalled 9804 vessels consisting of dry
cargo vessels, liquid cargo vessels, push barges and tank push barges of different size
(see Table 8.1).
Table 8.1

Tonnage class

The breakdown of the West European Cargo Fleet operating in 2003 by
vessel class
Dry cargo
vessels

Liquid
cargo
vessels

Push
barges

Tanker push
barges

Total

< 400 tonnes

1461

318

356

0

2135

21,8%

400 -1000 tonnes

2078

173

986

8

3245

33,1%

1000-2000 tonnes

1847

463

326

50

2686

27,4%

2000-2500 tonnes

236

156

193

27

612

6,2%

>2500 tonnes

326

206

567

27

1126

11,5%

5948

1316

2428

112

9804

100%

Total

Share

Source: CCNR

Generally it is the larger vessels (>1000) that sail on the Rhine the smaller vessels usually
sail on domestic markets or the so-called North-South market (transport market between
Netherlands, Belgium and France generally not or only partly on the Rhine-stream area.
Water level gauges. In total there are 31 water level gauges (installations to measure the
actual water level) installed along the Rhine route from Konstanz to the North Sea. For the
navigation of ships the water gauges at Duisburg-Ruhrort and at Kaub and Maxau are the
most important ones. Duisburg is important for the destinations up to Koblenz, and Kaub
for the destinations in the Upper Rhine. The actual water levels are measured in relation
to the reference line74, which is different per location and being actualised by the Central
Commission for Rhine Navigation (CCNR) and the Rhine countries every ten years.
Navigation in low water season. The navigation on Rhine in low or high water seasons
may be restricted for different reasons. When having a critically low water level, there
might be sections on the Rhine route which, due to shallowness of the fairway, may
become a serious obstacle for the passage of ships. This low water condition, and
particularly if it continues for a longer period, can seriously challenges the navigation in
74

The reference level, as applied in the Netherlands, is called OLR (Overeengekomen Laagste Rivierstand) equals 2.80 m and is the
same along the trajectory. In Germany below Duisburg-Ruhrort, It is called GLW (Gleichwertiger Wasserstand) and is generally
different per location. For instance at Kaub, the OLR is 0.8 m. at Maxau 260m..
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the area. If no responsive efforts are further made by the shipping industry, this eventually
can even harm the overall image of the Rhine waterway as being a reliable transportation
route. As a rule, the quality of the whole route is as good as the quality of its weakest
elements in the chain. In this respect Kaub, known for having a relatively shallow fairway
location in the Middle Rhine, can become the most critical passage point in a low water
season. The hard rocky nature of the river bed in the area would require enormous
investments if, by means of dredging, the fairway had to be deepened and, thus, the water
level risks were reduced during dry seasons. On the Lower Rhine similar problems may
occur though they are less frequent. During low waters, the restrictions on passage of
vessels, on loading and their motion speed might be necessary. In most critical cases, it
might even require a temporal replacement of bigger size vessels by smaller ones or even
lead to a change of the mode. Table 8.2 gives an overview of the technical characteristics
of the fleet, including the maximum dive depth of the laden ship, loading capacity and
equivalent to number of trucks if the same cargo weight would be transported by road.
Table 8.2

Merchant fleet by vessel class and basic technical parameters (including
critical water levels per vessel class and equivalent to number of trucks)

CEMT Class

I
- Spits
II
- Kempenaar
III
- DortmundEemskanaalschip
(Dortmunder)
- Container vessel
Kempenaarsklasse
IV
- Rijn-Hernekanaalship
Va
- Groot Rijnschip
- Vessel for transportation
of cars
- Standard container vessel
- Ro-Ro ferry
Vb
- Big container ship
- Big tanker
VIa
- Tweebaksduwstel
VIb, Vic
- Vierbaksduwstel
- zesbasduwstel

Length

Width

Capacity

Equivalent to
no of trucks

350 t

Maximum dive depth
(drought +squat
for laden vessel in
motion against the
stream)
2,2 m

38,5 m

5,05 m

55 m

6,6 m

655 t

2,59 m

22 x

67 m

8,2 m

1.000 t

2,5 m

40 x

63 m

7m

32 TEU

2,5 m

16 x

85 m

9,5 m

1.350 t

2,5 m

54 x

110 m
110 m

11,4 m
11,4 m

2.750 t
530 cars

3m
2m

120 x
60 x

110 m
110 m

11,4 m
11,4 m

200 TEU
72 trucks

3m
2,5 m

100 x
72 x

135 m
135 m

11,4 m
21,8 m

500 TEU
9.500 t

3,5 m
4,4 m

250 x
380 x

172 m

11,4 m

5.500 t

4m

220 x

193 m
193 m

22,8 m
34,2 m

11.000 t
16.500 t

4m
4m

440 x
660 x

Source: Bureau Voorlichting Binnenvaaart
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Once the water level approaches a critical level, adequate measures should follow (such
as, reducing the load on board, sailing speed etc) in order to ensure a passage of ship
without running aground. For instance, when the water level at Kaub approaches the
critical value of 1 metre, the ships can take only 25% of their loading capacity. Otherwise,
they would not physically be able to reach their port destinations located in the upper part
of the Rhine upstream from Koblenz. Under normal conditions, the average loading is 84
% of the capacity. The operation under restricted loading regime pushes up the
operational costs per ton because the fixed vessel costs are a substantial part (about 7080%) of total cost and those fixed costs do not vary with the tonnage. Accordingly, the
operator will have to increase the price per ton transport service on the market. However,
the upward pressure on market prices will at the same also increase because the total
market supply will (temporarily) be reduced (more vessel will be needed to transport the
same volumes). So there will be both a cost-push and supply-reduction effect operate to
increase market prices. This may eventually lead to losing the competitive advantage of
the inland waterways against other modes.
Navigation in 2003. Having low discharge levels of the Rhine is a rather typical
phenomenon occurring at the end of the summer and in autumn seasons. However, the
year 2003 has been memorised by the shipping industry as being extraordinary dry. In the
second half of the year the water level on the Rhine dropped to record low levels. To
make things worse, this critical condition lasted almost 2 months throughout August and
September. During this extraordinary period one could nearly cross the Rhine by foot. The
absolute record was reached on September 29 when just 36 cm deep water above the
reference line was measured in the area at Kaub.
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Figure 8.3

Water level variation in 2003 for the locations Ruhrort, Köln and Kaub
on the Rhine
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Figure 8.3 shows the fluctuation of the water level for a few critical locations on the Rhine
in 2003. Obviously, the navigation in August and September through the locations Koln
and Kaub was extremely problematic for all types of vessels.

8.2 Transport Sector Impacts
The summer drought of 2003 had a huge impact upon the performance of the shipping
industry which is clearly reflected in the inland waterways transport statistics for 2003. In
2003, about 75 million tonnes were transported in the Kaub related Rhine market and 187
million tonnes in the total Rhine market (CCNR, 2005). Compared to the year before, the
tonnages and transport performance in 2003 showed a decrease by 5.8 million tons and
9.9% respectively. According to the shipping industry the record low water levels in the
second half of 2003 was the primary cause for the decrease in freight transported.
Because of low water, lasting almost 2 months, the ships in that period were not able to
carry as much as they would have done under the normal conditions. The traffic was
physically restricted, but with lots of efforts the industry continued to be served. All this
had a major impact on the competitiveness of the inland waterways transport industry.
As Europe‟s most commercially active river, the Rhine became rather unreliable for the
thousands of companies that rely on it for shipping, commerce and tourism. The long
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lasting critical low-water situation that occurred in August and September 2003
threatened, moreover, the contractual obligations which the transport industry had
towards their clients. The situation became very complicated for both the companies that
operate in the long-term market as well as for the companies that operate in the spot
market.
The first group of companies usually works under a long-term contract, applying a fixed
tariff per tone throughout the year. Such operational schemes usually include in the
agreed fixed price the average risks of low water effects to some extent (i.e. charging a
low water surcharge) or include a separate surcharging scheme. In order to fulfil their
obligations companies often had to find much more expensive alternative solutions than
they had envisaged originally. On the other hand the shipping companies active in the
spot market negotiate the price per tonne and the number of tonnes transported for each
trip individually. The latter group found themselves in an unpleasant situation as well. The
record low water levels in some parts of the Rhine pushed the prices sky-high, leaving the
shipping companies in an unfavourable situation to negotiate a competitive price vis-à-vis
intermodal competitors. Figure 8.4 shows the relation between the water level at Kaub
and the price per tonne, the loading factor and the price per trip throughout the years
2003, 2004 and first half 2005 for the shipping companies active in spot market.
Figure 8.4

Relation between water level at Kaub and price per tonne, load factor
and price per trip
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Source: O.E. Jonkeren, „Adaptation to Climate Change in Inland Waterway Transport‟ (2009)

Notably, low water levels may cause several contrary impacts on transport flows, as
follows:
 reduction of the load rate resulting in a higher number of voyages for ships;
 shift from transport with larger ships to smaller ships, leading to a reduction for
voyages for larger ships and an accompanying, comparatively higher, increase of the
number of voyages of smaller vessels ;
 scarcity in the reserve supply of reserve fleet of smaller size (including crew staff)
because of the increased demand for those vessels, which in turn triggers a price
jump;
 longer sailing times (i.e. slower commercial speed) and waiting times at the locks
compared to a normal situation;
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 increasing difference in heights between the water level and the platform, equipped
with cargo handling installations, becomes a hinder for loading/unloading operations
at the ports
 shortages of waiting and resting places at some ports and locks, due to deployment
of additional fleet which in turn will effect the waiting and service times
 loss of cargo as a result of shift to other transport modes because some port
destinations can not be reached anymore by water and/or the increased
transportation tariff loses its competitive advantage;
 deterioration of the image of the route as a reliable transportation option
The size of those impacts is proportional to the duration and severity of the crisis situation
(i.e. extreme low water).
The NEA study on monitoring the capacity utilisation level of the European fleet (20032005) calculated the relative cargo loss for vessels in voyages to various destinations in
the Lower-, Middle- and Upper Rhine. The loss factor, or in other words the factor that
indicates the approximate increase in a number of voyages for the vessels in a low water
situation that occurs in 5% of the time (a „normal‟ low water situation one could say) varies
per type of vessel and size of vessel. It is estimated to be 1.32 for new tankers, 1.29 for
liquid cargo older tankers, and 1.25 for dry cargo vessels in the vessel category of 25002999 tonnes.
In setting up short- and long term service contracts, the inland waterways transport
enterprises and shippers in the European markets can use low water surcharges in their
negotiations. This can partially compensate the negative impact of low water for the
transport industry. Furthermore, it helps to make markets more transparent because the
shortage of capacity in low-water situations has nothing to do with shortages in the market
as such. However, shippers will pass on those surcharges on the final consumers of the
shipped goods who will be eventually paying a higher price, as a result of low water
situations. For the inland water transport market passing Kaub it was estimated that
during the last 20 years the costs for the Dutch society, which resulted due to low water
discharge conditions, amount in average to 28 million euro per annum. The annual
welfare effects of low water levels were estimated on the basis of trip data from barges on
the Rhine between January 2003 and July 2005. While low water levels had a significant
impact on the freight price per ton and on the load factor, the effect on the price per trip
was negligible. The results were based on a theoretical study of the Free University of
Amsterdam (2007)75 in 2003, which was an extremely dry year; these extra costs reached
€ 91 million (about 13% of the market turnover in the part of the Rhine market which was
75 Climate change and inland waterway transport; welfare effects of low water levels on the river Rhine (van Jonkeren, Rietveld, van
Ommeren , Amsterdam 2007)
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considered in the study. For the total Rhine market the extra costs for the Dutch society
reached € 227 million (Source: O.E. Jonkeren, „Adaptation to Climate Change in Inland
Waterway Transport‟ , p. 34, 2009) in 2003 . Another study (RIZA et al., 2005) estimated
the costs of low water levels for domestic inland waterway transport in the Netherlands to
be € 111 million in 2003 (1,17 EUR/tonne). These extra costs comprise the increase in
the number of trips, due to loading restrictions of vessels, the increase in handling costs
as well as the costs as a result of longer waiting times at the locks. Apart from the Rhine
shipping to Germany and Switzerland and the Dutch domestic market, the North-South
market represents a third submarket for the inland shipping sector of the Netherlands. The
North-South international transport, namely between the Netherlands, and France, and
the Netherlands and Belgium, also experienced a price increase in 2003 because,
although not directly affected by low water problems, vessels were diverted from this
market to the Rhine and domestic markets. Thus, in the North–South market there was a
decrease of the total supply of inland waterway transport services as well. Based on CBS
data for inland shipping between the Netherlands, France and Belgium for 2003 the
assumption was made that around 70% of the North-South Market was transported under
Dutch flag (47 million tonnes). This would lead to additional costs of € 55 million for
Dutch society (assuming the same costs due to low water levels/tonne as for the domestic
market: 1,17 EUR/tonne).
In total the total estimated welfare costs to the Dutch society amount to around € 393
million in 2003.

8.3 Crisis and Emergency Management
The emergency and damage prevention measures in a critical low water situation on the
Rhine and its tributaries were applied on 3 levels:
 General measures to ensure safe and fluent navigation on the Rhine
 Measures applied by the transport company to ensure continuation of its shipping
activities on the Rhine
 Other modal arrangements for those cases where access by ship to port docks and
terminals became impossible for a longer period.
There are a number of general measures agreed to prevent the damage resulting from a
low water situation. These include:
-

Imposing a restriction forbidding the ships to catch-up each other and pass by.

-

On critical sections imposing the on/off one-way navigation scheme (for example,
2 hours open for upward direction only, then the following 2 hours open for
downward direction only).
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-

influencing the passage times at locks by making, if possible, the locks shorter, or
by waiting until more ships come into the sluice valve.

-

If the above measures are still not enough, some of the pathways or locks might
be temporally closed for navigation (an extraordinary measure rarely applied).

Measures taken by ship operators on the operational level on a daily basis, given the
extreme low water situation, were:
-

Do not sail

-

Wait and sail later

-

Chose another route

-

Sail partially loaded

-

Charter additional ships of smaller size to replace voyages of bigger ships

-

Contract skilled local skippers, familiar with the driest sections of the river, to help
with the complicated passages on risky sections

-

Unload the ship, store the cargo at the port and chose another transportation
option

In the most treacherous regions, some ship captains were forced to dock and unload
portions of their already-lightened shipment for fear of running aground.
When a critical low water situation lasts for a longer period, as was the case in the second
half of 2003, shippers and transport companies start looking for alternative modes of
transport. Under these circumstances, the market prices for the inland waterways in the
spot market loose their competitive advantage against the other modes, and part of the
freight is therefore shifted to rail and road. The other part can be temporally put in a
storage/warehouse. Knowing that huge amounts of dangerous goods are being
transported by inland waterway transport (fuel, chemicals, etc), additional safety
precautions on rail and road need to be applied.

8.4 Adaptation Measures
Various structural solutions to tackle the low water problem and make the impact of
seasonal changes less dramatic are being considered by the inland waterways sector and
respective authorities.
One could think of measures in the fields of:
 traffic management;
 logistics
 shipbuilding
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 infrastructure design and building

Some examples are:
Traffic management
One of the solutions related to the waterborne infrastructure, as proposed by stakeholders
in the Netherlands, is increasing the pumping capacity of the sluices in a reverse direction,
in order to keep the passage costs lower and maintain the same passage frequencies as
under normal conditions.
Logistics
Furthermore, Intelligent logistics allows optimisation of the traffic on the Rhine by
integrating IT based planning, navigation and advanced registration applications. The
latter include the possibility to measure the actual water levels, the actual positions of the
vessels, the actual capacities of the ports and locks and react immediately in most optimal
way.
As far as the navigation is concerned, the staff of transport operating companies need to
be cyberspace skilled and have to follow the defined depth contours by means of a radar
system, which integrates the own radar, electronic chart, AIS and data on accurate depth
contours. Interference with the navigation by the skipper has to happen only when
required in the exceptional cases.
Shipbuilding
Another structural solution to minimise the impacts of low water heights is to be taken into
account by the shipbuilding industry and concern a new design for ships. The ships need
to be wider and lighter. In other words, the ships which could have a lesser dive depth,
faster speeds, be build from lighter materials and be shaped in a way to cause minimal
turbulence effects, when sailing.
Infrastructure design and building
As overall challenges in river management for the future, the following needs and
measures starts getting more and more attention:
-

need for deeper and wider navigation channel due to bigger ships;
adaptation to increasing low & high discharges due to climate change (coping with

-

draughts and floods);
stop river bed degradation (instability constructions);
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-

idea of constructing 35 km parallel dams in the Lower Rhine, with good chances for
ecology;
improve ecology.

The stakeholders agree that it is not easy but possible to cope with the changes imposed
on inland navigation by changing climate. Still a lot of work has to be done in next
decades.

8.5 Case Specific Analysis
The seasonal changes of water levels and discharge in the Rhine river catchment are
being constantly monitored by the water management and pathway management
authorities of the Rhine countries. It includes also monitoring of the precipitation,
evaporation and temperature regimes in the region and estimation of the expected effects
for specific locations. They keep informing/warning the stakeholders about the expected
implications for the region in question and, if found necessary, timely apply the prevention
measures and impose restrictions, in accordance with the expected risk level.
Specifically, the authorities apply a low water prediction model to produce an accurate 48
hours prediction (+/- 10 cm accuracy) and 72 hours prediction (+/- 15 cm accuracy). In
addition, by means of the ECDIS76 an accurate and continuous knowledge of depth
contours, which is important up to Oestrich in Germany (km 515) are being maintained by
the fairway authorities by means of frequent measurements, including collecting
information on position and depth from the nominated ships navigating on the river.
The year 2003 was an extremely dry year with long lasting low water periods throughout
the second half of the year. In the years that followed, such a dramatic situation
fortunately did not repeat (see Figure 8.5). The critical periods lasted relatively short, were
less severe, and the shipping industry was flexible enough to cope with these temporary
inconveniencies.
Figure 8.5

Critical low water periods at location Kaub in 2003-2007

Source: www.wsv.de
76

Electronic Chart Display Information System.
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A similar pattern continued also in 2008-2010. According to the current climate change
scenarios, however, it is predicted that from the year 2050 onwards similar low water
crisis to that of 2003 may occur more frequently and perhaps even each year.
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8.6 Summary and Lessons Learned
Climate change is likely to affect the inland navigation sector in North West Europe, and
the Rhine basin is no exception here. Various studies and empirical observations confirm
that the Rhine is increasingly becoming a rain-oriented river with little melt-water
contribution and with greater seasonal fluctuation in water discharge. The quality of the
water infrastructure directly depends on the amount of the precipitation and evaporation
regime in the region in question. In view of expected overall temperature rise in the region,
the perspective is less precipitation and more evaporation in summers, what eventually
will lead to long lasting low water levels. Although the year 2003 was an extremely
dramatic year for the shipping industry in the recent decade, it is very likely that the
draughts of similar calibre may happen more often in the decades to come.
It is clear, that the shipping industry has to adapt to the challenges imposed by the
changing climate. This comprises both:
-

timely direct responses, in accordance to the actual circumstances
structural adaptation measures

The first group refers to imposing of adequate navigation restrictions, loading restrictions
and deploying of reserve fleet to be able to fulfil the pending contractual obligations.
Whilst the structural measures require the improvement of the reliability of the waterborne
infrastructure (for instance, increasing the pumping capacity of the sluices in a reverse
direction, constructing parallel dams, curbing the degradation of the river bed, etc). In
addition, it requires accurate and up-to-date information on the depth contours and actual
water levels to be constantly monitored by the pathway authorities. This includes also a
wide deployment of the IT developments and strengthening of the cyberspace skills of the
crew to be supported by a radar system during navigation.
The structural measures also include the optimisation of the fleet capacity by means of
optimal and energy efficient combinations of coupled units. Same holds for the design of
ships, which need to be lighter, wider, give more efficient hydrodynamic and energy
consumption performance.
The lessons of 2003 show, that the inland waterway transport industry put a lot of efforts
to be able to continue the navigation under extreme water conditions and keep serving the
clients. However, not every shipper is prepared to pay the low water surcharge to the
transport company and rather look for an alternative transport instead. It is clear, that the
major shippers nowadays cannot rely on one mode of transport only. Their number one
requirement is the reliability of service and secured transport. The reliability of the Rhine
route needs to be improved, in order to meet the goals of sustainable navigation on the
river.
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9 Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Conclusions
This section summarises the main points of the case studies: what were the main
challenges in the selected cases? Which mistakes were made in responding to the
event, if any? What were the costs of the extreme event imposed on society? Which
measures were applied in the crisis management as a direct response to the event?
Which adaptation strategies were put in place or planned to ensure a better
preparedness for future extreme weather events? What are common conclusions? What
can be learned for future events and for disaster response in general?
Conclusions from “ Flood 2002 in Eastern Germany “
The European flood in 2002 was a long lasting extreme weather event affecting a large
area of Europe. This case study only reflects damages, measures and lessons learned in
Germany.
There are four main points when responding to such an extreme weather event:





Enough staff and financial resources
Sufficient data availability for an all-embracing situation overview
Good coordination and clear hierarchies
Public risk awareness

The flood in 2002 showed that public authorities as well as the population were rather
unprepared. A main issue was the complicated communication structure which led to
serious delays for emergency services. However, all proved to have lessons learned when
the event reoccurred in 2006: communication structures have been renewed and new
communication media such as the internet are now widely used.
After all, the events of 2010 showed once more that there is still a large potential for
improving regional, national and international communications in order to avoid damages
and to save lives during emergencies of such scale. It cannot be stated often enough that
European projects improving cross-border cooperation, such as IDIRA, are of highest
importance.
Conclusions from “Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe “
The European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS, 2007) reports that 1.477 fires
broke out in the Peloponnese region burning 10.196 km² of land, the 6.633 km² of which
were protected forests and natural areas. Greece has experienced more wildfire activity
during the summer of 2007 than other European countries have over the last decade
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(ESA, 2007). In total, over 8.933 fires have been recorded in the country following the
third heat wave the country had experienced in that period (EFFIS, 2007). The most
severe fires broke out on August 24th and expanded rapidly until they were put out in early
September. During the 2007 summer period 68 people were killed, while another 2094
people were injured (Statheropoulos, 2008).
The main challenges of the specific case study were to describe the activities and
operations carried out during the crisis, re-consider the efficiency of crisis and emergency
management (EM) mechanisms and explore options how to maintain the functionality of
transport systems for supply and rescue services. This proved to be a rather challenging
task since the EM activities involved coordinated efforts from various agencies such as
the National Civil Protection, Fire Brigade, Hellenic Airforce, Hellenic army, local and
regional governmental agencies and a large number of volunteers, with different
objectives and responsibilities.
The main inefficiencies of the overall procedure and emergency operations that
emerged from the analysis were:
1. Authorities and actors responsible for dealing with the event were found unprepared for
an event of such scale.
2. Although actions plans existed prior to events they were scarcely used and
implemented.
3. Evacuation orders were given even at locations not in danger. As a result, the
volunteers' participation and contribution was significantly hindered.
The impacts on residences and other infrastructure were severe as well as the economic
impacts to society from the burnt forests and natural areas (EFFIS, 2007) and the
thousands of animals killed (WWF, 2007) were enormous. 847 residences were burned to
the ground in Greece of which the vast majority (815 houses) were located in the region of
Peloponnese. Looking at the transport sector, during the 25th of August the fires rendered
1.054 km of road network out of use, with the events gradually declining afterwards. At an
average, 536 kilometres of the road network were constantly closed during the four days,
with the respective value for the whole monthly period being close to 373 kilometres.
For the estimation of the economic impacts of the fires, no cost tool was available for its
calculation. The estimation for the cost of the damages for the 500.000 people affected
was close to 3billion Euros according to European sources (Davidson, 2007), while other
moderate estimations have found it to be close to 2.2 billion US Dollars (USAID, 2007).
The overall operational costs were estimated at 600.000 Euros (Michaletos, 2008).
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As direct crisis response the following measures were taken as a direct response to the
event:
 Closure of unsafe routes
 Call for and organization of Volunteers‟ participation
 Evacuation orders to the affected areas
 Protection measures
 Call for and coordination of national and international assistance
 Ground and aerial means
Finally and based on the analysis conducted, long term adaptation strategies should
focus on the following actions:
 Fire prevention staff and programs





Technological investments in forest monitoring and mapping
Communication, integration, organisation of the agencies involved
Wildfire management
Recovery plans

Conclusions from “Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006 “
In the last week of March and the first weeks of April 2006 many flood events have been
recognised in Austria and in the Czech Republic due to thaw and deposit The combination
both of thaw and deposit let to flood events. Two dams burst at begin of April.
Maintenance work wasn‟t done, this combination of mistakes cause the dam break.
The important railway line from Vienna to the North (main connection to Brno, Praha,
Berlin and Poland) had to be closed due to enormous damage on the permanent way and
the railway station of Dürnkrut. For 8 weeks it was not possible to use the railway line
between Angern an der March and Drösing (19 km). Seven month after the flood ÖBB
started its normal operation in both directions.
Measures applied in the crises management: Due to the flood a closure of tracks in
time resulted zero accidents on the rail track. No rolling material was damaged and no
personnel or passengers have been injured. Trains had to be detoured (long distance
passenger transport, freight transport) and a bus replacement service has been installed.
Infrastructure damages, damages of base structures and rail system and damages of the
overhead catenary wires were the main damages. The direct damage costs for
reconstruction of the railway line and the affected railway stations have been about EUR
43 million.
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The following emergency measures were taken_
o

organisation of a bus replacement service

o

rerouting of intercity rail traffic

o

communication between a lot of interfaces during the flood

o

technical emergency measures at the railway station Dürnkrut

o

technical emergency measures at two sections

Long term adaptation strategies focused on


the new railway control centre which was put on pillars to be flood-proof



reconstruction of flood protection embankment to avoid flooding of rail tracks and
rail equipment as well as settlement areas. Today reconstruction work isn‟t
finished.



the construction of a counterfort, which is a temporary measure during the
reconstruction of a flood protection embankment and should protect Stillfired
against flooding during the time of reconstruction



the ÖBB Emergency Plan which was established after flooding and regulates the
information chain if a flooding threats. The flood Emergency plan should help all
authorities, emergency response organisations etc. before and during flooding to
inform people about the flood at the right time, to arrange all necessary control
measures and safeguards, to fight against the flood as effective as possible with
advised deployment of staff and material.

Conclusions from “Xynthia“
Xynthia has been one of the deadliest and costly natural events ever happened in the
French history. Roads, ports, and railways were destroyed or heavily damaged. Falling
trees on rails and roads also closed many connections and more than 100 flights were
cancelled or suffered major delays because of the strong wind. The most severe impact
resulted on the partial destruction of the railway that runs along the Atlantic coast between
La Rochelle and Rochefort. Nearly 3 kilometres of lines were rebuilt in seven weeks.
Xynthia has been recognised as one of the very first coastal event in France, event with
which meteorological and hydrological offices were not familiar with, at least to such
extent. The large number of fatalities in France raised the issue of coastal urbanization,
maintenance of dikes and obsolete warning systems.
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Despite a remarkable mobilization response, its consequences were caused by a big lack
of information in anticipating the risk of marine submersion. Meteo France classification of
the storm has been contested. The lack of knowledge about flood scenarios had a
negative effect on the warning activities. No large scale evacuation, that could have saved
most of the lost lives, was carried out.
Indeed, the rescue services acted immediately after the disaster. In general, the postemergency management has been good, even if they faced main difficulties, especially at
the early stages of the intervention.
Several mistakes had been historically made while planning the land use in the involved
areas. In particular, urbanization in risk areas was involved in the increase of stakes.
Some damaged areas became non-buildable as part of the plan to prevent flooding.
Dikes, originally built to protect agricultural land, have shown not to be adapted to protect
settlements and their failure was augmented by the state of the maintenance. The
improvement of land use and coastal development policies and the implementation of
direct and indirect adaptation strategies are therefore necessary to reduce hazards in
these areas.
Conclusions from “Heavy snow on alpine roads”
The snow blizzard occurred on the 29th of January 2004 caused heavy damages and
traffic disruption in the main regional roads and in the Apennines part of the A1 highway.
This highway connects Bologna to Florence and it plays a key role since it represents the
main connection between the North and the Centre-South Italy.
An important point to underline is that, investigating the maxima snow depth measured
during the winter 2004, the registered value during the event was not an exceptional snow
amount and it was lower then measured values in the following winter months (when no
such damages and problems occurred). Thus the selected case was not the most
important snowfall in 2004 winter season, but it was the first. A key role of the critical
situation has to be attributed to the poor capability to properly manage this type of
emergency, after the snow scarcity occurred in 90‟s that caused a smaller attention about
snow events.
Further the situation becomes critical even if the snowfall was correctly forecasted in the
morning by the meteorological service and the use of highways was not recommended to
people. Thus it was mainly the management of the snow emergency that showed
inefficiency (i.e. not chains equipped vehicles and trucks were able to elude checking
points at the entrances of the highway).
The costs of this snow event imposed on society are not easily assessable. Many small
crashes have occurred and damages to the property of ANAS have been registered.
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Thousand people remained trapped for many hours in the A1 highway between Bologna
and Florence. The A1 highway management costs are embedded in a lump contract to
manage snow emergencies (to provide assistance to the users, snow ploughs service and
salt spreading), so that the cost does not depend on the single event.
The measures that have been undertaken during this emergency were the A1 highway
closure between Sasso Marconi (Bologna) and North Florence toll gate for 7 hours and
the closure of the upstream toll gates respect of the involved areas for 6-8 hours
(depending of the toll gates). Further Civil protection measures to support people trapped
for hours in the highways were taken.
Future adaptation strategies for these types of events concern the improvement of the
highways snow plans, with some measures that have to be permanently applied. The
expected long-term effect is mainly the reduction of roads disruption.
The main change after the controversies followed the 29-01-2004 snowfall the National
road system coordination centre “Viabilità Italia” has been founded, that is a technical and
administration coordination commitment that decides the operational actions to prevent
and manage the road system emergencies caused by severe meteorological events or
other events (also connected to human activity).
Conclusions from “Rhine shipping during the 2003 summer heat “
Due to a series of heat waves throughout Europe in the summer of 2003 Rhine shipping
was severely affected by extreme low water levels for more than 10 weeks from August
to October 2003. The high temperatures and scarce precipitation affected the shipping
industry by reducing average payloads to 30% of their normal capacity. Compared to the
year before, the freight loaded decreased by 5.8 million tonnes, transport performance
(tonne-kilometres) decreased by 9.9%. The low water levels further led to safety issues
(ships running aground).
The main challenges of extreme low water levels on the transport sector can be
summarized as follows:
 reduction of the load rate resulting in a higher number of trips;
 shift from transport with larger ships to smaller ships, leading to more traffic caused
by smaller vessels ;
 scarcity in the reserve supply of reserve fleet of smaller size (including crew staff)
because of the increased demand for those vessels, which in turn triggers a price
jump;
 longer sailing times (i.e. slower commercial speed) and waiting times at the locks
compared to a normal situation;
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 increasing difference in heights between the water level and the platform, equipped
with cargo handling installations, becomes a hinder for loading/unloading operations
at the ports
 shortages of waiting and resting places at some ports and locks, due to deployment
of additional fleet which in turn will effect the waiting and service times
 loss of cargo as a result of shift to other transport modes
 loss of reputation of the inland shipping and of the route as a reliable transport option
Total welfare costs to Dutch society were estimated to amount to € 393 million in 2003,
including the Rhine market (served by Dutch vessels), the Dutch domestic market and the
secondary effects on the North-South market (i.e. inland shipping to and from Belgium
and France; the scarcity of shipping capacity on the Rhine drew resources e.g. from the
Maas and other rivers in the North-South market).
As direct crisis response the following measures were taken to limit the damage
resulting from the low water situation:
-

Ban on passing of the ships

-

On critical sections imposing the on/off one-way navigation scheme

-

Restrictions on the passage times at locks.

-

In extreme case temporary closure for navigation of some of the pathways or locks

Immediate measures taken by ship operators on the operational level on a daily basis,
given the extreme low water situation, were:
-

Cancellation or postponing of trips

-

Sail partially loaded

-

Charter additional ships of smaller size to replace voyages of bigger ships

-

Unload the ship, store the cargo at the port and choose another transportation
option

Long term adaptation strategies include improved traffic management (e.g. pumps at
the locks), intelligent logistics (e.g. integration of IT based planning, navigation and
advance registration applications, low water prediction model and Electronic Chart Display
Information System ECDIS), innovative vessel designs in shipbuilding (e.g. construction of
wider and lighter vessels), improved infrastructure measures (e.g. deeper and wider
navigation channels).
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9.2 Recommendations
This section provides more general recommendations which can be derived in general
and from each case study individually.
In summary, the case studies recommend that for a successful emergency management
efficient communications structures are necessary, coordination of the involved
authorities, strict maintenance of protection systems, in-time information on upcoming
disasters, and the development of contingency plans for people and logistics nodes as
well as timely, direct responses are fundamental
General recommendations “ Flood 2002 in Eastern Germany “:
A main challenge towards successful emergency management in general as well as for all
transport sectors is an efficient communication structure. Therefore, it is of high
importance to protocol information flows and to analyse them afterwards in order to
improve them. There is still a large potential for improving regional, national and
international communications in order to avoid damages and to save lives during
emergencies of such scale. European projects improving cross-border cooperation, such
as IDIRA, are of highest importance.
General recommendations “Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe:
The recommendations for the enhancement of the organizational aspects of EM transport
operations concern three main aspects:
a) The need for the development of a Decision Support System that can capture the
complexity of the dynamic character of such extreme weather events and respond
according to real-time information.
b) The need for the development of an economic assessment tool for evaluating the cost
impacts of weather extreme phenomena.
c) The conduction of Risk analysis at a national level for resource allocation in case of
emergency situations at vulnerable and endangered areas.
General recommendations “Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006 “ :
a) Maintenance of protection systems are highly recommended otherwise protection
cannot be guaranteed although protection system is constructed for high risk event.
b) In time information on upcoming flood can reduce damage to people and rolling stock
but rather not to infrastructure itself.
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c) In time communication to customers and fast reactions regarding rerouting of trains
lead to minimum of modal shift effects. A detailed communication system between all
affected stakeholders and detailed reaction plans are highly recommended.
d) Simple protections measures for high value equipment can reduce future damage and
operation problems.
General recommendations from “Xynthia”:
Xynthia provides a typical example of the issues related to transport during and after a
windstorm. Transport interruptions represented a significant share of the total
disturbances to the economic system. Falling trees, broken networks, and closed
infrastructure nods appear to be the main problem for land transport. Maritime and air
transport were severely affected, with an almost complete interruption during and after the
events. Indeed, windstorms are either extreme large scale events (like Lothar in 1999) or
highly destructive at local scale (with many casualties in the case of Xynthia).
But they do not prove to be a particular challenge to transport in particular that is to say
relatively to the rest of the economy: air transport stops, and as it is unadvised to travel at
all, all transports modes are affected. Windstorms affect transport as much as they stop
the economy as a whole.
Thus, for these two cases, there is no easy adaptation action that can be planned by
individual transport actor to avoid these disturbances, since it is highly dependent on the
location of large scale infrastructure. Improvement in warning system may help diminish
the assets exposure (in maritime case and for automobiles). Storm vulnerability is thus
more a case of collective vulnerability and exposure, than a transport-related issue.
Particular attention can however be devoted to the logistic nods that have the greatest
impact on the functioning of the economy, and businesses can develop contingency plans
in case their supply chain is perturbed.
General recommendations “Heavy snow on Alpine roads”:
A general lesson learnt is that the underestimation of the problems caused by a particular
type of meteorological event (even if correctly forecasted, as the snowfall for the selected
case) and a drop of the attention due by the rarity of this kind of event in a recent past,
may led to very critical situation. So it is important to remember the past even if the more
recent one shows different climatologic features. For example, the heavy snowfalls of 80‟s
should had been taking into account even if 90‟s presented snow scarcity.
Another lesson learnt is that a general coordination plays a crucial role in the
management of a crisis to guarantee homogenous procedures and define the operational
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coordination modes. Hence the setting up of a national road system coordination centre
(“Viabilità Italia”) has been required.
General recommendations “Rhine shipping during the 2003 summer heat” :
The recommendations for waterborne transport include two aspects:
a) Timely direct responses, in accordance to the actual circumstances, especially
adequate navigation and loading restrictions, deployment of reserve fleet to enable any
contractual obligations.
b) Structural adaptation measures, which are aimed at improving the reliability of the
waterborne infrastructure in the long-term (for instance, increasing the pumping capacity
of the locks in a reverse direction, constructing parallel dams, curbing the degradation of
the river bed, etc). In addition accurate and up-to-date information on the depth contours
and actual water levels need to be constantly monitored by the pathway authorities by
using information technology such as ECDIS.

9.3 Study goals and achievements
This section revisits the objective of WEATHER Work Package 6 (Case studies) and
compares them to the achievements made by this deliverable. The objectives stated by
the WEATHER technical annex are the following:
 Objective 1: Formulation of local specificities, requirements and experiences as
input to the analytical analysis in WPs 2 to 5
This objective has been fully met. WP6 complements the theoretical analysis of WP 2 to
WP 5 by providing 6 specific cases of extreme weather events and describing their local
characteristics. The case studies identified the main challenges, any mistakes which were
made in responding to the event, and the costs of the extreme event imposed on society.
The case studies outlined the measures which were applied in the crisis management as
a direct response to the event; furthermore the case studies explain the adaptation
strategies which were put in place or planned to ensure a better preparedness for future
extreme weather events.
The specific links of WP 6 to the previous work packages are the following:
WP2: Identified the vulnerable elements of the transport sector and the specificities of
each mode and of intermodal processes with respect to different extreme weather events
(sub-objective 2); it further quantified the entrepreneurial costs of extreme weathers for
transport operators and estimates and predicts the social costs of extreme weathers
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affecting transport. WP 6 investigated for the specific study cases which transport modes
were affected by the extreme weather event.
WP3: outlined efficient and innovative mechanisms of managing disastrous events with
particular emphasis on maintaining the service function of transport networks in an
intermodal context; it further quantified costs and likely benefits of efficient emergency
management structures. WP 6 described for each case the recovery from the extreme
event. It summarized which mechanisms for crisis management were put in place as
immediate response during and shortly after the event.
WP4: Identified appropriate and efficient adaptation strategies for transportation
infrastructures and services to ease the impacts of extreme weather events in the future; it
further quantified costs and benefits of adaptation measures to transport operators as well
as social benefits and costs of adaptation measures. WP 6 derived from each case study
strategies for future adaptation. It outlines the structural measures which were undertaken
or planned to be better prepared for similar events which might occur in the future.
WP5: Clarified the role of governments, companies and industry associations in fostering
efficient emergency measures and adaptation measures; it further identifies appropriate
governance structures to foster long-run adaptation. WP6 investigated for each case the
role of public bodies, companies and other organisation in relation to the implementation
of the adaptation strategy.
In summary WP6 fulfils the first objective of the work package by providing concrete
European examples of extreme weather events and analysing them along the criteria
which reflect the analysis of WP2 to WP5. WP6 thus picked up the themes of the previous
work packages and illustrates them by European case studies.
 Objective 2: Check the applicability of theoretical concepts of vulnerability
assessment, crises prevention and adaptation strategies with practical
experiences and local conditions (sub-objective 6)
The analysis of the case studies followed the same structure: case study description,
transport sector impacts, crisis and emergency management, adaptation measures,
summary and lessons learned. In some cases a case specific analysis was conducted
using theoretical concepts such as the chronological comparison of the impacts of the
same event. The following gives an overview of the methods which were applied:
Case 1: Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany: Chronological comparison of recurring
events; comparison of information flows during recurring floods in Saxony in 2002, 2006
and 2010.
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Case 2: Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe: Detailed analysis of the impacts of
closed road network links on the circulation of traffic; assessment of the importance
(criticality) of the links that were closed during the events (local network) and the ones that
could have been closed (national network) and visual representation of the results.
Case 3: Flooding of the rail link Vienna - Prague in 2006: cost calculations on damage,
recovery and user costs; the following aspects were considered:


user costs due to closure of tracks (detouring costs, additional costs for car use and
parking costs)



additional Accident costs due to increased road transport during closure



additional costs for air pollution and climate change due to increased road transport
during closure



increased federal tax income due to increase of fuel use

We thus can conclude that the objective of assessing the applicability of theoretical
concepts has been achieved: in three of the case studies such methods proved to be
applicable.
Objective 3: Recommendation of better damage assessment, emergency prevention
and adaptation measures on a local level.
We consider objective 3 being fully met. For each case study WP6 provided case specific
recommendations and lessons learned which can be applied to disaster management on
a more general level. In the following the recommendations are summarized per case:
Case 1: Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany: Effective communication schemes are an
important key to a fast recovery, organisation schemes during cases of emergency have
to be trained. The following recommendations were derived from the case study:


improve natural and technical flood protection measures



allocation of land for flood areas



improve dikes



install mobile flood barriers



improve information management for resources and dangers incl. IT, GIS



IT tools for damage regulation



training of governmental emergency teams



improve communication and organisational structures



set up compatible digital communication technologies



set up compatible digital communication technologies
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increase number of available expert advisers with regard to water issues



set up area-wide siren systems for alarming the public



set up and update flood plans



decreased usage of siren and blue light on vehicles when ever possible



increase and train crisis intervention teams, emergency pastoral care

Case 2: Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe: The development of a Decision Support
System is recommended which can capture the complexity of the dynamic character of
such extreme weather events and respond according to real-time information. Secondly,
the development of an economic assessment tool is recommended for evaluating the cost
impacts of weather extreme phenomena. Thirdly, it is suggested to provide risk analysis at
a national level for resource allocation in case of emergency situations at vulnerable and
endangered areas. The long-term adaptation strategies which were advocated in this case
study include the provision and training of additional fire prevention staff, fire prevention
programs, forest monitoring and mapping (for better damage assessment) and improved
wildfire management.

Case 3: Flooding of the rail link Vienna - Prague in 2006: Maintenance of protections
systems is highly recommended otherwise protection cannot be guaranteed although
protection system is constructed for high risk events (dam that broke was constructed for
a 100 year event, flood was a 100 year event, due to non optimal maintenance dam has
broken, new dam is again for 100 year event).
In-time information on upcoming flood can reduce damage to people and rolling stock but
rather not to infrastructure itself.
In-time communication to customers and fast reactions regarding rerouting of trains lead
to minimum of modal shift effects (in the short and the long run). A detailed
communication system between all affected stakeholders and detailed reaction plans are
highly recommended.
Simple protections measures (regarding flood) for high value equipment can reduce future
damage and operation problems.
Case 4: Xynthia windstorm 2010: The large number of fatalities in France raised the issue
of coastal urbanization, maintenance of dikes and obsolete warning systems. Urbanization
in risk areas was involved in the increase of stakes. Dikes, originally built to protect
agricultural land, have shown not to be adapted to protect homes and their failure was
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augmented by the state of the maintenance. Warning system and evacuation plans were
not appropriate for a storm surge event. Risk management includes a multitude of actors
(national government, local authorities, communities) having different spatial scale and
roles, and conflicting interests. Moreover land market does not appropriately consider risk.
This complexity has not been accurately considered in the past, and the result is the big
tragedy of Xynthia. In future, actors need to be aware of the long term impact of their
decisions and the actual risk governance has to be improved. In the case of Xynthia,
disturbances to operations and infrastructures have not been out of range of what can be
expected.
Indeed, windstorms are either extreme large scale events (like Lothar in 1999) or local
destructive with high casualties. They do not prove to be a particular challenge to
transport in particular, or mainly in an obvious manner: air transport stops, and as it is
unadvised to travel at all, all transports modes are affected. Windstorms affect transport
as much as they stop the economy as a whole. If they are not large scale, windstorms are
local and destructive, in which case infrastructures are destroyed.

Thus, for these two cases, there is no adaptation foreseen for individual transport actor to
avoid these disturbances. Improvements in warning systems may help diminish the assets
exposure (in maritime case mainly). It is more a case of collective vulnerability to windstorms or of exposure, and then direct costs, which are a collective issue and decision
involving large scale infrastructure. Particular attention should be devoted to logistic nodes
which would have greater impact of destruction for a supplying an economy, or for logistic
actors of the location of their main supply nod.
To know more about adaptation measures available to private actors, it would be
necessary to gain better knowledge about small windstorms, awareness being risen either
by destructive or by large scale events, which impacts can be more mitigated by individual
actors.
Case 5: 29th January 2004. Heavy snowfall event on the Apennine roads: It is
recommended to impose precautionary closure of highways before heavy traffic problems
take place or road circulation allowed only to vehicles with snow chains or winter tyre.
Case 6: Rhine shipping during 2003 summer heat: The lessons of 2003 show, that the
inland waterway transport industry put a lot of efforts to be able to continue the navigation
under extreme water conditions and keep serving the clients. However, not every shipper
is prepared to pay the low water surcharge to the transport company and rather look for
an alternative transport instead. It is clear, that the major shippers nowadays cannot rely
on one mode of transport only. Their number one requirement is the reliability of service
and secured transport. The reliability of the Rhine route needs to be improved, in order to
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meet the goals of sustainable navigation on the river. It is advised to increase the
reliability of the Rhine shipping routes by better traffic management (e.g. increasing the
pumping capacity of the sluices in a reverse direction). Furthermore, intelligent logistics
allows optimisation of the traffic on the Rhine by integrating ICT based planning,
navigation and advanced registration applications. The latter include the possibility to
measure the actual water levels, the actual positions of the vessels, the actual capacities
of the ports and locks and react immediately in most optimal way. Another structural
solution to minimise the impacts of low water heights is to be taken into account by the
shipbuilding industry and concern a new design for ships. The ships need to be wider and
lighter. As overall challenges in river management for the future, the following measures
regarding infrastructure design and construction are recommended:
- need for deeper and wider navigation channel due to bigger ships;
- adaptation to increasing low & high discharges due to climate change (coping with
draughts and floods);
- stop river bed degradation (instability constructions);
- idea of constructing 35 km parallel dams in the Lower Rhine, with good chances for
ecology;
- improve ecology.
In summary, in WP 6 the questions of better damage assessment, emergency and
adaptation measures were explicitly asked and answered for each case study. Therefore,
objective 3 of the WP 6 has been met.
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RUNDflug 2002: Flughafenhilfe während und nach der Flut. In: Rundflug. 3/2002, p. 5,
neighbourhood newspaper of Airport Dresden International.
RUNDflug 2002b: Terminal 2: Theaterwerkstätten im Ausweichquartier. In: Rundflug.
3/2002, p.3, neighbourhood newspaper of Airport Dresden International.
SAB 2011: Sächsische Aufbaubank: Zuwendungsvertrag zur Umsetzung eines Projektes
im Rahmen des „Ziel 3/Cil 3- Programms zur Förderung der grenzübergreifenden
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Zusammenarbeit 2007-2013 zwischen dem Freistaat Sachsen und der Tschechischen
Republik‟, Antragsnummer: 100017102, 12.08.2009
Sachsen 2011: Sachsen gestern und heute – Wissenswertes über Orden.
http://www.geschichte.sachsen.de/9996.htm (30.08.2011)
Sachsen 2011b: Pressemitteilung 16.02.2011,
http://www.medienservice.sachsen.de/medien/news/159289 (01.09.2011)
Schulz 2010: Stephan Schulz: Hochwasser in Sachsen: Katastrophenalarm in Görlitz und
Meißen. In: Politik & Gesellschaft @ suite 101. http://www.suite101.de/news/hochwasserin-sachsen-katastrophenalarm-in-goerlitz-und-meissen-a87899 (01.09.2011)
SMART-WAY 2011: SMART-WAY project, http://www.smart-way.mobi (30.08.2011)
SMUL 2010: Clauß, Christiane: Antwort auf: Kleinen Anfrage der Abgeordneten Dr. Jana
Pinka, Fraktion DIE LINKE, Drs.-Nr. 5/2861, Thema: Hochwasserschutz-Aktionsplan für
Sachsen. Sächsisches Staatsministerium für Umwelt und Landwirtschaft.
http://edas.landtag.sachsen.de/viewer.aspx?dok_nr=2861&dok_art=Drs&leg_per=5&pos_
dok=2 (29.08.2011)
SPIDER 2011: SPIDER project web www.spider-federation.org (08.09.2011)
Socher 2011: Socher, Martin: Hochwasserrisikomanagement für das Einzugsgebiet der
Lausitzer Neisse unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Hochwassersituation im Jahr
2010. In: Zukünftige Herausforderungen an ein Hochwasserrisikomanagment und eine
nachhaltige Wasserbewirtschaftung im Oder-Einzugsgebiet. Conference, Wrozlaw,
21./22.06.2011 http://www.mkoo.pl/index.php?mid=6 (01.09.2011)
STAR-TRANS 2010: STAR-TRANS project web. http://www.startrans-project.eu
(31.08.2011)
Stadtwiki 2011: Hochwasser 2002. In: Stadtwiki Dresden (website).
http://dresden.stadtwiki.de/wiki/Hochwasser_2002 (29.08.2011)
Striefler 2003: Striefler et al.: Augusthochwasser 2002 – Schadensausgleich und
Wiederaufbau im Freistaat Sachsen. Sächsische Staatskanzlei, Januar 2003.
Striefler 2003b: Striefler et al.: Die Flut – ein Blick zurück nach vorn. Sächsische
Staatskanzlei, August 2003.
Szabó 2011: Szabó, Domokos and Herz, Franz: In zwei Jahren fährt die Bahn bis
Kipsdorf. In: Sächsische Zeitung, 29.06.2011,
http://www.news.weisseritztalbahn.de/?cat=18 (12.08.2011)
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THW 2002: Pressemitteilung 25.08.2002
http://www.thw.de/SharedDocs/Meldungen/DE/Pressemitteilungen/national/2002/08/meld
ung_006/meldung_006.html?nn=924754 (26.08.2011)
THW 2003: THW OV Berlin Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf: Die Flut – Ein Einsatz der
Superlative. 2003, http://www.thw-chawi.de/sonstStuff/Die%20Flut.pdf?PHPSESSID=ec4880c434ba2cc618e990d (26.08.2011)
THW 2007: Pressemitteilung 20.07.2007
http://www.thw.de/SharedDocs/Meldungen/DE/Pressemitteilungen/national/2007/07/meld
ung_002_BPK_Flut.html?nn=924754 (26.08.2011)
Tschök 2010: Interview with Stefan Tschök, spokesperson of Chemnitzer VerkehrsAktiengesellschaft AG CVAG and Head of Marketing, 15.11.2010
UBA 2006: Was Sie über vorsorgenden Hochwasserschutz wissen sollten.
Umweltbundesamt, Dessau 2006, http://www.ufz.de/data/Hochwasserschutz8974.pdf
(10.08.2011)
Undine 2011: Das Hochwasser der Elbe im Sommer 2002
http://undine.bafg.de/servlet/is/12106/ (10.08.2011)
VVO cameras: Website http://www.vvo-online.de/de/auto_und_verkehr/auto_taxi
_mietwagen/eigenes_auto/verkehrskameras /index.aspx (25.08.2011)
wetteronline: Website http://www.wetteronline.de/pegel/pegelkarte.htm (25.08.2011)
WSA: Website http://www.wsa-dresden.wsv.de/elbe/bruecken/index.html (25.08.2011)

Case Study 2: Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe
Agricultural University of Athens, Rehabilitation and development study for the agricultural
sector, the forests and the environmental protection of the 2007 fire stricken, Athens, 2007
European Forest Fire Information System, Forest fires in Europe, Report No 8, JRC
Scientific and Technical Reports, 2007
European Space Agency, Greece suffers more fires in 2007 than in last decade, satellites
reveal, 2007, http://www.esa.int/esaCP/SEMMGZLPQ5F_index_0.html (31.10.2011)
General Secretariat of Civil Protection, Citizen protection guidelines from Forest Fires,
2007, http://www.civilprotection.gr/index_gr.php?nodeid=23 (20.07.2011).
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General Secretariat of Civil Protection, General Plan for facing emergency situations
because of forest fires, 2011,
http://www.gscp.gr/ggpp_cms_files/dynamic/c190359/file/Sxedio%20Dasikon%20Purkagi
on%202011_el_GR.pdf (10.11.2011)
Georgopoulou T., How will the forests be rescued from Megafires: Conclusions and
recommendations from a group of experts, Kathimerini, 2007,
http://news.kathimerini.gr/4dcgi/_w_articles_ell_458570_11/09/2007_240759
(19.09. 2011)
Isokratis (Database for Legal Information), General Civil Protection Plan –Xenokratis,
http://www.dsanet.gr/Epikairothta/Nomothesia/ya1299_2003.htm
Kapakis I.,Forest fires in Greece, Crisis Response Journal World Wide, 4, 20-21, 2007

Michaletos I., Summer 2007: Result assessment of the damaging fires,
http://www.greekamericannewsagency.com/main/index.php?option=com_content&view=a
rticle&id=3096&catid=1:2010-01-19-17-32-13&Itemid=7 (30.09.2011)
Ministry of Public Administrative Reform and e-Government, Transparency and Openness
Policies of the Greek Government, 2011, Prohibition of traffic circulation and travellers‟
remaining in national parks, forest and endangered areas,
http://et.diavgeia.gov.gr/f/perifereiapeloponnisou/ada/4%CE%91%CE%A3%CE%9F7%C
E%9B1-9%CE%9F%CE%A1 (13.11.2011)
Nodaros M., 10 trial records under review, 2007,
http://www.protinews.gr/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=8904&Itemid=36(2
3.10.2011).
Nodaros M., The Trial for Ileia‟s killing fires in 2007,
http://mnodaros.blogspot.com/2011/10/2007.html
StatheropoulosM., A data file of the big forest fires in Greece during summer 2007 – how
early warning systems can be used as a shield of protection from forest fire smoke
impacts, Athens Summit, Global Climate and Energy Security, 2008

TatoulisP., The first open consultation on tourism, 2011http://astrosnews.gr/?p=7313
(10.09.2011)
The Economist, Burning forests: Fighting Greek fire, The Economist, August 29 2007,
http://www.economist.com/world/europe/displaystory.cfm?story_id=9718557
(25.10.2011)
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United States Agency International Development, Annual report for fiscal year 2007,
Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance, 2007
WWF, Ecological assessment of the wildfires of August 2007 in the Peloponnese, Greece,
2007, http://assets.panda.org/downloads/fire_report___peloponnisos_en_1_.pdf
(30.09.2011)
XanthopoulosG., Forest fire related deaths in Greece: confirming what we already know,
2007a,
http://www.fire.unifreiburg.de/sevilla2007/contributions/doc/SESIONES_TEMATICAS/ST6/xanthopoulos2_G
RECIA.pdf(12.09.2011)
Xanthopoulos G., Olympic Flames: Greece Suffers Record Losses, Fatalities in 2007,
2007http://wildfiremag.com/mag/olympic_flames/
(04.10.2011)
Zirogiannis N., Wildfire prevention and mitigation: the case of southern Greece, University
of Massachusetts Amherst, Department of resource economics, 2009
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Case Study 3: Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006
Bezirksfeuerwehrkommando Gänserndorf (2006): Einsatzdetailbericht Marchhochwasser
2006
BMVIT (Bundesministerium
Eisenbahnstatistik 2003

für

Verkehr,

Innovation

und

Technologie)

(2003):

BMWA,
Treibstoffpreismonitor
(fuel
price
monitoring
web
side);
http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/EnergieUndBergbau/Energiepreise/Seiten/MonitorTreibstoff.aspx?
Report=9 (24.04.2006)
Gemeinde

Stillfried-Grub:

Website

http://www.stillfried-grub.at/ff/extrablatt.pdf

(03.08.2011)
Google Maps Website : http://maps.google.at/maps; 03.08.2011
Herry Consult GmbH, Zentrum Transportwirtschaft und Logistik (ZTL), Kuratorium für
Verkehrssicherheit (KfV): Unfallkostenrechnung Straße 2007, Wien 2008
Infras; ISI, CE Delft, Uni Gdansk: handbook on estimation of external cost in the transport
sector; Delft 2007
Österreichisches Bundesheer : Website http://www.bmlv.gv.at (03.08.2011)Riocom
(2008): Hochwasser-Alarmplan March für die ÖBB-Nordbahnstrecke Angern bis Hohenau
Spirk & Partner (2007): Hochwasser March 2006, ÖBB Infrastruktur Bau, Strecke 114.
Wien Nord – Bernhardstal nach Staatsgrenze, km 40,5 –53,3 Schadens- und
Sanierungsbericht, Stand 31.10.2007
UBA (Austria) 2006 : internal information on emission factors, not published
Via Donau Hochwasserschutz
(16.08.2011)

March:

Website
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Case Study 4: Hurricanes Xynthia 2010 in France
Genovese Elisabetta, Przyluski Valentin (2012). Xynthia : le déroulement de la tempête et
ses conséquences en France, in « Xynthia », Ed. Hallegatte Stéphane and Valentin
Przyluski. To be published.
Przyluski Valentin, Hallegatte Stéphane (2012), “Xynthia: approche par l‟économie
politique” Ed. Hallegatte Stéphane and Valentin Przyluski. To be published.
Przyluski Valentin (2012) “Xynthia: l‟après”, Ed. Hallegatte Stéphane and Valentin
Przyluski To be published.
Kolen B., Slomp R, van Balen W., Terpstra T., Bottema M., Nieuwenhuis S. (2010).
Learning from French experiences with storm Xynthia: Damages after a ﬂood. HKV LIJN
IN WATER and Rijkswaterstaat, Waterdienst.
Mercier D. et Acerra M. (2011). « Xynthia, une tragédie prévisible ». Place publique,
02/2011.
N°2697 Assemblée Nationale, Rapport d‟information « sur les raisons des dégâts
provoqués par la tempête Xynthia » présenté par M. Jean Louis Léonard, Député
N°647 Sénat, Rapport d‟information, au nom de la mission commune d‟information sur les
conséquences de la tempête Xynthia, Président M. Retailleau Tome 1 Rapport, Tome 2
Auditions
Tempête Xynthia, retour d‟expériences, évaluation et proposition d‟actions, Comité
interministériel, rapport établi par P.Dumas, C. Bersani, M. Rouzeau et al.
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Case Study 5: Heavy snow on alpine roads

ARPA-SIMC technical report n°19/2010 “Climatologia e variabilità interannuale della neve
sull‟Appennino Emiliano-Romagnolo” A. De Bellis, V. Pavan, V. Levizzani. (available at
http://www.arpa.emr.it/dettaglio_documento.asp?id=1938&idlivello=64)
Points of order at the National Parliament (Legislature 14°, n.531 of 05/02/2004) available
at www.parlamento.it
Civil Protection Department Office IV - Emergency Management Mobility and essential
services.
Interview
at
Giovanni
Rainoldi.
Link:http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/jcms/en/serv_mobil_serv_essenz.wp
interview of a technical officer of the Italian highways in the Apennines areas between
Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany regions. (Autostrade per l'Italia SPA, direzione IV troncoFirenze). ù
press release of national and regional newspapers. ( DO you need the list of articles?)
Link:
http://www1.interno.it/mininterno/export/sites/default/it/sezioni/servizi/legislazione/codice_
strada/legislazione_621.html
Italian
national
Police
http://poliziadistato.it/articolo/50Le_informazioni_di_Viabilita_Italia/
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Case Study 6: Rhine shipping during 2003 summer heat
H. Blaauw, „Potential for the inland navigation fleet to adapt to changes in the water
discharge‟ (proceedings, ZKR congress, Bonn, 2009);
O.E.Jonkeren, „Adaptation to Climate Change in Inland Waterway Transport‟ (dissertation,
2009);
O.E.Jonkeren, P. Rietveld and J. van Ommeren. (2007). Climate Change and Inland
Waterway Transport. Welfare Effects of Low Water Levels on the river Rhine. Journal of
Transport Economics and Policy. Volume 41. Part 3, September 2007. pp. 387 – 411.
J. Helmer, „Climate change : challenge for Rotterdam and the container inland shipping
network‟, (proceedings, ZKR congress, Bonn, 2009);
K. Görgen, „Development of joint climate and discharge projections for the international
Rhine River catchments (RheinBlick2050, (proceedings, ZKR congress, Bonn, 2009);
M. Heinz, „Rheinschifffahrt und Klimawandel – Herausforderung und Chance‟,
(proceedings, ZKR congress, Bonn, 2009);
H. Cramer, „Future chalanges in river management‟, (proceedings, ZKR congress, Bonn,
2009);
R. Tieman, „Practical Experience with the Adaptation of the Inland Navigation Fleet to
Changes in the Water Discharge and with the Reduction of Fuel Consumption‟,
(proceedings, ZKR congress, Bonn, 2009);
Tol, R.S.J., Grijp, N.M. van der, Olsthoorn, A.A. & Werff, P.E. van der (2003). Adapting to
Climate Change: a Case Study on Riverine Flood Risks in the Netherlands. Risk Analysis,
23(3), 575-583.
K. Görgen et al, „Assessment of Climate Change Impacts on Discharge in the Rhine River
Basis‟, (results of the RheinBlick2050 project, 2010);
www.schuttevaer.nl , „Kleine Rijn beperkt laadcapaciteit‟, (2009)
www.binnenvaart.nl;
www.kliwa.de;
CCNR, „Market observation for European Inland Navigation‟ (2005-2010);
C.G. Bosschieter, „Klimaatverandering en binnenvaart. Effecten op de binnenvaart van
meer extreme lage (en hoge) waterstanden op de Rijn‟, (afstudeerschrift 2005, TU Delft);
J. Wade, „Hard Times on the Rhine‟ (article, 2004);
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J. A. Visser, M. Quispel, Final report on monitoring the capacity utilisation level of the
European fleet in 2003-2005‟, (2007)
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Annex A: Fact sheet Case Study 1: Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany
This is the Excel table which summarises the results of the case study
CASE 1 : Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany
Attributable to which weather extreme

floodings due to a regional flash flood and long lasting intensive supraregional rainfalls

What happened?

floodings due to a regional flash flood in the Ore Mountains/Germany and long lasting intensive supraregional rainfalls in the Elbe/Labe/Vltava catchments

Which transport mode(s) was affected?

all modes appart from air: roads, rail, foot paths, bicycle paths, waterborne

Where, When, Duration of the extreme event?

07.08.-16.08.2002. floodings in the Czech Republic; 12.08.2002 - 13.09.2002 floodings in Germany causing state of catastrophe along the river Elbe upto 45 km before
Hamburg (examples for the duration: Dresden 12.-22.08. completely, until 26.08. partly; 15.-26.08. Magdeburg, Wittenberg 15.08 - 28.08., Dessau and Bitterfeld 13.08.13.09.2002)

Accumulation of factors: were there several factors which came together, such as
rain + wind?

regional flash flood and long lasting intensive supraregional rainfalls (Czech Republic, Germany)

Short description of damages
Duration of recovery (how long after the event did it take to get back to business as
usual, i.e. normal schedule)?

floodings of road and rail infrastructure as well as vehicles including main station of Dresden and ferry terminals
02.09.2002 first train from Dresden main station (an IC to Berlin), 02.09.2002 rehandling operation started at port of Dresden, 09.09.2002 UPT Dresden (almost) back to
business as usual (see article Boden/Kühne 2007) ,18.09.2002 first piggyback train from Dresden, 20.09.2002 first urban train on the track Dresden - Schöna (track
through the Elbe valley), 17.10.2002 first cross-border ferry between Germany and Czech Republic, 29.10.2002 track between Dresden and Leipzig can be used again
(single direction temporary bridge), effects on the rail network until end of 2003 (a historical railway line is partially still (6/2011) out of work), bicycle path along the river
Elbe restored until end of 2003, federal roads reconstructed in November 2002: B170 (11.11.2002), B169 (30.11.2002), planed finish of reconstruction of public
infrastructure: end 2004 (as of January 2003)

Damage costs; please specify which cost elements are included:e.g. costs to
infrastructure, transport systems, human life, business loss

overall costs: Saxony/Germany: 6 billions Euro (Jan 2003), 20 casualities, damages: 740 km roads, 466 bridges, 20% of rail network; Elbe (CZ/D): 11,4 billion Euro
(highest damage due to river flooding in Europe so far), 38 casualties

RECOVERY from the extreme event: which measures were undertaken as an immediate response during and shortly after the event, i.e. crisis management (example: closure of the port, detouring, evacuation of people)
Specific measures applied

Duration of measure: for how long was the measure applied, e.g. port Implementation Costs, e.g. costs
was closed for 1 day?
for evacuation of people

Immediate/short-term effects: what exactly was the aim
of the measure and what did it achieve, e.g. risk reduction,
safety gains, modal shift

road/bridge closures including alternative routes

depending on the damage until end 2004

?

aim: ensure safety; achieved: sometimes traffic break
down due to congestion on alternative routes

railway track/bridge/station closures including alternative routes

depending on the damage still applied

?

aim: ensure safety; achieved: traffic break down, rail
replacement bus service, alternative routes for cargo

river closures for waterborne transport

depending on water level until beginning of September

?

aim: ensure safety; achieved: disruption of cargo traffic

inhibit catastrophe tourism

depending on the state of catastrophe

?

aim: ensure free mobility for emergency service

manual signal control

depending on the importance and damage of the traffic signal

?

aim: secure and effective traffic flow

blast ships which break free and endangered bridges

depending on the situation

aim: secure bridges

intensified surveillance of dikes
set up of regional and central governmental emergency teams

depending on water level until beginning of September
depending on the state of catastrophe

? (0.3 Million Euros for one new
ferry boat)
?
?

set up of governmental situation rooms (including GIS)

depending on the state of catastrophe

?

set up of connections between emergency teams of affected Länder

depending on the state of catastrophe

?

aim: ensure safety, overview and a government wich is
capable of acting

set up emergency hospitals

as long as needed

?

aim: ensure emergency service

set up logistic centers for sandbags and relief goods

as long as needed

?

information of the public

during and after the catastrophe

?

aim: ensure quick aid and new sandbga barriers
aim: calming the public; achieved: communication means
were overloaded, media caused confusion

increasing of the dike heights

before the peak

?

aim: ensure safety

sand bag barriers
evacuations (persons, animals): over 100000 persons

depending on water level until beginning of September
upto 3 weeks

aim: ensure safety
aim: ensure safety

recovery of goods, personal belongings and art treasures
set up of mobile medical assistance
split urban traffic network into functionable sub-parts
close down of power plants and transformer stations

as long as safely possible
until back to business as usual
until back to business as usual
as long as needed

?
11 Millions (only for hospitals in
Saxony)
?
?
?
?

set up of emergency back up generators
ensure delivery of goods and sandbags (e.g. via air)
install temporary bridges
restore road and rail infrastructure
restore public and private buildings
restore water courses and river beds

until back to business as usual
as long as needed
as long as needed
depending on the damage until end 2004
depending on the damage until end 2004
depending on the damage and often combined with improvements, not
yet completed (6/2011)
after water flew away

removal of waste

aim: ensure safety

0.7 Billion Euros

aim: rescue of values
aim: ensure health
aim: enable mobility
aim: ensure safety; achieved: lack of power supply =>
critical!
aim: ensure power supply
aim: ensure safety
aim: enable mobility
aim: back to business as usual
aim: back to business as usual
aim: back to business as usual

27 Million Euros

aim: back to business as usual

?
?
1.8 Billion Euros

overall catastrophe recovery costs in
Saxony: 136 Million Euros (thereof
43.5 Mio. for Dresden) including 88
Mio. catastrophe recovery, 27 Mio.
waste disposal, 11 Mio. evacuations
of hospitals, 10 Mio. local fire
brigades operations
Strategies for future ADAPTATION: what (structural) measures were undertaken or are planned to be better prepared for similar events which might occur in the future?
Future adaptation strategies

Duration of measure: for how long is the measure intended to be
applied (permanent or temporary)?

improve natural and technical flood protection measures
allocation of land for flood areas
improve dikes
install mobile flood barriers
improve information management for ressources and dangers incl. IT, GIS

permanent
permanent
permanent
permanent, to be used temporary
permanent as well as intensified temporary

IT tools for damage regulation
occassional
training of governmental emergency teams
permanent
improve communication and organisation structures
permanent
set up compatible digital communication technologies
permanent
increase number of available expert advisers with regard to water issues
permanent
set up area-wide siren systems for alarming the public
permanent
set up and update flood plans
permanent
decreased usage of siren and blue light on vehicles when ever possible
permanent
increase and train crisis intervention teams, emergency pastoral care
permanent
…
Sources: (selective)
Bericht der Unabhängigen Kommission der Sächsischen Staatsregierung - Flutkatastrophe 2002 (Kirchbach-Bericht)
Leitstelle Wiederaufbau: Augusthochwasser 2002 - Schadensausgleich und Wiederaufbau im Freistaat Sachse. Starke &Sachse, Großenhain, 2003

Expected implementation costs,
e.g. investment costs for higher
dykes
?
?
?
?
?

Expected long-term effects (risk reduction, safety gains,
modal shift, new business opportunities)

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

efficient supply of financial help
more efficency during recovery
more efficency during recovery
more efficency during recovery
more efficency during recovery
more efficency during recovery
risk reduction
calming the public
calming the public

risk reduction
risk reduction
risk reduction
risk reduction
more efficency during recovery, calming the public

Hünerkoch, D.: Die Bahn kommt wieder - Die Deutsche Bahn und der Wiederaufbau nach dem Hochwasser 2002. Druckerei Vetters, 2002
Arbeitsgruppe Hochwasser (Sachsen-Anhalt): Hochwasser 2002 im Land Sachsen-Anhalt - Auswertung des Katastrophenschutzmanagements. Magdeburg, 2003
Boden, M.; Kühnert, C.: Die Veränderungen des Liniennetzes des Öffentlichen Verkehrs zur Jahrhundetflut 2002 im Stadtgebiet von Dresden, 21. Verkehrswissenschaftliche Tage, Technische Universität Dresden, 2007
IKSE: Dokumentation des Hochwassers vom August 2002 im Einzugsgebiet der Elbe. Magdeburg, 2004
Marschner, J. et al. (Red.): Die Jahrhundertflut - Das Jahr danach. Druckhaus Dresden, 2003
Moch, G. and Dallmann, A. (Red.): Jahrhundertflut in Dresden. Dresdner Druck- und Verlagshaus, 2002
Müller, U.: Hochwasserrisikomanagement - Theorie und Praxis. Vieweg & Teubner, 2010
http://undine.bafg.de/servlet/is/12106/
http://www.dresden.de/de/08/03/053/c_006.php
CASE specific analysis: please add your own specific analysis: did you carry out a comparison of re-curring events, such as flooding which occurred several times in same region? Could you carry out cost calculations on damage, recovery and user
costs?
comparison between information flows during floods in Saxony of 2002, 2006 and 2010

LESSONS LEARNED: what are specific conclusions that can be drawn from this case which might be useful in general for recovery and/or adaptation, e.g. better communication structures are recommended
effective communication schemes are an important key to a fast recovery, organisation schemes during cases of emergency have to be trained
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Annex B: Fact sheet case study 2: Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe
CASE: please name here the number and the title of the case
Attributable to which weather extreme
What happened?
Which transport mode(s) was affected?
Where, When, Duration of the extreme event?
Accumulation of factors: were there several factors which came together,
such as rain + wind?
Short description of damages
Duration of recovery (how long after the event did it take to get back to
business as usual, i.e. normal schedule)?
Damage costs; please specify which cost elements are included:e.g. costs
to infrastructure, transport systems, human life, business loss

Fire events in the Region of Peloponnese during the summer of 2007
Fires broke out in the Region of Peloponnese after consecutive heat waves and low precipitation periods
The local and national road network
The region of Peloponnese, August of 2007, August 1st to September 1st
Three consecutive heat waves (46˚C), strong winds, low relative humidity (9%)
68 people died, more than 1.000 houses totally damaged, total burnt area of 10.196 km2
Recovery of the road network is estimated to have happened soon after the fires were put out (early September). The overall recovery for the systems' operation is estimated to have happened several months later due to the sectors hit by the events (agricultural,
tourism, business, production, etc.)
Cost estimations vary from 1.6 to 3 billion Euros including fires' impacts on infrastructure, transport systems, business, etc.

RECOVERY from the extreme event: which measures were undertaken as an immediate response during and shortly after the event, i.e. crisis management (example: closure of the port, detouring, evacuation of people)
Specific measures applied
Duration of measure: for how long was the measure applied, e.g. port was Implementation Costs, e.g. costs for evacuation of people
closed for 1 day?
Call for national and international aid in personnel and equipment
5 days
Evacuation of people
5 days
Volunteers' participation
4 days
Closure of unsafe road links

5 days

Strategies for future ADAPTATION: what (structural) measures were undertaken or are planned to be better prepared for similar events which might occur in the future?
Future adaptation strategies
Duration of measure: for how long is the measure intended to be applied Expected implementation costs, e.g. investment costs for higher
(permanent or temporary)?
dykes
Fire prevention additional staff
permanent
8 million Euros per year (assuming 1,000 Euros per month per fire
fighter for 4000 seasonal and permanent personnel for 2 extra months
in their contracts)
Fire prevention programs and technical assistance
temporary
Forest monitoring and mapping
temporary - ongoing
Wildfire management
temporary (2 years)
1,6 million Euros
Sources: please mention any reports, interviews, websites which provided information on the event
Source 1: Agricultural University of Athens, Rehabilitation and
development study for the agricultural sector, the forests and the
environmental protection of the 2007 fire stricken areas, Athens, 2007
Source 2: European Forest Fire Information System, Forest fires in
Europe, Report No 8, JRC Scientific and Technical Reports, 2007
Source 3: General Secretariat of Civil Protection, General Plan for facing
emergency situations because of forest fires, 2011
Source 4: StatheropoulosM., A data file of the big forest fires in Greece
during summer 2007 – how early warning systems can be used as a shield
of protection from forest fire smoke impacts, Athens Summit, Global
Climate and Energy Security, 2008
Source 5: United States Agency International Development, Annual report
for fiscal year 2007, Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance, 2007

Immediate/short-term effects: what exactly was the aim of the measure and what did it achieve, e.g. risk
reduction, safety gains, modal shift
AIM: To get assistance in the fire suppression efforts. ACHIEVEMENT: Successful facing of the fire fronts
AIM: To protect human lives ACHIEVEMENT: Safe evacuation of people in endangered areas
AIM: To assist the fire crew fighting with fires ACHIEVEMENT: Significant contribution as an additional fire
fighting force
AIM: Risk reduction concerning the usage of dangerous parts of the road network ACHIEVEMENT: Civilians'
safety gains

Expected long-term effects (risk reduction, safety gains, modal shift, new business opportunities)
Risk reduction

Safety gains
Risk reduction
Safety gains

CASE specific analysis: please add your own specific analysis: did you carry out a comparison of re-curring events, such as flooding which occurred several times in same region? Could you carry out cost calculations on damage, recovery and user costs?
Detailed analysis of the impacts of closed road network links on the
circulation of traffic. Assessment of the importance (criticality) of the links
that closed during the events (local network) and the ones that could have
closen (national network) and visual representation of the results.

LESSONS LEARNED: what are specific conclusions that can be drawn from this case which might be useful in general for recovery and/or adaptation, e.g. better communication structures are recommended
1. The authorities and actors responsible for dealing with the event were found unprepared for an event of such scale .
2. Although actions plans existed prior to events they were scarcely used and implemented.
3. Evacuation orders were given even at locations not in danger. As a result, the volunteers' participation and contribution was significantly hindered.
4. Need for the development of a Decision Support System that can capture the complexity of the dynamic character of such extreme weather events and respond according to real-time information.
5. Need for the development of an economic assessment tool for evaluating the cost impacts of weather extreme phenomena.
6. Risk analysis at a national level for resource allocation in case of emergency situations at vulnerable and endangered areas.
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Annex C: Fact sheet case study 3: Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006
CASE: 6.3 Flooding of the rail link Vienna - Prague in 2006
Attributable to which weather extreme
What happened?
Which transport mode(s) was affected?

Flood
flooding of railtracks after 2 dam brakes at a length of 20km
rail (freight and passenger transport) and road

Where, When, Duration of the extreme event?

heavy permanent rainfalls from 26th to 28th of March 2006; thaw due to inflow of warm air up to 2000m, twice as much snow than
in average winters

Accumulation of factors: were there several factors which came together,
such as rain + wind?

heavy permanent rainfalls, thaw due to inflow of warm air up to 2000m, snow meltign of twice as much snow than in average
winters are the 3 main factors which led together with not optimal maintained dams to the break of the dams and so to the flooding
of the rail link

Short description of damages
Duration of recovery (how long after the event did it take to get back to
business as usual, i.e. normal schedule)?

12.8km of railway line and railway station Dürnkurt and infrastructur of further railway stations completely destroyed
total recovery time was 7 months, after 8 weeks of total closure, only one rail track could be used with a max. speed of 40 km/h for
further 6 weeks

Damage costs; please specify which cost elements are included:e.g. costs to The direct damage costs for reconstruction of the railway line and the affected railway stations have been about EUR 43 million. No
infrastructure, transport systems, human life, business loss
damage to human life
RECOVERY from the extreme event: which measures were undertaken as an immediate response during and shortly after the event, i.e. crisis management (example: closure of the port, detouring,
evacuation of people) evacuation of people
Specific measures applied

Duration of measure: for how long was
the measure applied, e.g. port was closed
for 1 day?

closure of rail link Vienna - Prague

total closure of 8 weeks, one track could
be used with a max. speed of 40km/h for
further 6 weeks
between 8 weeks and 15 weeks (depended no direct costs for users but shift of
on direction)
infrastrcuture user charge from Austria to
Slovakia

rerouting of passanger and freight long distance trains via Bratislava, or
completly around Austria

Implementation Costs, e.g. costs for
evacuation of people

installation of bus replacement service

between 11 weeks and 15 weeks

ca. EUR 0.7 mio. (own estimations) for
operation of busses

Potato crates as log jam prevention and mobile embankment

for some days

-

Immediate/short-term effects: what
exactly was the aim of the measure and
what did it achieve, e.g. risk reduction,
safety gains, modal shift
Closure was necesseary due to complete
damage of track
ensure transport for long distance
passenger and freight transport, measure
avoided model shift from rail to road
during closure and also long term modal
shift effects
costomer could be transported to a
railway station where a train for further
journey was available, aim: reduction of
modal shift of short distance travellers
reduction of flood risk for gas hub
Baumgarten

Strategies for future ADAPTATION: what (structural) measures were undertaken to be better prepared for similar events which migh occur in the future?
Future adaptation strategies

Expected implementation costs, e.g.
investment costs for higher dykes

railway control centre on pillars
construction of a counterfort

Duration of measure: for how long is the
measure intended to be applied (permanent
or temporary)?
permanent
temporary

complete new flood protection dams

permanent

around EUR 82 mio.

ÖBB emergency plan

permanent

-

pillars cost around EUR 30,000
n.a.

Expected long-term effects (risk
reduction, safety gains, modal shift, new
business opportunities)
reduction of flood risk
reduction of flooding Stillfried an der
March during reconstrcutin of dams
reduction of flood risk (tracks and souring
area)
reduction of failures in emergency chain

Sources: please mention any reports, interviews, websites which provided information on the event
Source 1:
ÖBB: recovery report (Hochwasser Sprik&Partner (2007): Hochwasser March 2006, ÖBB Infrastruktur Bau, Stecke 114, Wien Nord
- Bernhardstal nach Staatsgrenze, km 40.5 - 53.3 Schadens- und Sanierungsbericht

Source 2:

Bezirksfeuerwehrkommando Gänserndorf (2006): Einsatzdetailbericht Marchhochwasser 2006

Source 3:

Riocom (2008): Hochwasser-Alarmplan March für die ÖBB-Nordbahnstrecke Angern bis Hohenau

Source 4:

http://www.stillfried-grub.at/ff/extrablatt.pdf

Source 5:

www.hochwasserschutz-march.at

Source 6:

Interview with ÖBB infrastrcuture - department for natural desaster managemernt

Source 7:

Interview with OMV - gas hub Baumgarten

Source 8:

Interviews with representatives of the affected communities

CASE specific analysis: please add your own specific analysis: did you carry out a comparison of re-curring events, such as flooding which occurred several times in same region? Could you carry out cost
calculations on damage, recovery and user costs?
User costs due to closure of tracks (detouring costs, additional costs for car
use and parking costs)
Additional Accident costs due to increased road transport during closure

EUR 18 mio.
EUR 0.3 mio.

Additional costs for air pollution and climate change due to increased road
EUR 0.2 mio.
transport during
Increased
federalclosure
tax income due to increase of fuel use
EUR 0.4 mio.
LESSONS LEARNED: what are specific conclusions that can be drawn from this case which might be useful in general for recovery and/or adaptation, e.g. better communication structures are recommended
Maintenance of protections systems is highly recommended otherwise protection cannot be guaranteed although protection system is constructed for high risk events (dam that broke was constructed for a 100
year event, flood was a 100 year event, due to non optimal maintenance dam has broken, new dam is again for 100 year event).
In time information on upcoming flood can reduce damage to people and rolling stock but rather not to infrastructure itself.
In time communication to customers and fast reactions regarding rerouting of trains lead to minimum of modal shift effects (in the short and the long run). A detailed communication system between all affected
stakeholders and detailed reaction plans are highly recommended.
Simple protections measures (regarding flood) for high value equipment can reduce future damage and operation problems.
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Annex D: Fact sheet case study 4: Xynthia Windstorm 2010
Case Study 4: Xynthia windstorm 2010
Attributable to which weather extreme

Windstorm and consequent storm surge

What happened?

A violent windstorm named Xynthia crossed Western Europe, with high speed wind until 160 km/h.

Which transport mode(s) was affected?

Roads, ports, and railways were destroyed or heavily damaged. Between La Rochelle and Rochefort, the railway that runs along the Atlantic
coast suffered major damage forcing to the complete closure of rail traffic for about three months, from February 28 to April 23, 2010. Several
flights were delayed.

Where, When, Duration of the extreme event?

Xynthia hit Europe between 27th February and 1st March 2010.

Accumulation of factors: were there several

Xynthia arrived on the French coast with simultaneously an exceptional high tide coefficient and a very low pressure. The rare combination of

factors which came together, such as rain +

these aggravated parameters generated a storm surge and severe marine flooding to French coastal areas.

wind?
Short description of damages

France was the hardest country hit by Xynthia, with the storm uprooting trees, flooding houses, and wreaking havoc with transportation. One
million households lost electric power at the height of the storm in western France. In the Hautes-Pyrénées, falling trees damaged vehicles, the
roofs of houses and barns were blown away, and rocks were falling onto the road. The worst of the damage was caused by coastal storm
surges: around 10,000 people were forced to evacuate their homes on the Atlantic coast after storm surge flooding inundated their properties.

Duration of recovery (how long after the event

France suffered of a massive power outage. More than a million households had electricity cut at nightfall on Sunday 28th. The railway that

did it take to get back to business as usual, i.e.

runs along the Atlantic coast was close to rail traffic for about three months, until April 23th, 2010. Traffic was disrupted on several road axes

normal schedule)?

and the Franco-Spanish border was temporarily closed. Many trains and flight connections were subject to hours of delays. Damage to
agriculture and oyster farming was severe. Some agricultural lands, burned by the salt, are condemned to be infertile for several years.
Houses, campsites, hotels, restaurants, railways, dikes and seawall, port areas and harbours were destroyed or heavily damaged, needing
months to get rebuilt.

Damage costs; please specify which cost

The transit of Xynthia caused the deaths of 59 people in Europe. In France, 47 people were killed, 41 of which from drowning. A total of

elements are included:e.g. costs to

500,000 French people suffered material damages due to the storm. The Senate evaluated the total amount of damage directly caused by

infrastructure, transport systems, human life,

Xynthia to more than 2.5 billion Euros. Storm property damage was estimated by insurers to 157.7 million Euros. The total damage estimated

business loss

by the farming community is close to 50 million Euros.

RECOVERY from the extreme event: which measures were undertaken as an immediate response during and shortly after the event, i.e. crisis management (example: closure of the port,
detouring, evacuation of people)
Specific measures applied

Duration of measure: for how long was

Implementation Costs, e.g. costs

Immediate/short-term effects: what exactly was the aim

the measure applied, e.g. port was

for evacuation of people

of the measure and what did it achieve, e.g. risk reduction,

closed for 1 day?

safety gains, modal shift

Street and highways closures, flight delayed

Several hours to one day

n/a

Traffic disruption

Railways and ports closure

From one day to 3 months

n/a

Traffic disruption

Emergency rescue and evacuation of people

Divers, rescue services and pump teams

n/a

Massive evacuation and emergency rescue of people

worked for 5 days
Strategies for future ADAPTATION: what (structural) measures were undertaken or are planned to be better prepared for similar events which might occur in the future?
Future adaptation strategies

Duration of measure: for how long is the

Expected implementation costs,

Expected long-term effects (risk reduction, safety gains,

measure intended to be applied

e.g. investment costs for higher

modal shift, new business opportunities)

(permanent or temporary)?

dykes

Sea walls and dykes reconstruction

Permanent

n/a

Physical protection for people and assets

Policies of distruction of houses in endangered

Permanent

n/a

Removal of risk

Permanent

n/a

Risk preparedness

zones (black zone)
Improvement of emergency plans

Sources: please mention any reports, interviews, websites which provided information on the event
Kolen B., Slomp R, van Balen W., Terpstra T.,
Bottema M., Nieuwenhuis S. (2010). Learning
from French experiences with storm Xynthia:
Damages after a ﬂood.
Mercier D. et Acerra M. (2011). « Xynthia, une
tragédie prévisible ». Place public.
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CASE specific analysis: please add your own specific analysis: did you carry out a comparison of re-curring events, such as flooding which occurred several times in same region? Could you
carry out cost calculations on damage, recovery and user costs?
n/a
LESSONS LEARNED: what are specific conclusions that can be drawn from this case which might be useful in general for recovery and/or adaptation, e.g. better communication structures are
recommended
The large number of fatalities in France raised the issue of coastal urbanization, maintenance of dikes and obsolete warning systems. Urbanization in risk areas was involved in the increase of
stakes. Dikes, originally built to protect agricultural land, have shown not to be adapted to protect homes and their failure was augmented by the state of the maintenance. Warning system and
evacuation plans were not appropriate for a storm surge event. Risk management includes a multitude of actors (national government, local authorities, communities) having different spatial
scale and roles, and conflicting interests. Moreover land market does not appropriately consider risk. This complexity has not been accurately considered in the past, and the result is the big
tragedy of Xynthia. In future, actors need to be aware of the long term impact of their decisions and the actual risk governance has to be improved. In the case of Xynthia, disturbances to
operations and infrastructures have not been out of range of what can be expected.
Indeed, windstorms are either extreme large scale events (like Lothar in 1999) or local destructive with high casualties. They do not prove to be a particular challenge to transport in particular, or
mainly in an obvious manner: air transport stops, and as it is unadvised to travel at all, all transports modes are affected. Windstorms affect transport as much as they stop the economy as a
whole. If they are not large scale, windstorms are local and destructive, in which case infrastructures are destroyed.
Thus, for these two cases, there is no adaptation foreseen for individual transport actor to avoid these disturbances. Improvement in warning system may help diminish the assets exposure (in
maritime case mainly). It is more a case of collective vulnerability to wind-storms or of exposure, and then direct costs, which are a collective issue and decision involving large scale
infrastructure. Particular attention can be devoted to logistic nod which would have greater impact of destruction for a supplying an economy, or for logistic actors of the location of their main
supply nod.
To know more about adaptation measures available to private actors, it would be necessary to gain better knowledge about small windstorms, awareness being risen either by destructive or by
large scale events, which impacts can be more mitigated by individual actors.
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Annex E: Fact sheet case study 5: Heavy snow on alpine roads
CASE:29th January 2004. Heavy snowfall event on the Appennine roads
Attributable ti which weather extreme
What happened?
Which transport mode(s) was affected?
Where, When, Duration of the extreme event?

Heavy snowfall
A severe snow precipitation (also of convective type) involved the Appennine roads
This extreme event caused serious problems in traffic circulation (main regional roads and highways
involved)
The episode started on the 29th January morning and it lasted till the evening (the most intense part of the
event occurred from 11 UTC to 16 UTC). A severe snow precipitation involved the Appennine area
between Florence and Bologna.

Accumulation of factors: were there several factors which came together, such
as rain + wind?
Short description of damages

Only heavy snow
Problems due to traffic disruption in the main regional roads and highways. People trapped for many hours
(more than 5) in the A1 highway. Closure of the A1 highway due to the presence of stationary trucks
standing across the roadways (about 16 km queue). Small crashes.

Duration of recovery (how long after the event did it take to get back to business many hours (more than 5)
as usual, i.e. normal schedule)?
Damage costs; please specify which cost elements are included:e.g. costs to
infrastructure, transport systems, human life, business loss

Not available, since the expensive contract (Million of Euros) signed by the company that manages the A1
highway (in the stretch of Highways between Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany region) to manage snow
emergencies (i.e. snow ploughs) is a lump sum contract. Thus the cost does not depend on the number of
snowly days occurred in a year. A single snowfall does not imply a direct cost, but only some indirect costs
(i.e. road toll missing) but hardly quantifiable.

RECOVERY from the extreme event: which measures were undertaken as an immediate response during and shortly after the event, i.e. crisis management (example: closure of the port,
detouring, evacuation of people)
Specific measures applied

Duration of measure: for how long
was the measure applied, e.g. port
was closed for 1 day?

Implementation Costs, e.g. Immediate/short-term effects: what
costs for evacuation of
exactly was the aim of the measure
people
and what did it achieve, e.g. risk
reduction, safety gains, modal shift
not available
Reduction of involved vehicles in the
traffic disruption

A1 highway closure between Sasso Marconi (Bologna) and North Florence toll
gate

7 hours

Closure of the upstream toll gates respect of the involved areas

6-8 hours (depending of the toll gates) not available

Civil protection gave blankets and warm drinks to support people trapped for
hours in the highways

not available

not available

Reduction of vehicles queued
upstream the traffic disruption
not available

…
Strategies for future ADAPTATION: what (structural) measures were undertaken or are planned to be better prepared for similar events which might occur in the future?
Future adaptation strategies

Duration of measure: for how long is Expected implementation Expected long-term effects (risk
the measure intended to be applied
costs, e.g. investment costs reduction, safety gains, modal shift,
(permanent or temporary)?
new business opportunities)
for higher dykes

Improvement of planning in case of snowfall, especially for highways

permanent

n.a.

Temporal reduction of roads
disruption

…
Sources: please mention any reports, interviews, websites which provided information on the event
Interview of a technical expert of the Italian highways in the Appennine areas
between Emilia Romagna and Tuscany regions. (Autostrade per l'Italia SPA,
direzione IV tronco- Firenze)
Press review of national and regional newspapers

CASE specific analysis: please add your own specific analysis: did you carry out a comparison of re-curring events, such as flooding which occurred several times in same region? Could
you carry out cost calculations on damage, recovery and user costs?
n.a.

LESSONS LEARNED: what are specific conclusions that can be drawn from this case which might be useful in general for recovery and/or adaptation, e.g. better communication structures
are recommended
Precautionary closure of highways before heavy traffic problems take place or road circulation allowed only to vehicles with snow chains or winter tyre.
This episode caused many controversies leading also to points of order at the National Parliament.
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Annex F: Fact sheet case study 6: Rhine shipping during 2003 summer heat
CASE 6: Rhine shipping during 2003 summer heat
Attributable to which weather extreme
What happened?

Heat and drought
A series of heat waves throughout Europe in the summer of 2003 with nearly no precipitation in the following
months had huge repercussions on the shipping industry: high temperatures and scarce precipitation in the region
throughout a longer period led to record low water levels in the river Rhine and the tributaries in several countries.
In some sections of the middle part of the river, the water dropped under the 0.5 m level making the passage of
ships almost impossible without running aground.

Which transport mode(s) was affected?

Inland shipping

Where, When, Duration of the extreme event?
Accumulation of factors: were there several factors which came together,
such as rain + wind?
Short description of damages

The extreme conditions continued for more than 10 weeks from August through October.
Heat and drought

Duration of recovery (how long after the event did it take to get back to
business as usual, i.e. normal schedule)?

Normal transport services were resumed in October 2003.

1) Economic damage: reduction of loading capacity to 30% of the normal capacity. The companies were forced to
send out three or four ships for a normal one-ship load.Under normal conditions, the average loading is 84 % of the
capacity. The operation under restricted loading regime pushes up the operational costs per ton because the fixed
vessel costs are a substantial part (about 70-80%) of total cost and those fixed costs do not vary with the tonnage.
Compared to the year before, the tonnages and transport performance in 2003 showed a decrease by 5.8 mln tons
and 9.9% respectively.
2) Accidents: accidents with ships running aground on shallow parts of the Rhine became a serious problem. In
September, a tanker carrying 400 tons of diesel fuel ran aground. However, no one was injured and no fuel leaked
into the river. A German cruise ship, that ran aground as well, left 41 people injured, three of them seriously.
3) Transport service interruptions: the falling water levels caused physical problems for ship operators who were
not able to get to some port docks. As a result, some car ferries were forced to stop service because they could not get to customers on the enlarged river banks.

Damage costs; please specify which cost elements are included:e.g. costs to For the total Rhine market the extra costs for Dutch society reached € 227 million (Source: O.E.Jonkeren,
infrastructure, transport systems, human life, business loss
“Adaptation to Climate Change in Inland Waterway Transport” , p. 34, 2009) in 2003. Another study (RIZA et al.,
2005) estimated the costs of low water levels for domestic inland waterway transport in the Netherlands to be €
111 million in 2003. These extra costs comprise the increase in the number of trips, due to loading restrictions of
vessels, the increase in handling costs as well as the costs as a result of longer waiting times at the locks. So the
total welfare costs to the Dutch society would have been at least € 338 million in 2003. The term “at least” refers to
the fact that the so called North-South international transport was not contained in the calculations.

RECOVERY from the extreme event: which measures were undertaken as an immediate response during and shortly after the event, i.e. crisis management (example: closure of the port,
detouring, evacuation of people)
Specific measures applied

Duration of measure: for how long was Implementation Costs, e.g.
the measure applied, e.g. port was closed costs for evacuation of people
for 1 day?

Imposing a ban on passing on the ships.

on a daily basis

On critical sections imposing the on/off one-way navigation scheme (for
example, 2 hours open for upward direction only, then the following 2 hours
open for downward direction only).
Influencing the passage times at locks by making, if possible, the locks
shorter, or by waiting until more ships come into the sluice valve.

on a daily basis

Measures taken by ship operators on the operational level on a daily basis,
given the extreme low water situation, were:
- Do not sail
- Wait and sail later
- Chose another route
- Sail partially loaded
- Charter additional ships of smaller size to replace voyages of bigger ships
- Contract skilled local skippers, familiar with the driest sections of the river,
to help with the complicated passages on risky sections
- Unload the ship, store the cargo at the port and chose another
transportation option

on a daily basis

Immediate/short-term effects: what
exactly was the aim of the measure
and what did it achieve, e.g. risk
reduction, safety gains, modal shift

on a daily basis

Strategies for future ADAPTATION: what (structural) measures were undertaken or are planned to be better prepared for similar events which might occur in the future?
Future adaptation strategies

Traffic management
One of the solutions related to the waterborne infrastructure, as proposed by
stakeholders in the Netherlands, is increasing the pumping capacity of the
sluices in a reverse direction, in order to keep the passage costs lower and
maintain the same passage frequencies as under normal conditions.

Duration of measure: for how long is the Expected implementation
Expected long-term effects (risk
measure intended to be applied
costs, e.g. investment costs for reduction, safety gains, modal shift,
(permanent or temporary)?
new business opportunities)
higher dykes
permanent

permanent
Logistics
Furthermore, Intelligent logistics allows optimisation of the traffic on the
Rhine by integrating ICT based planning, navigation and adanced registration
applications. The latter include the possibility to measure the actual water
levels, the actual positions of the vessels, the actual capacities of the ports
and locks and react immediately in most optimal way. As far as the
navigation is concerned, the staff of transport operating companies need to
be cyberspace skilled and have to follow the defined depth contours by
means of a radar system, which integrates the own radar, electronic chart,
AIS and data on accurate depth contours. Interference with the navigation by
the skipper has to happen only when required in the exceptional cases.
Shipbuilding
ongoing development
Another structural solution to minimise the impacts of low water heights is to
be taken into account by the shipbuilding industry and concern a new design
for ships. The ships need to be wider and lighter. In other words, the ships
which could have a lesser dive depth, faster speeds, be build from lighter
materials and be shaped in a way to cause minimal turbulence effects, when
sailing.
Infrastructure design and building
ongoing development
As overall challenges in river management for the future, the following needs
and measures starts getting more and more attention:
- need for deeper and wider navigation channel due to bigger ships;
- adaptation to increasing low & high discharges due to climate change
(coping with draughts and floods);
- stop river bed degradation (instability constructions);
- idea of constructing 35 km parallel dams in the Lower Rhine, with good
chances for ecology;
- improve ecology.
The stakeholders agree that it is not easy but possible to cope with the
changes im-posed on inland navigation by changing climate. Still a lot of work
has
to
be
done
in
next
decades.
Sources: please mention any reports, interviews, websites which provided information on the event
Source 1:
Source 2:
Source 3:
CASE specific analysis: please add your own specific analysis: did you carry out a comparison of re-curring events, such as flooding which occurred several times in same region? Could you
carry out cost calculations on damage, recovery and user costs?

LESSONS LEARNED: what are specific conclusions that can be drawn from this case which might be useful in general for recovery and/or adaptation, e.g. better communication structures are
recommended
The lessons of 2003 show, that the inland waterway transport industry put a lot of ef-forts to be able to continue the navigation under extreme water conditions and keep serving the clients.
However, not every shipper is prepared to pay the low water surcharge to the transport company and rather look for an alternative transport instead. It is clear, that the major shippers nowadays
cannot rely on one mode of transport only. Their number one requirement is the reliability of service and secured transport. The reliability of the Rhine route needs to be improved, in order to
meet the goals of sustainable navigation on the river.
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Annex G: Other Material (e.g. interviews)
Summary of Case Study 2: Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe
„Evolution of wildfires that affected Peloponnesus region during the summer of 2007‟

Institute for Space Applications & Remote
Sensing

National Observatory of Athens
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Abstract
The present document describes in depth, an innovative procedure that was deployed and
applied by ISARS/NOA, in order to comply with the requirements of WEATHER project, a
collaborative project with IMET/EKETA. The aim of this procedure was to relate
Peloponnesus road network segments with fire hot-spots that were detected by FIRMS
product, a product that utilizes MODIS (Terra & Aqua) satellite data. That relation was
detected in the spatial and temporal domains with the assistance of an innovative
algorithm that was developed by ISARS/NOA in order to deploy MSG-SEVIRI satellite
data for the estimation of burned areas.

Objectives
The objective of the present agreement was „The provision of data describing the
evolution of wildfires that affected Peloponnesus region during the summer of 2007‟.
In particular the objective of the present agreement comprises the following aimed to the:
 Provision of spatially referenced data describing places and road segments that
affected Peloponnesus region during the summer of 2007.
 Provision of spatially referenced data describing the temporal and spatial evolution
of wildfires that affected Peloponnesus region during the summer of 2007 on the
basis of data provided by MSG-SEVIRI and MODIS (Terra, Aqua) satellite systems.

Input Datasets
The input data that were utilized include three independent datasets:
1. Peloponnesus Road Network (ΕΚΕΤΑ – ESRI Shapefile)
2. Fire hot-spots (MODIS\FIRMS – Archived ESRI Shapefile)
3. Polygons of fire detected areas (MSG SEVIRI\NOA – ESRI Shapefile)

Rn_pelop (Peloponnesus Road Network)
The Centre for Research and Technology Hellas -CERTH/ Hellenic Institute of TransportHIT provided a vector dataset (rn_pelop) that describes spatially and thematically the road
network of Peloponnesus. The aforementioned dataset was delivered as an ESRI
Shapefile.
Table A-1 describes the attributes of Peloponnesus road network dataset (rn_pelop):
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Table A-1

The attributes of Peloponnesus road network dataset

Attribute

Type

Description

Attribute

Type

Description

FID

Object ID

Unique ID

L_SCHEME

Text

Left
(M/O/E/0)

Shape

Geometry

Shape Geometry

FLEFT

Text

From Road Number
(Left)

LINKID

Double

Unique Segment ID

TLEFT

Text

To Road
(Left)

Number

FROM_NODE

Double

Node ID (Start)

R_SCHEME

Text

Right
(M/O/E/0)

Scheme

TO_NODE

Double

Node ID (End)

FRIGHT

Text

From Road Number
(Right)

DIR_TRAVEL

Text

B/F/N

TRIGHT

Text

To Road
(Right)

FUN_CLASS

Double

Functional
classification 1 to 5

FERRY_ROAD

Double

0/1 is Ferry Road

L_AREA

Double

Area Left

TOLL_RD

Double

0/1 is a Road with
Tolls

R_AREA

Double

Area Right

ORGID

Double

Unique ID

L_ZIP

Text

ZIP Code Left

UNPAVED

Double

0/1 is a paved road

R_ZIP

Text

ZIP Code Right

SHAPE_LENG

Double

Segment
(meters)

STREET1

Double

Segment
Code 1

Group

STRNAME1

Text

Street Name 1

STREET2

Double

Segment
Code 2

Group

STRNAME2

Text

Street Name 2

STREET3

Double

Segment
Code 3

Group

STRNAME3

Text

Street Name 3

Scheme

Number

Length

Spatial Reference: Greek Grid/GGRS_1987 (EPSG Projection 2100) Projection System

Rn_firms (FIRMS Product)
The methodology that was developed for the need of this project was based mainly on
FIRMS service (Fire Information for Resource Management System), a service that
aims on the localization of fire hot-spots.
The Fire Information for Resource Management System (FIRMS) integrates remote
sensing and GIS technologies to deliver global MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer) hotspot/fire locations and burned area information to natural resource
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managers and other stakeholders around the World. FIRMS is funded by NASA and
builds on Web Fire Mapper, a web mapping interface that displays hotspots/fires detected
by the MODIS Rapid Response System and delivers near real-time hotspot/fire
information and monthly burned area information to international users and support fire
managers around the World.
More specifically the following FIRMS Service Products were utilised:
 MODAPS, the definitive version of Collection 5 (version 5.1) and
 MODIS Rapid Response [MRR] (version 5.0).
Raw FIRMS data were available through the web toolbox that FIRMS service provides (
FIRMS MODIS Fire Archive Download ). The product:
 Is delivered as an ESRI Shapefile
 records results that were measured from special instruments on board of Terra
MODIS (EOS AM) and Aqua MODIS (EOS PM) satellites
 Spatial Resolution: Each hot-spot that is encoded as a point in the ESRI Shapefile,
ascribes the estimation that fire exists in an area of 1x1 Km, while the centroid of
that area is identical with the point location.
 Temporal Resolution:
o Aqua MODIS satellite passes over Peloponnesus twice a day
(approximately at 00:30 and 11:30)
o Terra MODIS satellite passes over Peloponnesus twice a day
(approximately at 09:30 and 20:30)
 Spatial-Temporal coverage: The full MODIS dataset that was utilised spatially
covers the entire area of Greece and temporally the interval between 01/08/2007
and 01/09/2007.
Table A-2 describes the attributes that are encoded in the aforementioned vector dataset:
Table A-2

The encoded attributes in the vector dataset

Attribute

Type

Description

Attribute

Type

Description

FID

Object ID

Unique ID

ACQ_DATE

Date

Acquisition Date

Shape

Geometry

Shape Geometry

ACQ_TIME

Double

Acquisition
(UTC)

LATITUDE

Double

Latitude
degrees)

(dec

SATELLITE

Text

Terra/Aqua Satellite

LONGITUDE

Double

Longitude
degrees)

(dec

CONFIDENCE

Long
Integer

The
detection
confidence is a quality
flag of the individual
hotspot/active
fire
pixel

BRIGHTNESS

Double

Brightness
Temp.
(Kelvin), Ch. 20/22
& 31

VERSION

Text

Collection.Level
5.1)

SCAN

Double

Actual

BRIGHT_T31

Double

Brightness

spatial
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resolution
TRACK

Double

(Kelvin), Ch. 31
FRP

Double

Fire Radiative Power
(MW)

Spatial Reference: GCS WGS 1984 (EPSG Projection 4326) Projection System

MSG-SEVIRI ΝΟΑ-ISARS algorithm results (rn_SEVIRI)
In order to increase the temporal resolution of the final deliverable, we used the results of
an innovative algorithm that was developed by ISARS/NOA. This algorithm detects fire
hot-spots by processing the raw data received from MSG2 (METEOSAT-9) satellite and
SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager) instrument by the EUMETSAT
satellite station which is established in ISARS/NOA.
The product:
 is delivered as an ESRI Shapefile (one shapefile per acquisition)
 Records algorithm results as polygon vectors for each detected area affected by
active fires.
 Spatial Resolution: each fire affected area that is encoded as a polygon in the ESRI
Shapefiles has a temporal resolution of 4x4 Km.
 Temporal Resolution: EUMETSAT satellite receives a set of raw data every 15
minutes from meteorological satellite METEOSAT-9. After the execution of the fire
detection algorithm on those datasets the aforementioned shapefiles are derived.
 Spatial-Temporal coverage: The full MSG2-SEVIRI dataset that was utilised
spatially covers the entire area of Greece. Temporal coverage is not complete and
identical to FIRM product coverage (01/08/2007 until 01/09/2007). For that reason
this product was utilised only for the intervals that it was available.
Figure A-1 illustrates the availability of MSG-SEVIRI product in correspondence to the
time intervals that FIRMS product detects active fires at Peloponnesus region.
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Figure A-1

Availability of MSG-SEVIRI product

Table A-3 describes the attributes that are encoded in the aforementioned vector dataset:
Table A-3

The encoded attributes in the vector dataset
Attribute

Type

Description

FID

Object ID

Unique ID

Shape

Geometry

Shape Geometry

flag

Text

P/F Potential/Fire

timestamp

Text

YYYY-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss

sensor

Text

MSG1/MSG2

Spatial Reference: GRS 1980(IUGG, 1980)- (EPSG Projection 4559) Projection System
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Methodology
Quality Check and Improvements - Input Data
In order to use the original input datasets we needed to further process them by taking the
following actions:
 Check of thematic integrity and consistency
 Preview of the recorded attributes for each dataset
 Topological check in order to detect and fix spatial errors and inconsistencies
 Create code in Python language in order to read the source data sets.

Design of database schema – Input
The implementation of the methodology linking fire hot-spots to the affected road network
segments of the Peloponnese was effected by:
 Scripting in Python language and in collaboration with
 A DBMS (PostgreSQL 9.0) database enriched by the installation of POSTGIS 2.0
module which extends the basic capabilities of the DBMS on the ability to manage
spatial data.
 Input datasets and derived products are stored in a database named WEATHER
with a common Spatial Reference: Greek Grid/GGRS_1987 (EPSG Projection
2100) Projection System
To implement the database schema which supports the storage of input datasets and in
order to transfer them to the relevant database tables, we modified and enriched the
scripts that read the source data. After the execution of the code the input datasets were
transferred to the database.

Description of Methodology
We will present in detail the processes we used in order to correlate the road sections of
the Peloponnese with the hot-spots which were recorded by the FIRMS product as well as
the method we used in order to oversample the results by utilising the MSG - SEVIRI
product.

Step 1 – Update of database table firms_h_pelop
We considered it reasonable to increase the temporal resolution of the FIRMS dataset
(approximately four datasets per day), in order to achieve a result with a smooth and
dense sequence (1 hour fixed step) in the temporal domain. In addition we designed a
process in order to reassess that result by using the MSG-SEVIRI product which has a
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fixed and high (15 minutes) temporal resolution. For this reason we introduced the
concept of temporal reliability (temporal confidence) as follows:
1. For each detected hot-spot, we defined the period during which it retains a degree of
assurance to ± 8 hours from the acquisition time.
Table A-4

Ours from acquisition time – Temporal Confidence

temporal
confidence

-8
20

-6
40

-4
80

#hours from acquisition time
-2
0
2
4
90
100
90
80

6
40

8
20

During this time the value of temporal confidence diminishes from 100 inside the
acquisition hour to 20 in an 8 hours interval.
2. If within the interval of (± 8 hours) exists another acquisition that does not verify
spatially that hot-spot, from that time and on (future or past) the temporal confidence
parameter is reset.
3. If there exists a new acquisition which verifies spatially the existence of that hotspot, then we compute step 1 at that timestamp and for the intermediate time region,
the higher value of temporal confidence parameter prevails.

Step 2 – Update of database table firms_s_pelop
In order to enhance the certainty of the existence of recorded hot-spots as they were
derived from the previous step, we took advantage of SEVIRI data (rn_SEVIRI) according
to the following rules:
1. For each recorded hotspot polygon (rn_SEVIRI) we consider that polygon with a 1.5
Km spatial buffer.
2. For each recorded FIRMS hotspot (firms_h_pelop), we examine if there is temporal
(within the hour) and spatial correlation with the Step 2.1 dataset.
3. If there exists a correlation for that record a temporal confidence of 100 is assumed
4. Otherwise the temporal confidence remains the same as it was.
At this point the process of enhancing and improving the initial FIRMS dataset is
considered complete.

Step 3 – Hot-spots Spatial-Temporal aggregation
Because the volume of data that is involved in the procedure (hot-spots - road segments
correlation) creates complications in terms of computational complexity, we utilised „divide
and conquer‟ methods in order to reduce the computational complexity with a penalty in
the number of repetitions needed.
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1. Considering queries at hourly steps, we collected subsets of hotspots from
firms_s_pelop table, and each time, we executed an SQL function which computes
polygons that define dense fire affected regions (ST_ConcaveHull). That spatial
aggregation procedure builds polygons considering areas that hot-spots fall within a
radius of less than 6Km. The set of polygons which is calculated for each hour is
defined as an event. The overall result updates the firms_events table.
2. To achieve the temporal correlation, for each subsequent hour, we merge polygons
which are in a distance of less than 3Km from those of the former hour. The final
result updates the firms_fires table.

Step 4 – Hot-spot –Road Segments correlation
1. For each polygon that defines spatially aggregated hot-spots (firms_events - step
3.1), we identify the road segments which are at distance of less than 1500m.
2. In addition for the same polygon we identify the subset of hot-spots (firms_s_pelop)
with which it intersects.
3. Now we have two considerably smaller datasets. From the results of steps 4.1 and
4.2, we calculate the correlation of hot-spots and road sections (road segments in a
distance of less than 1500m). The final result updates the rn_firms table.

Step 5 – Final Database Product – Database table ViewB_rn_firms
Because each segment of the road network has been associated with more than one hotspot (rn_firms) at a given time and because our ultimate goal is to uniquely characterise
each road network segment at a given time, we proceeded as follows:
1. For each unit of time (1 hour)
2. We grouped database records by unique road segment IDs (and timestamps) and
We created the final product in the database (Table ViewB_rn_firms) by inserting records
with the following attributes:
 The unique road segment ID
 The Timestamp
 The maximum value of parameter temporal confidence as derived from the group-by
expression at step 5.2. That value was recorded as the degree of certainty that
depicts if that particular segment is affected by fire at that given time.

Database Schema –E-R Model
The following Entity-Relationship Model Diagram (Figure 27) illustrates the WEATHER
Database Schema, the distinct entities, its attributes as well as their relations.
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Figure A-2

Wather DATABASE schema
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Data Results
The final Deliverables of this project are:
1. A number of vector files (ESRI Shapefiles)
2. A mosaic of Landsat satellite images
3. A video that illustrates the overall evolution of the 2007 fires that affected
Peloponnese in temporal and spatial domains.

Description of the Results
ESRI Shapefiles
Three vector files were created as a result of the export of information from the
PostgreSQL database by using Python scripting. More specifically:
1. Vector file (firms_pelop.shp) contains information from the database table
firms_s_pelop which in turn is derived as a value added product after the processes
described in Step 2 (Description of the Methodology).
Deliverables Media: (./shapefiles/firms_pelop/firms_seviri_pelop.shp)
Spatial Reference: Greek Grid/GGRS_1987 (EPSG Projection 2100) Projection System
Table A-5 describes the characteristics encoded in that vector file:
Table A-5
id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Encoded characteristics
attribute

description

id

unique id

flag

SEVIRI overlay flag (YES/NO)

event_id

FK of spatially aggregated events (firms_events ID)

tmp_conf

Final confidence level (fine-tuned by SEVIRI)

ftmp_conf

Only firms confidence level

grp_start

Temporal extent of record

grp_end
facqtime

MODIS acquisition time

latitude

FIRMS hotspot latitude

longitude

FIRMS hotspot longitude

brightness

Fire property attributes

scan track version
Bright_t31
Frp
Fsat

MODIS satellite

Fconf

Firms confidence level

Sacqtime

SEVIRI acquisition time

Ssat

SEVIRI satellite

Sconf

SEVIRI confidence level
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2. Vector file (firms_events.shp) contains information from the database table
firms_events which in turn is derived as a value added product after the processes
described in Step 3 (Description of the Methodology).
Deliverables Media: (./shapefiles/firms_events/firms_events.shp)
Spatial Reference: Greek Grid/GGRS_1987 (EPSG Projection 2100) Projection System
Table A-6 describes the characteristics encoded in that vector file:
Table A-6

Encoded characteristics

id
1
2

attribute
id
poly_id

3

fire_id

description
Unique id
Unique id of spatially aggregated events (
poly_id,fire_id)
Unique ID of spatio-temporally aggregated
events that form a unique fire event
Final confidence level (fine-tuned by SEVIRI)
Only firms confidence level
Temporal extent of record

4 tmp_conf
5 ftmp_conf
6 grp_start
7 grp_end
3. Vector file rn_byHour.shp contains information from the database table ViewB_rn_firms
which in turn is derived as a value added product after the processes described in
Step 3 (Description of the Methodology).
Deliverables Media: (./shapefiles/ rn_byHour/rn_byHour.shp)
Spatial Reference: Greek Grid/GGRS_1987 (EPSG Projection 2100) Projection System
Table A-7 describes the characteristics encoded in that vector file:
Table A-7
id
1
2
3
4
5

Encoded characteristics
attribute
id_rn
linkid
grp_start
grp_end
tmp_conf

description
FK1 of road segments
FK2 of road segments
Temporal extent of record
Final confidence level (maximum confidence
level of firms hotspots in a distance of 1500m
fine-tuned by SEVIRI)

Figure illustrates a sample of the information contained in the resulted datasets
after the execution of the methodologies described earlier in this report:
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Figure A-3

Sample of information in the datasets

Photo-Mosaic
We created a georeferenced pseudo-colored background (Photo-Mosaic) which depicts
the greater area of Peloponnese region Figure A-4. The creation of this photo-mosaic was
based on archived (by ISARS/NOA) satellite images, of high and very high resolution. We
preferred the use of Landsat TM images with reference date of 2011 due to their good
quality and the absence of clouds. The pseudo-coloured background is georeferenced at
the Greek Grid/GGRS_1987 (EPSG Projection 2100) Projection System.
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Figure A-4

Photo-Mosaic georeferenced pseudo-colored background
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